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Looking	for	some	super	creative	ideas	to	make	this	weekend,	but	you	kinda	need	somewhere	to	start,	because	although	you	love	making	things,	you	only	have	so	much	time	in	the	day?	You	know,	I	used	to	think	I	had	to	start	from	scratch	on	both	recipes	and	crafts,	but	as	the	years	go	by,	I’ve	realized	that	starting	with	a	little	something	is	often	the
best	route.	Enter	free	printables….	My	world	changed	the	day	free	craft	printables	arrived	on	the	scene.	I	have	come	to	love	them	so	much,	I	went	and	saved	a	list	of	the	best	50	go	to	ideas	I	keep	on	hand	just	for	that	purpose.	When	I	need	a	quick	DIY	gift	idea	or	some	help	with	wording	for	my	projects,	I	use	these	creative	ideas	from	my	favorite
bloggers.	Just	in	time	for	Mother’s	Day,	summer	wedding,	and	pretty	much	and	gift	giving	or	crafting	occasion	you	may	find	yourself	in,	we	have	you	covered.	Check	out	the	lovely	photos	and	cool	step	by	step	tutorials	to	learn	how.	Pretty,	pretty,	pretty!	(And	don’t	worry,	we	won’t	tell	anyone	you	did	not	start	from	scatch	and	do	these	all	by	yourself	
1.	French	May	Day	Flower	Cones	PrintableellaclaireinspiredHow	gorgeous	are	these	French	May	Day	Flower	Cones	Printable	craft	project	from	Ella	Claire	Inspired?	They	really	do	make	cute	little	Spring	accents	around	the	home	for	more	than	just	May	Day.	Simply	print,	cut	and	roll	them	into	cones.	Use	tape	on	the	backside	of	the	seams	to	hold	the
cones	together.	It’s	that	easy!2.	Printable	Labels	for	a	Homemade	and	Natural	Spa	KitliagriffithLooking	for	a	sweet	gift	idea?	Make	a	luxurious	spa	kit	with	these	Printable	Labels	for	a	Homemade	and	Natural	Spa	Kit	from	Lia	Griffith.	I	am	so	happy	I	found	this	site	on	Pinterest!	I	really	wanted	to	do	something	special	for	my	mom	and	mother-in-law
for	Mother’s	Day	and	this	is	perfect.3.	Printable	Raspberry	Jam	Lid	Sticker	LabelshumminghomebodyHomemade	jam	is	a	super	easy	gift	that	you	can	make	now	and	give	out	during	the	holiday	season.	Create	a	cool	printable	jam	lid	sticker	label	as	the	finishing	touch	for	your	jars	by	checking	out	this	awesome	tutorial	from	Humming	Homebody.	The
printable	template	for	jam	lid	sticker	labels	is	completely	free,	so	what	are	you	waiting	for?4.	Watercolor	Vegetables	PrintablemysomedayinmayThis	Watercolor	Vegetables	Printable	is	super	cute	and	charming,	it	makes	me	excited	for	spring	weather	to	get	outside	and	work	in	my	garden.	I	also	love	the	little	wooden	clipboard.	Such	a	fun	idea	to	have
this	as	a	kitchen	accent.5.	Oval	Labels	Free	PrintablesinspiredbarnWhat	a	glorious	idea!	These	are	so	pretty	and	such	gorgeous	shades	of	green.	If	you’re	into	vintage	illustrations	and	designs,	then	this	Oval	Labels	Free	Printables	from	Inspired	Barn	is	perfect	for	you.	Whether	you	craft	for	fun	or	run	a	small	business,	I’m	pretty	sure	you	will	be
delighted	with	the	pretty	results.6.	Spread	Love	Printable	ArtburlapandblueFeeling	a	little	crafty	today?7.	Free	Vintage	&	Apothecary-Style	Labelsi-do-it-yourself8.	Spring	Free	Printable	Envelopesboxwoodavenue9.	Food	And	Gift	Labelsworldlabel10.	Lip	Balm	Printablesugarandcharm11.	Flowers	On	Silver	Platters	Printablessomuchbetterwithage12.
Free	Butterfly	Printablecallmevictorian13.	Free	Printable	Purple	Succulent	Nursery	Initialsheyletsmakestuff14.	Whimsical	Free	Printablethecottagemarket15.	Milk	And	Cookies	Printablepapercrave16.	Free	Candle	Label	Printablefabnfree17.	Make	Your	Own	Vintage	Labelsscrapbooking18.	Soothing	Chamomile	Lip	Balm	Printablethenerdyfarmwife19.
Shabby	Rose	Digital	Labelsshabbyblogsblog20.Free	Printable	Monogram	Artthehappierhomemaker21.	Kitchen	Set	Free	Printablethe36thavenue22.	Freebies	Vintage	Music	Paperfarfarhill23.	Free	Vintage	Baby	Circlesfreeprettythingsforyou24.	Free	Wash	Your	Hands	Printableivorybloom25.	Free	Printable	Journal	Notes	Pageselizaellis26.	Bathroom
Organization	Free	Printablebalancinghome27.	Customizable	Botanical	Label	Free	Printablemountainroseherbs28.	2018	Monthly	Planner	Free	Printablemoritzfinedesigns29.	Handmade	Soap	Free	Printablethehandmadehome30.	Wooden	Backgroundscrapdot31.	Self-Encouragement	Free	Printablestidymom32.	Free	Wifi	Password
Printableremodelaholic33.	Dryer	Sheets	Free	Printableablissfulnest34.	Beeswax	Candles	Printable	Lablessoapdelinews35.	Home	Movie	Theatre	Night	Free	Printablessweetdaisydesigns36.	Nest	Watercolor	Printablefindingsilverpennies37.	Free	Printable	Gift	Tagsthebeautydojo38.	Printable	Moroccan	Tile	Designed	Labelsworldlabel39.	Spring	Bird
Free	Watercolor	Printablecraftberrybush40.	Tags	For	Handmade	Itemsmegmadewithlove41.	Free	Notecards	Printablemyfabulesslife42.	Keepsake	Printable	Bookletwhatmomslove43.	Floral	Heart	Free	Printablesburlapandblue44.	Set	of	6	Herb	Printablescherishedbliss45.	Pillow	Spray	Printableprimallyinspired46.	Free	Printable	Top	Tab
Dividersclementinecreative47.	Free	Printable	Journaling	Cardsfreeprettythingsforyou48.	Free	Affirmation	Printableprintablesandinspirations49.	Star	Wars	Bookmark	Free	Printableourhandcraftedlife50.	Free	Printable	Stationary	PagesteampunkaryDon’t	Miss	Out!	Sign	up	for	the	Latest	Updates	You	hand-picked	the	scents,	colors,	and	jars	for	your
artisanal	candles	–	don't	forget	about	the	label!	Here	are	23	professional-quality	label	templates	you	can	use	to	adorn	your	candles.	They're	sure	to	help	your	candle	stand	out	at	farmer's	markets,	on	store	shelves,	or	online.	Need	the	labels	still?	Shop	popular	candle	label	sizes.	They're	perfect	for	glass,	tin,	ceramics,	and	more.	Select	a	size	then
choose	the	color	and	material	features	(waterproof,	glossy,	etc)	that	are	right	for	your	brand.	Rectangular	Candle	&	Wax	Melt	Label	Templates	Wrap	your	candle	jar	in	one	of	the	templates	below	for	a	product	that	reflects	your	brand.	Choose	from	larger	rectangle	label	options	for	added	space	or	a	smaller	front-facing	rectangle	to	let	your	candle	do
the	talking.	Square	Candle	&	Wax	Melt	Label	Templates	Use	these	elegant	square	candle	labels	to	add	a	professional-yet-DIY	touch	to	your	products.	Customize	the	designs	to	fit	a	variety	of	candle	scents,	brands,	and	themes.	Round	Candle	&	Wax	Melt	Label	Templates	Stand	out	to	customers	with	these	printable	candle	label	templates.	Designs	can
be	used	as	lid	labels,	front-facing	product	labels,	and	more	–	whatever	you	need	them	to	be!	Candle	Safety	Warning	Label	Template	Add	these	informative	warning	labels	to	your	handmade	candles.	The	printable	candle	warning	label	features	important	information	your	customers	need	to	know	when	purchasing.	You	can	find	even	more	options	in	our
full	collection	of	pre-designed	label	templates.	Launch	Maestro	Label	Designer	in	order	to	customize	the	text,	colors,	fonts,	and	more.	You	can	even	change	the	label	size/shape	using	the	"Change"	link	at	the	top	of	your	canvas.	Want	more	inspiration	before	getting	started?	Browse	candle	label	creations	in	our	Customer	Ideas	gallery	or	check	out
articles	on	starting	a	candle	label	business,	designing	product	labels,	and	more.	Do	you	have	other	labels	or	stickers	you	want	professionally	printed?	Get	a	custom	label	quote	today.	"I	LAUGH	AT	YOU.	MUSHROOM	HEADS.	PATHETIC	THINGS.	...	I	WILL	GIVE	YOU	A	SPECIAL	REWARD	FOR	SETTING	ME	FREE.	YOU	WILL	LOVE	IT."	ELDER
PRINCESS	SHROOB		Elder	Princess	Shroob	is	the	leader	of	the	alien	Shroob	race	and	the	final	boss	of	Mario	&	Luigi:	Partners	in	Time.	The	Elder	Princess	is	a	true	relic	of	the	mid-2000s,	when	Nintendo	of	Japan	gave	second-party	developers	the	creative	leeway	to	go	hog-wild	with	the	Mario	universe,	introducing	bizarre	characters	and	nightmarish
plots,	up	until	top	brass	had	a	collective	meltdown	over	Super	Paper	Mario	and	started	clamping	down	on	these	sparks	of	inspiration	in	the	name	of	quality	assurance.	Can't	have	today's	impressionable	youth	getting	attached	to	aspects	of	the	Mario	IP	that	aren't	being	marketed	at	Super	Nintendo	World	or	as	part	of	a	LEGO	set...	...Ahem.	In	any	case,
Partners	in	Time's	plot	hinges	on	a	massive	Shroob	invasion	that	took	place	while	the	mainline	Mario	cast	were	babies.	Because	this	all	conveniently	has	faded	from	everyone's	present-day	memory	banks,	Peach's	inaugural	voyage	in	E.	Gadd's	time	machine	takes	her	back	to	the	very	day	the	Shroobs	launched	their	assault.	The	game's	climax	reveals
that	Peach	managed	to	imprison	Elder	Princess	Shroob	inside	the	time	machine's	power	source,	the	Cobalt	Star,	and	shatter	it	into	pieces,	before	getting	ambushed	by	the	game's	purported	main	villain,	Princess	Shroob.	In	chasing	after	her,	the	Mario	Bros.	come	to	realize	the	scope	of	the	Shroobs'	hostile	takeover.	Turns	out,	the	extraterrestrial	fungi
had	left	their	dying	home	planet	and	sought	to	conquer	other	worlds,	in	the	case	of	the	Mushroom	Kingdom	capturing	Toads	on	an	industrial	scale	and	draining	their	"vim"	as	a	fuel	source.	Though	the	vanilla	Princess	Shroob	orchestrates	most	of	the	game's	plot	events,	the	Elder	Princess	wastes	no	time	making	an	impression	during	her	limited
screentime,	erupting	from	the	Cobalt	Star	after	the	Bros.	mistakenly	reunite	its	shards.	Over	the	course	of	her	fight,	the	Elder	Princess	abuses	an	armada	of	flying	Shroob	saucers,	batting	around,	crushing	and	detonating	her	underlings	like	disposable	objects	in	her	quest	to	destroy	the	Marios.	Backed	into	a	corner,	the	Elder	Princess	also	(further)
hulks	out,	triggering	a	power	source	in	her	crown	to	sprout	eldritch	tentacles	and	grow	her	move	pool.	Even	in	death,	the	royal	Shroob	attempts	one	last	Hail	Mary,	force-feeding	Bowser	her	mushroomized	corpse	to	possess	him,	avenge	her	sister	and	foreshadow	the	ubiquity	of	vore	in	AlphaDream's	sequel.	mmmMMMMmmm!	Size	(	o	)	10	Weight	(	o
)	10	/	132	units	(3rd,	between	King	K.	Rool	and	Donkey	Kong)	Aerial	Movement	(	o	)	8	/	1.155	units	(19th,	tied	with	Bowser,	Cloud	and	others)	Ground	Movement	(	o	)	6	/	1.76	units	(37th,	tied	with	Mario,	Bayonetta	and	others)	Fall	Speed	(	o	)	5	/	1.55	units	(45th,	tied	with	Mewtwo,	Palutena	and	others)	Jumps	(	o	)	3.5	(comparable	to	K.	Rool)
Unsurprisingly,	this	oversized	purple	alien	makes	her	heavyweight	mark,	standing	just	as	tall	as	the	biggest	boys	among	Ultimate's	ranks.	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	oversized	mushroom	head	offsets	a	slightly	slimmer	lower	half,	keeping	her	in	that	massive	size	range	where	just	one	wrong	move	or	misinput	can	give	many	characters'	players	the	chance
to	turn	their	brains	off	and	carry	out	combo	flowcharts	to	get	her	well	past	50%	—	the	so-called	"heavy	tax."	Outside	of	this	glaring	vulnerability,	however,	Shroob's	movement	might	well	shock	those	who	take	her	hulking	design	at	face	value.	She's	able	to	charge	around	the	stage	at	a	decent	clip,	shaking	the	screen	with	some	noticeable	controller
rumbling	as	she	keeps	pace	with	that	pesky	plumber.	Shroob's	alien	origins	also	lend	to	decent	aerial	control	while	retaining	her	option	to	fastfall	like	a	rock	if	she	wishes	to	return	to	solid	ground.	Her	idle	stance	has	her	breathe	heavily	in	and	out	while	flexing	her	pincer-like	claws	menacingly.	Every	now	and	then,	Shroob	will	cross	her	arms
disapprovingly	or	clasp	them	together	above	her	head	in	a	strange,	wiggling	stretch,	appearing	to	mimic	Peach's	similar	animation.	Unless	otherwise	stated,	KO	percentages	are	on	Mario	from	the	middle	of	Final	Destination.	NEUTRAL	SPECIAL	-	UNIDENTIFIED	FUNGAL	OBJECT	Elder	Princess	Shroob	roars,	commanding	an	alien	flying	saucer	to
spin	into	being	with	an	otherworldly	jingle.	These	hover	1.5	training	stage	squares	off	the	ground,	roughly	the	size	of	Kirby	crouching,	with	a	small	window	through	which	blinking	eyes	are	visible,	and	a	purple	Shroob	head	poking	out	its	top.	Functionally,	you	could	liken	this	animation	to	summoning	a	Pikmin,	albeit	over	20	frames	compared	to
Olimar's	eight.	Tap	the	input	multiple	times,	and	Shroob	will	summon	up	to	three	saucers	in	quick	succession,	each	with	their	own	distinct	eye	color:	red,	then	yellow,	then	light	blue.	Each	individual	saucer	pauses	in	front	of	Shroob	for	15	more	frames	after	being	summoned	before	zipping	behind	and	beginning	to	trail	her.	She's	capable	of
summoning	saucers	both	in	the	ground	and	in	midair.	In	the	latter	case,	saucers	appear	at	the	aerial	point	where	Shroob	called	upon	them,	rather	than	having	their	spawn	points	track	her	descent,	and	then,	after	their	pause,	take	the	most	direct	flight	path	to	her	current	location,	zooming	at	Captain	Falcon's	dash	speed.	From	a	movement	standpoint,
Elder	Princess	Shroob's	saucers	behave	comparably	to	Pikmin,	lining	up	behind	and	trailing	their	ruler	as	she	moves	and	jumps	around.	However,	that's	where	most	similarities	begin	and	end.	Saucers	are	rather	more	robust	than	the	plucky	fauna,	with	a	set	25	HP	apiece	compared	to	5-11	HP.	They're	also	more	vulnerable,	capable	of	taking	damage
even	when	passively	following	Shroob	instead	of	only	when	in	active	use.	It	follows,	then,	that	Shroob	ought	to	take	care	when	and	where	she	orders	out	the	alien	craft.	Foes	can	start	chipping	away	at	their	health	as	soon	as	they	manifest	in	front	of	her,	during	the	brief	window	before	they	move	to	her	back.	This	often	becomes	relevant	when	Shroob
is	bringing	out	saucers	in	midair.	While	she's	capable	of	generating	backup	while	falling	when	launched	high	and	far	enough	away	from	immediate	danger,	ranged	foes	have	a	bit	longer	to	take	frontal	shots	at	her	underlings	as	they	zoom	down	to	catch	up	with	her.	When	hit,	saucers	are	sent	flying	rear	over	teakettle,	about	as	far	as	Kirby	at	0%,
becoming	a	circular	hitbox	about	as	large	as	the	dreamy	puffball.	Their	damage	and	knockback	output	depends	on	how	forcefully	they	were	hit.	A	saucer	launched	with	something	light,	like	a	jab's	third	hit,	will	inflict	a	single	hit	of	8%	and	knockback	KOing	around	150%.	Stronger	attacks,	however,	result	in	saucers	beginning	to	inflict	multiple	hits
that	pull	foes	as	they	tumble	along	their	trajectory.	A	moderate	launch,	perhaps	from	your	average	tilt	or	uncharged	Smash,	has	saucers	inflict	three	rapid	3%	hits,	followed	by	a	5%	launcher	that	can	KO	around	130%.	And	a	strong	launch,	akin	to	that	from	a	strong	tilt	or	charged	Smash,	results	in	saucers	dealing	four	light	3%	hits	before	a	6%	strong
hit	capable	of	polishing	off	a	stock	at	110%.	Once	launched,	saucers	will	pause	for	40	frames	at	the	end	of	their	hitstun	trajectory	before	zipping	along	the	most	direct	path	back	to	Elder	Princess	Shroob.	If	a	hit	fully	depletes	a	saucer's	HP,	however,	the	craft	will	flash	red	as	it	careens	away,	exploding	in	a	Wario-sized	blast	at	the	point	where	it
ordinarily	would	inflict	its	final	hit	at	the	end	of	its	launch	path.	These	explosions	deal	a	robust	23%	and	knockback	KOing	at	85%.	Opponents	aren't	the	only	ones	capable	of	striking	the	Shroob	saucers.	In	typical	Bad	Boss	fashion,	Elder	Princess	Shroob	can	smack	them	about	to	her	liking	to	deck	foes	up	to	mid-range.	She	appreciates	the	ability	to
use	this	tactic	out	of	her	saucer-summoning	animation,	from	which	she	can	react	after	15	frames.	Coupling	together	the	tail	end	of	a	saucer's	appearance	and	its	15-frame	pause,	Shroob	can	immediately	proceed	with	an	attack	to	send	the	craft	flying	at	one	of	several	different	angles.	In	a	vacuum,	it's	a	rather	telegraphed	option,	but	one	with
significant	mix-up	potential.	Foes	moving	in	on	Shroob	must	remain	on	their	toes	as	to	whether	she	intends	to	let	the	saucer	she's	bringing	out	benevolently	follow	her	or	become	volatile	cannon	fodder	—	especially	if	she	combines	both	approaches	in	spawning	multiple	saucers.	At	high	levels	of	play,	Shroob	can	even	move	around,	launching	saucers
into	each	other	from	different	vantage	points	such	that	they	pinball	around	the	skies	in	glorious	chaotic	fashion.	Some	of	them	may	die,	but	it's	a	sacrifice...she	is	willing	to	make.	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	alien	firepower	isn't	without	risk	—	enemy	attacks	are	capable	of	turning	her	saucer	hitboxes	against	her.	Aggressive	foes	can	be	predictive	and	try
smacking	a	saucer	immediately	after	it	appears	in	front	of	Shroob,	though	poorly	timed,	this	can	backfire	as	she	beats	them	to	the	punch	or	otherwise	punishes	their	insolence.	The	danger	is	abated	somewhat,	albeit	not	eliminated	with	saucers	Shroob	has	launched.	Foes	can	damage	these	spinning	saucers	but	unlike	Dedede's	oft-maligned	Gordos,
attacks	won't	immediately	launch	them	back	at	their	master.	Rather,	weaker	moves	will	trade,	as	the	saucer	hitbox	continues	through	to	hit	their	target,	while	sufficiently	strong	attacks	will	clank,	stopping	the	saucer	prematurely	and	giving	them	a	window	to	wallop	it	back	at	Shroob.	Opponents	also	can	shield	saucers	to	stop	them	in	this	fashion,
albeit	at	the	cost	of	4-12%	bonus	shield	damage,	depending	on	an	individual	saucer's	launch	strength,	plus	an	extra	10%	if	it	explodes.	Snagging	a	saucer	with	shield	can	be	a	tempting	proposition	for	racking	up	extra	damage	against	Shroob,	though	in	the	right	hands,	she	can	put	the	fear	of	god	in	foes	by	charging	them	alongside	her	saucer	—
potentially	even	locking	them	in	shield	with	the	craft	such	that	she	can	pull	off	a	shield	break.	Shroob's	weight	grants	her	somewhat	of	a	buffer	against	saucer	damage,	letting	her	endure	hits	past	damage	thresholds	at	which	a	light	breeze	would	send	most	characters	rocketing	offscreen.	Of	course,	given	the	rate	at	which	her	big	body	will	be	accruing
damage	in	many	matches,	it	never	hurts	to	brush	up	on	your	DI	for	those	make-or-break	survivability	scenarios.	How	can	Shroob	play	around	with	saucers?	The	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	saucer	utility	doesn't	begin	and	end	at	smacking	them	in	opponents'	direction	—	far	from	it.	Should	the	player	hold	Neutral	Special	down	more	than	25	frames,	the
derangeable	despot	will	take	more	direct	control	of	any	saucers	directly	behind	her	at	that	point.	Past	that	threshold,	an	alien	cackle	will	sound,	signifying	the	player's	ability	to	input	a	direction	to	issue	a	command	to	Shroob's	saucers.	With	multiple	crafts	in	tow,	an	immediate	input	after	25	frames	has	only	the	saucer	most	closely	following	Shroob
carry	out	the	command.	Holding	Neutral	Special	for	20	additional	frames	before	a	command	results	in	the	second-closest	saucer	joining	in,	with	20	frames	beyond	that	prompting	all	three	saucers	to	take	part.	Shroob	can't	issue	commands	to	saucers	not	immediately	following	her,	though	if	an	external	saucer	flies	back	to	her	while	she's	preparing	a
command	input,	it	becomes	available	as	part	of	her	repertoire.	A	shield	or	dodge	input	will	have	Shroob	cancel	out	of	her	command	stance.	On	average,	Shroob	enjoys	more	potent	benefits	from	commands	involving	multiple	saucers,	albeit	at	the	cost	of	putting	more	of	her	precious	crafts	at	risk	—	and	herself	at	potential	risk	from	them	—	in	the
process.	With	a	forward	input,	Elder	Princess	Shroob	can	sic	her	saucers	on	a	character	or	attackable	construct	within	six	training	stage	squares	horizontally	and	two	squares	vertically.	She'll	automatically	target	a	sole	subject	in	her	sights	with	a	release	of	the	control	stick,	while,	with	multiple	targets,	a	purple	mushroom-shaped	crosshair	appears
that	can	be	flicked	back	and	forth	among	her	choices	and	locked	on	with	a	repeat	press	of	B.	In	either	case,	the	one,	two	or	three	saucers	commanded	will	soar	over	to	that	target,	taking	the	most	direct	linear	path	at	the	speed	of	Samus'	charge	shot.	Once	they're	within	a	square,	with	a	five-frame	startup,	the	saucer(s)	will	circle	the	chosen	opponent
or	construct	at	a	rapid	pace,	projecting	a	green	tractor	beam	horizontally	inward	to	freeze	them	briefly	in	place	in	their	tumble	animation.	This	lasts	a	hair	longer	than	Mewtwo's	Confusion	regardless	of	the	number	of	crafts	involved.	Immediately	afterward,	each	saucer	in	the	mix	stops	circling	and	immediately	lowers	a	mechanical	ray	gun	appendage
from	its	underside,	which	fires	a	bolt	of	energy	inward	at	their	target.	This	inflicts	5%	and	a	moment	of	stun	followed	by	below	average	set	knockback	that	won't	KO.	Individual	saucers'	energy	shots	are	staggered	15	frames,	hitting	their	victim	one	after	the	other	and	keeping	them	in	place	until	the	final	one	meets	its	mark.	Afterward,	the	saucers	will
pause	40	frames	before	returning	to	their	master	as	a	collective.	In	FFAs,	external	characters	who	make	contact	with	the	saucer	circle's	center	aren't	caught	in	the	tractor	beams,	though	they	can	take	damage	from	any	bolts	being	fired.	A	forward	command	represents	an	alternative	option,	beyond	directly	launching	saucers	with	attacks,	that	Shroob
can	use	to	threaten	space	at	mid-range.	By	comparison,	the	damage	and	knockback	output	is	less	immediately	rewarding,	and	sufficiently	fast	or	ranged	foes	can	bat	away	incoming	saucers	before	they	enter	circling	range.	That	said,	Shroob	can	react	reasonably	quickly	after	ordering	her	saucers	outward,	generally	faster	than	she	can	after	physically
hitting	one	of	her	crafts.	Depending	on	the	range	at	which	the	saucers	caught	their	target,	and	how	long	they're	pinned	in	place	from	the	multiple	bolts,	Shroob	can	close	the	gap	and	smack	her	captive	foe	with	a	follow-up	hit	—	whether	midway	through	the	crafts'	assault	or	immediately	after	their	bolts	zap	them	out.	A	victim	snagged	at	close	range,
or	by	three	saucers	at	once,	could	even	find	themselves	vulnerable	to	an	uncharged	Smash	for	a	kill	confirm.	Of	course,	should	Shroob	not	wish	to	damage	her	own	saucers	in	this	punishment	process,	she'll	have	to	center	herself	above	or	below	her	target	such	that	her	hitbox	only	impacts	her	victim.	Alternatively,	at	the	ledge,	Shroob	can	command
saucers	out	to	scoop	up	offstage	foes,	who	might	find	themselves	forced	to	recover	prematurely	to	either	dodge	the	crafts	or	launch	them	away.	Their	bolts	will	hardly	ever	KO	a	recovering	foe,	outside	of	a	potential	stage-spike	at	high	damage	levels.	Timed	well,	though,	the	saucers	can	pile	on	a	bit	more	damage	or,	close	enough	to	the	stage,	pop
them	up	for	Shroob	to	smack	them	away	for	good.	A	few	miscellaneous	items:	if	Shroob	sends	saucers	out	after	an	opponent	or	construct	within	six	squares	at	the	time	of	the	input,	but	that	then	exits	this	range	while	the	crafts	are	in	transit,	the	saucers	will	pause	momentarily	at	max	range,	their	eyes	peering	back	and	forth	confusedly	for	a	second,
before	returning.	This	also	will	transpire	if	the	targeted	character	times	a	dodge	or	roll	right	as	one	or	more	saucers	enters	range,	though	they'll	still	fire	tractor	beams	to	snag	shielding	victims.	And,	in	casual	matches,	saucers	can	be	commandeered	to	target	items.	In	these	situations,	a	saucer	won't	fire	a	tractor	beam	upon	reaching	the	object	but
rather	will	laglessly	position	it	on	its	domed	head	before	flying	back	to	Shroob,	who	automatically	picks	it	up	as	the	saucer	zips	back	behind	her.	A	downward	input	has	Elder	Princess	Shroob	quickly	hop	a	minuscule	distance	into	the	air,	making	room	for	her	one,	two	or	three	saucers	to	zip	beneath	her	and	bunch	together	to	provide	the	good	princess
a	hovering	platform.	From	there,	Shroob	gains	access	to	controllable	flight,	at	least	for	a	limited	time.	While	toted	around	atop	one	or	more	saucers,	Shroob	stands	stationary,	able	to	use	grounded	attacks,	shield	or	spot	dodge.	Lighter	control	stick	presses	have	her	fly	while	facing	in	that	direction,	while	a	hard	directional	press	turns	her	platform
around	in	midair.	Shroob	is	free	to	exit	her	makeshift	platform	at	any	point	with	a	jump	or	roll	(manifesting	as	a	directional	air	dodge).	Players	also	can	cancel	her	saucer	flight	by	holding	B	more	than	25	frames	and	repeating	the	command	input.	Once	Shroob	voluntarily	leaves	her	pedestal,	or	if	she's	knocked	off	or	her	flight	time	otherwise	ends,	her
saucers	will	pause	in	place	before	flying	back	to	her.	As	might	be	suggested	by	her	saucers'	eyes	squinting	in	anguish,	lugging	Shroob's	great	weight	around	is	no	small	feat,	and	one	more	effectively	accomplished	with	the	power	of	alien	teamwork.	A	single	saucer	can	escort	her	around	for	up	to	1.5	second	at	the	aerial	equivalent	of	Ganondorf's	dash
speed.	These	stats	jump	up	to	three	seconds	at	Snake's	dash	with	two	saucers,	and	a	maximum	of	five	seconds	at	Mario's	dash	speed	with	all	three	saucers.	Shroob	can	soar	offstage	to	a	limited	degree,	though	she'll	bump	up	against	an	invisible	wall	if	she	tries	exceeding	Steve's	block-building	boundaries.	And	for	good	balancing	measure,	once
Shroob	has	used	this	command,	she	must	touch	down	on	solid	ground	before	doing	so	again.	Shroob	boasts	great	offensive	versatility	while	cruising	through	the	skies.	There's	the	obvious	movement	mix-ups	from	darting	in	and	out	of	potential	attack	range	to	bait	adverse	reactions.	Attacking	out	of	saucer	movement	also	can	prove	beneficial	in
bullying	foes	across	the	stage	or	better	timing	sweetspots	on	some	moves.	Without	a	full	three-saucer	platform,	Shroob	can	spawn	one	or	two	saucers	at	a	fixed	point	in	midair	before	moving	away.	What	direction	she	chooses,	and	how	far	she	travels,	determines	what	path	that	craft	will	take	to	reach	her	once	its	initial	pause	ends	—	which,	in	turn,
influences	potential	angles	and	timing	for	Shroob	in	launching	it.	More	simply,	Shroob	can	use	certain	downward	attacks	to	launch	one	or	more	saucers	carrying	her	out	of	platform	formation.	While	a	great	way	to	threaten	foes	leaping	up	after	her	platform,	the	removal	of	one	or	more	saucers	from	a	multi-saucer	platform	shortens	Shroob's	remaining
flight	time.	She'll	automatically	drop	if	she's	exceeded	a	lesser	platform's	max	flight	time	beforehand	with	a	larger	platform	(i.e.	more	than	1.5	second	on	a	two-	or	three-saucer	platform	then	reduced	to	one	saucer).	Shroob's	saucer	flight	benefits	extend	beyond	free	flight,	too.	While	flying	in	a	given	horizontal	direction,	that	side	of	Shroob's	platform
takes	on	a	light	hitbox.	Depending	on	how	many	saucers	she's	standing	on,	and	thus	how	fast	she's	moving,	Shroob's	platform	inflicts	4-12%	and	near-vertical	knockback	KOing	from	210-170%.	While	pretty	small	potatoes	in	a	vacuum,	ramming	a	foe	this	way	with	good	timing	serves	as	a	grade-A	combo	starter	for	Shroob,	who	can	time	her	own	attack
atop	her	platform	to	intercept	that	victim	as	they're	launched	up	into	her	face.	This	later	can	become	a	KO	setup	for	her	stronger	attacks,	especially	if	she	bumps	a	foe	out	of	a	badly-timed	air	dodge	near	the	screentop.	Against	shields,	saucer	rams	inflict	3-9%	in	extra	shield	damage	and	rebound	Shroob's	platform	0.5-1.5	training	stage	square.	She's
able	to	capitalize	on	the	bonus	damage	to	put	a	big	dent	in	enemy	bubbles,	and	likely	even	shatter	them	if	she's	glided	at	them	with	a	Smash	sufficiently	charged.	While	all	these	perks	are	well	and	good,	Shroob	and	her	saucers	are	in	several	key	ways	more	vulnerable	while	in	transit	with	this	command.	Two	or	three	saucers	don't	enhance	her
platform's	size	all	that	much,	as	they're	grouped	up	closely	enough	to	cover	1.5	squares	horizontally,	compared	to	one	square	for	a	single	saucer.	That	said,	that	proximity	makes	it	far	easier	for	enemy	attacks,	especially	big	sweeping	ones,	to	hit	multiple	saucers	at	once,	whittling	down	their	health	while	knocking	them	away	to	cut	short	Shroob's
flight.	Particularly	well-placed	moves	can	launch	both	Shroob	and	her	saucers;	should	such	a	move	finish	off	a	saucer,	it	might	even	launch	Shroob	into	that	craft's	explosion	for	a	particularly	humiliating	combo.	Grounded	or	proximity-based	traps	effectively	can	create	no-fly	zones	for	Shroob	as	she	attempts	to	avoid	these	sorts	of	drawbacks.	Last	but
not	least,	an	upward	input	prompts	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	chosen	number	of	saucers	to	quickly	move	in	from	behind	and	begin	closely	circling	her	at	chest	height.	In	doing	so,	each	saucer	takes	on	a	light	3%	hitbox,	briefly	stunning	victims	in	front	of	Shroob.	The	frequency	of	hits	depends	on	how	many	saucers	are	in	Shroob's	rotation,	with	each
craft	making	one	rotation	over	75	frames.	A	single	spinning	saucer	in	a	vacuum	won't	combo	into	itself	unless	an	opponent	decides	to	sit	in	place	and	enjoy	the	scenery.	On	the	other	hand,	three	saucers'	each	are	staggered	apart	by	25	frames,	gaining	the	ability	to	chain	into	each	other	up	to	high	damage	levels.	A	third	consecutive	saucer	hit	inflicts	a
touch	of	outward	knockback,	keeping	foes	from	getting	caught	indefinitely	among	the	hitboxes.	Individual	saucers	remain	in	their	spinning	formation	until	they're	launched	out	by	an	attack	or	nick	a	shield,	upon	which	they're	pushed	back	behind	Shroob	in	a	brief	dazed	animation.	The	princess	also	can	call	off	the	animation	early	if	B	is	held	more	than
25	frames	and	the	command	input	is	repeated.	In	some	ways,	Shroob's	spinning	saucers	function	as	a	more	high-risk,	high-reward	analogue	to	Mega	Man's	leaf	shield.	Similar	to	the	Blue	Bomber,	Shroob	can	move	into	opponents	to	catch	them	in	her	saucer	hitboxes	and	rack	up	damage.	By	contrast,	however,	she's	free	to	attack	and	shield	with	her
saucers	still	out,	rendering	her	offensive	and	defensive	states	that	much	more	potent.	There's	the	obvious	approach	of	landing	an	attack	on	a	victim	while	they're	caught	among	saucers,	or	grabbing	a	target	and	holding	them	there	for	some	bonus	damage.	Spinning	saucers	also	give	Shroob	access	to	ready-made	attack	mix-ups,	as	she	can	choose
whether	to	throw	out	quick	attacks	in	between	gaps	in	the	saucers	circle	or	smack	one	or	more	out	as	they	pass	by.	A	multi-saucer	setup	is	among	Shroob's	best	bets	for	smacking	several	crafts	out	in	different	directions,	at	the	cost	of	her	being	more	limited	in	terms	of	which	attacks	she	can	throw	out	if	she	doesn't	want	to	knock	away	saucers.	A
single	saucer,	meanwhile,	requires	more	precise	timing	to	connect	with	a	target,	but	can	still	clinch	a	stock,	for	example,	if	Shroob	has	kept	it	circling	while	using	other	saucers	as	part	of	a	platform	command	to	cruise	offstage	after	a	target.	Saucer	rotations'	offensive	capabilities	bleed	over	into	Shroob's	defensive	opportunities	while	in	the	midst	of
this	command.	Here,	saucers	continue	to	spin	whenever	Shroob	is	shielding,	circumstantially	giving	her	a	better	breather	from	lightweight	combo	mashing,	albeit	far	from	a	perfect	one	—	more	on	that	in	a	second.	The	saucers	also	remain	in	effect	as	Shroob	dodges	or	rolls.	While	predictable	if	overused,	Shroob	can	surround	herself	with	saucers
before	using	such	a	defensive	maneuver	to	get	in	an	opponent's	face,	simultaneously	protecting	herself	while	catching	her	victim	out	with	a	saucer	hitbox,	such	that	she	can	follow	up	with	her	own	physical	attack.	And	separately,	while	Shroob	is	airborne	with	spinning	saucers,	the	crafts'	circular	movement	modifies	her	air	and	fall	speeds	slightly.
Each	saucer	adds	0.05	unit	to	her	air	speed,	up	to	a	maximum	of	1.305	units	(4th,	behind	Mewtwo)	with	three	saucers,	while	subtracting	0.07	unit	from	her	fall	speed,	reducing	her	to	a	minimum	1.34-unit	floor	(49th,	under	Palutena,	Olimar	and	others).	While	potentially	a	short-lived	boost	if	Shroob	chooses	to	bat	away	saucers,	the	tweaks	can	come
in	handy	in	allowing	her	to	press	an	aerial	advantage	or	cross	up	a	shield,	or	else	in	retreating	from	a	target	or	approaching	her	recovery	from	different	vantage	points.	Despite	the	array	of	possible	benefits,	foes	prepared	to	deal	with	spinning	crafts	can	quickly	turn	this	command	against	Shroob,	often	with	even	more	efficacy	than	her	other	two
command	options.	For	starters,	because	of	Shroob's	large	frame,	her	saucers	don't	cover	her	head	or	the	lower	part	of	her	body,	leaving	both	vulnerable	to	attack	as	usual.	Her	saucers	will	continue	to	circle	if	she's	directly	knocked	back,	but	her	saucers'	proximity	—	and	thus,	her	enemy's	greater	likelihood	of	knocking	them	into	her	—	can	render	her
disadvantage	that	much	greater.	A	smart	opponent	could	either	launch	an	ill-timed	spinning	saucer	into	Shroob	as	a	combo	starter,	or	else	knock	both	Shroob	and	a	saucer	outward	at	the	same	time,	such	that	an	exploding	saucer	extends	the	combo	or	saucers	launched	nearby	restrict	her	possible	escape	paths.	Meanwhile,	if	Shroob	opts	to	hastily
shield	while	surrounded	by	circling	saucers,	opportunistic	opponents	could	smack	a	saucer	into	her	bubble.	The	resulting	shieldstun	can	render	her	a	sitting	duck	for	a	follow-up	strike,	potentially	a	grab,	though	if	there	are	multiple	saucers	to	contend	with,	foes	will	have	to	be	quick	in	throwing,	lest	the	remaining	circling	crafts	interrupt	them.	In
essence,	at	her	best,	Shroob's	spinning	saucers	can	help	her	offset	and	far	surpass	the	downsides	one	might	attribute	to	your	stock	heavyweight,	but	if	thrown	out	carelessly	as	a	mindless	salve,	can	exacerbate	them	worse	than	otherwise	might	be	the	case.	A	few	more	housekeeping	items	to	wrap	up	this	gargantuan	Special	—	with	a	Shield	Special
input,	Elder	Princess	Shroob	can	rearrange	the	order	of	saucers	directly	following	her.	Over	a	quick	20	frames,	the	second-closest	craft	in	line	takes	the	place	of	the	closest,	which	scoots	to	the	back	of	the	bus.	While	individual	saucers	don't	have	distinct	properties,	akin	to	something	like	a	Pikmin,	Shroob	can	exert	some	management	over	which
saucer,	with	its	own	distinct	stamina	at	any	given	moment,	is	most	quickly	accessible	to	her	via	a	command.	Saucers	will	begin	emitting	smoke	once	they've	dropped	to	10	HP	or	lower,	a	boon	for	Shroob	in	keeping	track	of	which	crafts	she	can	get	a	bit	more	mileage	out	of	using	and	abusing,	and	which,	for	better	or	worse,	soon	will	bring	about	a	real
blast.	DOWN	SPECIAL	-	TIME	HOLE	From	solid	ground	only,	Elder	Princess	Shroob	raises	her	arms,	her	eyes	flashing	white	with	alien	magic	as	the	stage	beneath	her	emits	a	rumbling	noise.	A	split	second	later,	she	opens	a	tear	in	the	space-time	continuum,	manifesting	as	a	one-square	swirl	of	yellow	and	pink	in	front	of	her.	This	is	one	of	Partners	in
Time's	time	holes,	used	by	the	Bros.	to	travel	between	the	Mushroom	Kingdom's	past	and	present	and	later	wielded	by	Shroob	to	preserve	attack	patterns	for	later	in	her	battle.	In	Smash,	the	princess	is	able	to	put	time	holes	to	a	similar	use.	Once	the	rift	is	open,	she	enters	a	charging	state,	glowing	with	purple	energy	for	up	to	two	seconds.	Over
certain	frame	intervals	in	this	stance,	she'll	harness	progressively	stronger	temporal	magic	to	log	one	of	the	latest	non-Special	attacks	she	used	before	opening	the	time	hole	—	starting	with	her	most	recent	move,	followed	by	the	second	and	third-most	recent,	each	visibly	represented	as	a	brief	energy	surge	around	her.	Shroob's	charge	ends
automatically	after	she's	logged	three	time	hole	attacks,	with	the	hole	immediately	closing	afterward.	Players	can	cancel	the	stance	early	with	a	dodge	or	defensive	input,	at	the	cost	of	Shroob	losing	any	in-progress	attacks	she	was	logging;	she	also	loses	all	move-logging	progress	if	she's	attacked	out	of	her	charge.	While	Shroob	must	spend	50	frames
channeling	time	energy	to	log	her	first	prior	attack,	this	charge	requirement	drops	slightly	in	saving	subsequent	attacks,	to	40	frames	for	a	second	move	and	30	frames	for	the	third	and	final	one.	In	essence,	while	Shroob	can	open	multiple	time	holes	to	log	individual	most	recent	attacks	in	piecemeal	fashion,	players	who	have	carefully	curated	which
specific	three	moves	they've	performed	before	using	Down	Special	are	rewarded	by	getting	to	log	them	more	efficiently.	Either	way,	opening	and	leveraging	time	holes	is	far	from	an	effortless	process.	Fortunately,	while	charging,	Shroob	enjoys	super	armor	against	attacks	dealing	less	than	10%	to	stave	off	campers	zoners.	Enemies	also	can't	just
mindlessly	rush	in	to	interrupt	Shroob,	as	upon	contact	with	her	time	hole,	characters	are	pulled	in	and	shot	a	moderate	distance	after	25	frames,	as	if	from	a	barrel	cannon,	taking	10%	in	the	process.	This	set	knockback	won't	KO,	but	can	put	some	healthy	vertical	distance	between	Shroob	and	her	foe,	such	that	she	can	keep	pushing	her	luck	logging
a	past	move	or	cancel	out	to	try	threatening	their	landing.	In	any	case,	once	Shroob	has	at	least	one	previous	attack	logged,	her	real	temporal	shenanigans	can	begin.	Press	B	at	the	same	time	as	an	attack	input	Shroob	has	saved	via	time	hole,	regardless	of	its	recency	order,	and	a	ghostly	purple	duplicate	of	the	alien	aristocrat	will	appear	and	repeat
that	attack!	These	spooky	silhouettes	most	closely	resemble	Shroob's	ghost	form	from	her	bonus	Shrowser	boss	fight.	Here,	her	ghost	duplicate	appears	and	attacks	right	in	front	of	her,	overlapping	with	her	somewhat,	before	poofing	away,	barring	B-Air,	upon	which	it	does	the	same	behind	her.	Ghosts	cannot	be	dealt	damage	or	knockback,	though
foes	can	clank	with	them	using	moves	with	damage	output	within	9%.	During	time	attacks'	startup,	players	can	tap	the	control	stick	in	the	opposite	direction,	effectively	letting	Shroob's	duplicate	perform	stuff	like	turnaround	Smashes	or	reversed	B-Airs.	Shroob	can	only	summon	a	ghost	to	perform	each	time	attack	she	has	logged	once,	though
duplicates	can	use	the	same	move	twice	or	thrice	if	it	occupies	two	or	three	slots	among	her	previous	three	normal	attacks.	From	a	control	standpoint,	Shroob	does	not	undergo	lag	in	calling	upon	time	ghosts	but	rather	can	proceed	right	into	a	different	movement	or	attack.	When	using	logged	aerials,	duplicates	spawn	at	Shroob's	midair	level	and
copy	whatever	prior	trajectory	she	used	for	that	input	—	a	rising	aerial	vs.	a	fastfalled	one,	for	instance	—	as	she	continues	to	fall	below.	And	crucially,	players	also	can	use	ghost	inputs	at	any	point	while	Shroob	is	not	in	hitstun,	including	over	the	course	of	her	regular	attack	animations.	The	duplicate	attacks	function	identically	to	Shroob's	regular
versions,	albeit	with	0.66x	their	regular	damage	and	knockback.	Only	one	duplicate	can	be	present	at	a	time,	keeping	Shroob	from	spamming	multiple	ghosts	all	at	once.	And	use	of	a	ghost	attack	stales	all	subsequent	ghosts,	regardless	of	which	move	they've	logged,	by	virtue	of	Down	Special	occupying	that	spot	in	Shroob's	stale	moves	queue.	These
are	noteworthy	nerfs	for	the	sake	of	balance,	albeit	not	ones	worth	Shroob	getting	her	knickers	in	too	much	of	a	twist,	given	her	general	power	and	the	situational	potential	for	the	weaker	ghost	variants	to	prolong	her	enemy	damage	windows	for	performing	certain	setups.	Needless	to	say,	Shroob's	ability	to	mix	and	match	ghost	attacks	with	her	own
opens	up	numerous	doors	over	the	course	of	combat.	In	close	quarters,	Shroob	can	lead	by	throwing	out	a	quick	ghost	attack;	if	it	connects,	she	could	proceed	into	a	combo	with	one	of	her	own	faster	moves	or	capitalize	on	the	hitstun	by	going	for	a	one-two	punch	with	a	slower	hit.	Alternatively,	the	duplicate	may	bait	out	a	reaction	for	Shroob	to
punish,	with	shield	being	among	her	favorites.	Corner	a	shielding	foe	with	a	ghost,	and	if	Shroob	is	quick	enough	on	the	uptake,	she	can	land	her	grab	or	else	take	a	further	bite	out	of	the	bubble	in	an	attempt	to	break	it.	If	Shroob	happens	to	have	logged	a	stronger	time	move,	like	a	Smash,	careless	shields	can	easily	spell	the	end	of	an	enemy's	stock
—	unless,	of	course,	Shroob	becomes	too	predictable	going	for	this	setup,	opening	the	door	for	smart	foes	to	goad	her	into	wasting	the	time	attack	crucial	for	making	it	happen.	Meanwhile,	time	ghosts	initiated	during	one	of	Shroob's	attacks	generally	will	be	the	ones	to	follow	up,	catching	opponents	in	her	hitstun	such	that	they	deal	better	knockback,
courtesy	of	the	extra	damage	Shroob	just	inflicted.	Depending	on	the	specific	move	logged,	Shroob	can	alter	her	ghost's	timing	and	direction	to	cover	enemy	movements	she's	predicted	—	having	a	duplicate	attack	behind	her	to	cover	an	inward	roll,	for	instance,	or	staggering	its	appearance	to	catch	out	a	spot	dodge.	And	naturally,	a	ghost	can	poof
into	being	after	Shroob	has	attacked,	providing	defense	during	her	often	unfortunate	end	lag	so	she	can	continue	to	press	offensively	or	retreat.	Used	well	at	higher	levels	of	play,	ghosts	can	become	a	truly	dangerous	force,	as	Shroob	can	throw	out	up	to	three	duplicate	attacks	while	directly	throwing	her	weight	around.	This	often	can	manifest	in	an
alternating	fashion	—	Shroob	attack,	ghost	attack,	Shroob	attack	and	so	on	—	or	with	Shroob	stepping	forward	so	as	to	advance	on	foes	with	multiple	ghosts	in	succession,	waiting	for	the	right	opening	to	join	in.	Executed	to	perfection,	these	strings	can	take	on	the	appearance	of	a	heavyweight	Ice	Climbers	combo,	albeit	one	actually	intended	without
use	of	an	exploit.	Alternatively,	while	ghosts	cannot	be	made	to	move	around	regularly,	Shroob	can	trigger	one	logged	move	before	buffering	another	that	stands	to	combo	into	the	first	—	two	consecutive	U-Tilts,	for	a	basic	example.	That	way,	a	single	duplicate	can	perform	two	or	three	logged	attacks	without	interruption,	rather	than	disappearing
and	reappearing	multiple	times	in	between	moves.	Getting	to	these	points,	however,	is	no	small	feat	for	Shroob.	Logging	time	hole	attacks	is	a	committal	undertaking	Shroob	often	must	do	whenever	she	finds	openings,	and	factoring	in	what	her	most	recent	three	moves	are	at	any	given	point,	unless	she's	comfortable	freestyling	her	approach.
Otherwise,	or	if	the	player	has	neglected	to	track	their	latest	attacks,	Shroob	can	throw	out	the	desired	move	before	initiating	her	time	hole,	at	the	cost	of	telegraphing	her	intentions.	And	it's	not	as	though	Shroob	can	just	sit	on	her	hands	and	pull	off	an	easy-bake	setup	whenever	she	chooses	after	this	preparation.	As	with	many	Smash	combos,	she
must	take	into	account	her	specific	foe's	percentage	and	weight,	and	potentially	switch	gears	on	the	fly	if	the	approach	she	was	building	toward	no	longer	is	optimal.	Thankfully,	Shroob	can	put	her	ghosts	to	work	smacking	around	more	than	just	opponents.	Having	a	duplicate	smack	a	spawned	saucer	expands	the	galaxy	of	offensive	possibilities	that
much	further	for	Shroob.	Without	having	to	wait	through	end	lag,	she's	free	to	tail	along	behind	a	ghost-launched	saucer	to	bully	opponents,	perhaps	by	striking	them	out	of	its	multiple	hits	or	applying	further	shield	pressure.	She	and	a	ghost,	or	vice	versa,	also	can	quickly	strike	the	same	saucer	with	two	attacks,	either	launching	it	more	forcefully	in
one	direction	or	mixing	up	its	trajectory	midstream	to	confuse	an	opponent.	Situationally,	an	aerial	ghost	can	knock	a	saucer	toward	the	ground	such	that	Shroob	can	fastfall	to	greet	it	and	send	it	careening	back	into	the	skies.	Shroob	will	have	to	temper	this	saucer	volleyball	if	she	doesn't	wish	to	eat	into	a	craft's	HP.	If	it's	an	explosion	she's	going
for,	however,	logged	ghosts	can	help	her	get	there	that	much	quicker,	and	at	potentially	lesser	risk	to	herself	in	cases	where	a	foe	knocks	the	saucer	back	at	her.	Naturally,	Shroob	must	make	gameplay	decisions	as	to	whether	to	use	ghosts	for	combos	vs.	smacking	saucers.	Depending	on	her	recent	attacks,	she	might	opt	to	log	and	set	aside	different
moves	for	the	two	applications,	or	else	shoot	for	moves	that	have	utility	in	both	respects.	Explore	different	applications	for	different	temporal	duplicates,	and	Shroob	can	truly	give	her	opponents'	clocks	a	cleaning!	A	mechanical	overview	on	logging	time	hole	attacks	to	finish	this	Special:	Shroob	cannot	log	attacks	unless	she	previously	has	used	at
least	one,	stomping	in	a	brief	failure	animation	if	she	tries.	If	Shroob	uses	Down	Special	with	her	full	three	time	ghosts	logged,	she'll	begin	overwriting	those	moves,	starting	with	the	oldest,	third	most	recent	attack	in	the	queue.	Shroob	won't	start	overwriting	ghost	attacks	until	she	reaches	her	three-duplicate	capacity.	That	means,	in	cases	where	she
wants	to	preserve	a	second	or	third	most	recent	time	hole	attack,	she	can	continue	logging	moves	with	Down	Special,	just	so	long	as	she	has	created	space	in	the	queue	from	having	ghosts	use	up	other	logged	moves	first.	With	multiple	Down	Special	uses,	Shroob	can	re-log	part	or	all	of	the	same	string	of	recent	attacks.	For	example,	Shroob	can	save
one	ghost	jab	with	a	first	time	hole	and	then	another	ghost	jab	with	a	second	hole	if	she	hasn't	attacked	again	in	the	interim.	Alternatively,	if	she's	logged	one	ghost	jab	with	Down	Special,	used	F-Tilt	and	then	logged	two	more	Down	Special	moves,	Shroob	will	have	access	to	a	duplicate	F-Tilt,	jab	one	and	jab	two	saved,	in	that	recency	order.	And
while	Shroob's	move	history	resets	with	each	stock,	she'll	carry	over	any	ghosts	she's	saved	before	getting	KOed	so	as	to	not	get	snowballed	while	playing	time	hole	catch-up.	SIDE	SPECIAL	-	SHROOB	CHOMP	A	metallic	purple	orb	slightly	smaller	than	Kirby	appears	in	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	arms	as	she	hunches	inward	slightly	in	a	charge	state
over	12	frames,	chuckling	darkly	to	herself	as	she	begins	caressing	it.	Upon	release,	the	orb's	red	eyes	and	jaws	open	over	15	frames	with	an	audible	gleam,	revealing	itself	as	a	Shroob	Chomp	right	before	it	lunges	outward	in	an	linear	trajectory	with	a	patented	Chomp	bark.	Shroob	holds	her	pet's	chain	as	it	rushes	outward	two	to	six	training	stage
squares,	depending	on	charge	time,	up	to	a	one-second	maximum.	The	Chomp's	lunge	can	be	angled	up	to	a	moderate	diagonal	slant	up	or	down	as	Shroob	is	charging.	In	typical	Chomp	fashion,	Shroob's	pet	lunges	to	its	chain	length	at	a	fast	pace,	straining	for	a	second	upon	reaching	that	distance	as	it	seeks	to	gnash	a	victim	in	its	jaws.	Should	it
successfully	do	so,	the	Chomp	will	stop	at	that	point	in	its	trajectory	and	start	living	up	to	its	name,	while	Shroob	herself	pauses	to	cackle	at	their	misfortune.	Over	the	course	of	a	second,	the	foe	takes	4%	from	two	lighter	chomps,	followed	by	a	third	stronger	chomp	that	inflicts	6%	and	knockback	KOing	around	145%.	Should	a	Shroob	Chomp	gnaw	on
a	victim,	Elder	Princess	Shroob	will	automatically	reel	it	in	afterward	and	stow	it	into	hammerspace	over	26	frames.	Without	catching	a	target,	however,	Shroob's	Chomp	will	drop	to	the	ground	after	lunging	as	she	continues	to	hold	its	chain.	In	this	state,	Shroob	enters	a	distinct	Chomp-walking	state,	upon	which	she	can	move	forward	at	her	walking
pace	as	her	Chomp	bobbles	along.	The	wee	beastie	remains	at	its	set	distance	from	its	master	and	proceeds	to	gnaw	on	any	foes	who	touch	its	jaws,	which	have	hitgrab	properties	—	in	other	words,	the	Chomp	can	be	shielded,	though	doing	so	carelessly	might	play	right	into	Shroob's	hands.	The	Chomp	vanishes	if	Shroob	is	made	to	flinch	during	her
walk,	or	if	its	head	takes	more	than	15%	after	landing	from	its	lunge.	While	Shroob	can	only	walk	her	Chomp	back	and	forth	in	the	direction	it's	facing,	the	player	can	forcefully	hold	the	control	stick	backward	for	her	to	grab	its	chain	in	both	hands	and	swing	its	sentient	iron	ball	around	in	the	opposite	direction.	The	Chomp	is	lifted	slightly	off	the
ground	and	spun	around	at	the	length	of	its	chain	to	face	the	other	way,	taking	on	a	battering	hitbox	of	20%,	10%	in	extra	shield	damage	and	knockback	KOing	around	90%.	Players	can	either	choose	to	end	the	animation	there,	letting	Shroob	proceed	with	her	walk,	or	continue	holding	the	control	stick	back	and	forth	in	an	alternating	rhythm.	When
this	happens,	Shroob	will	keep	swinging	her	Chomp	back	and	forth,	elevating	it	a	touch	higher	into	the	air	as	though	performing	an	Olympic	hammer	throw.	With	relatively	even	control	stick	inputs,	she'll	spin	her	Chomp	in	place,	while,	with	the	stick	held	a	bit	longer	to	one	side	or	the	other,	she'll	ever	so	slowly	scoot	in	that	direction,	maintaining	and
powering	up	her	pet's	ramming	hitbox	all	the	while.	Shroob	performs	each	rotation	over	40	frames,	or	80	frames	for	a	full	circle,	up	to	a	maximum	of	three	circles	before	she	automatically	stops	spinning.	Her	Chomp-slinging	strength	increases	after	every	two	spins	—	rotations	three	and	four	inflict	30%	and	knockback	KOing	around	60%,	and
rotations	five	and	six	deal	40%	and	knockback	KOing	at	30%.	Naturally,	once	Shroob	gets	going,	a	full-power	spinning	Chomp	can	be	a	terror	to	behold,	especially	with	its	chain	at	full	length,	not	unlike	Dedede	strolling	around	with	a	charged	jet	hammer.	She	even	mirrors	the	penguin	monarch	with	super	armor	to	attacks	dealing	less	than	15%	from
her	third	rotation	onward!	It's	definitely	in	opponents'	best	interest	to	deny	her	momentum	from	swinging	a	Chomp	around	—	as	each	individual	swing	retains	Shroob's	10%	bonus	shield	damage,	she's	capable	of	shattering	a	max-health	shield	with	any	two	rotations	to	a	given	side,	or	just	one	full-strength	rotation.	That	said,	Shroob	will	need	ample
time	and	space	to	get	anywhere	near	full	momentum	in	a	given	match,	not	to	mention	precision	in	actually	landing	the	ranged	hitbox	that	is	the	Chomp's	head.	Should	a	foe	surpass	the	Chomp,	her	side-to-side	movement	generally	won't	be	fast	enough	to	catch	them	before	they	move	inward	and	inflict	severe	punishment.	Shroob	also	undergoes	a
monstrous	86	frames	of	end	lag	upon	completing	her	full	six	rotations,	pausing	to	pant	slightly	from	the	strain.	This	puts	some	onus	on	Shroob	to	wield	her	Chomp	with	care	instead	of	just	spinning	mindlessly	in	the	hopes	that	she	makes	contact,	for	example,	at	the	ledge,	where	a	hanging	foe	could	simply	wait	out	her	spins	before	getting	up.	Press	B
while	walking	a	Chomp,	and	Shroob	will	jerk	her	chain	inward	with	force	such	that	it	ripples	up	and	down,	pulling	the	Chomp	two	squares	closer	over	20	frames.	Conversely,	the	player	can	re-use	Side	B	with	a	Chomp	already	onstage	for	the	simple	creature	to	charge	another	directional	lunge	from	its	present	location.	The	Chomp	cannot	exceed	a	six-
square	chain	but	can	be	made	to	leap	back	out	after	Shroob	has	pulled	it	closer,	and	over	a	slightly	lesser	charge	time	given	its	existing	range	to	boot.	Combining	these	two	inputs,	Shroob	can	target	and	snag	opponents	predictably	attempting	to	leap	over	her	Chomp	to	attack	her.	Generally	speaking,	interrupting	Shroob's	walk	is	best	done	by
feigning	a	grounded	or	aerial	approach,	before	moving	in	after	her	Chomp	is	committed	to	that	direction.	Shroob	will	instantly	put	her	Chomp	away	if	it	reaches	her,	after	one	to	three	yanks,	depending	on	chain	length.	She	also	can	pull	in	and	stow	her	pet	over	a	set	26	frames	if	the	player	holds	B	for	more	than	25	frames.	Shroob	is	free	to	perform
her	inward	Chomp	jerks	while	a	foe	is	in	the	process	of	getting	chewed	on.	Each	jerk	inflicts	an	added	3%	to	that	victim	and	alters	the	inception	point	for	their	knockback,	initiating	it	right	next	to	Shroob	if	she	holds	B	to	jerk	her	chain	all	the	way	in.	Given	that	the	third	chomp's	launch	isn't	all	that	strong,	positioning	it	to	take	place	closer	to	Shroob
can	put	her	in	position	to	combo	into	an	aerial	at	low	to	mid-percents.	This	is	further	enhanced	if	she's	being	circled	by	Shroob	saucers	with	an	upward	command,	letting	one	or	two	spin	into	her	target	for	added	damage	before	they're	chomped	into	orbit.	And	of	course,	all	manner	of	shenanigans	become	possible	when	temporal	ghosts	are	introduced
into	the	fray.	These	are	fully	capable	of	performing	attacks	while	Shroob	is	pulling	in	her	Chomp,	letting	her	combo	or	kill	confirm	its	chews	into	a	duplicate's	strike,	so	long	as	she	uses	the	right	timing	for	the	specific	attack	logged.	For	example,	a	horizontally	oriented	ghost	attack	could	intercept	and	launch	a	victim	being	pulled	in	from	the	side	mid-
chews,	whereas	a	vertical	attack	or	aerial	might	be	best	thrown	out	to	catch	a	foe	immediately	after	they're	sent	flying	from	chew	number	three.	Should	a	Chomp	grab	a	Shroob	saucer	during	its	lunge,	it	won't	start	chewing	the	underling	but	rather	will	grasp	it	in	its	teeth,	like	a	good	doggo	carrying	a	frisbee.	Contrary	to	the	wide-eyed	alarm	the
saucer	now	shows,	this	won't	damage	the	craft	but	rather	grants	Shroob	a	degree	of	control	over	its	position,	at	the	cost	of	her	Chomp	losing	its	hitgrab	properties.	Her	Chomp	will	carry	the	saucer	as	she	walks	it	around,	relinquishing	it	in	place	once	Shroob	fully	yanks	its	chain	in.	This	gives	her	a	means	for	depositing	saucers	at	a	tailored	position	by
yanking	her	chain	partially	back	to	her	liking	before	pulling	her	Chomp	in	all	the	way.	Alternatively,	charging	and	angling	Side	B	at	this	time	has	her	Chomp	spit	its	saucer	in	that	direction	before	automatically	getting	reeled	in.	This	regurgitation	powers	the	craft	up	from	a	weak	to	a	strong	saucer	launch	hitbox	over	the	course	of	a	second.	Regardless
of	charge,	however,	the	Chomp	here	inflicts	a	set	5%	to	the	saucer,	generally	keeping	it	in	play	for	Shroob	to	reuse	later.	Once	relinquished	or	spat	out,	the	saucer	will	pause	for	a	moment	before	moving	to	return	behind	Shroob,	creating	an	opening	for	her	to	smack	it	back	out	again	if	she	so	chooses.	In	pitbull-esque	fashion,	Chomps	won't	release
saucers	even	when	they	or	their	cargo	are	struck	by	outside	attacks.	This	allows	for	setups	where	a	time	duplicate	can	wallop	on	a	saucer	as	it's	held	down	by	a	nearby	Chomp,	lowering	its	HP	such	that	the	ensuing	spit	will	cause	an	explosion	as	it's	sent	at	a	target.	With	a	foe	in	range,	Shroob	also	could	arrange	for	a	ghost	to	knock	them	outward,
ideally	keeping	them	in	hitstun	such	that	her	pet	can	immediately	spit	the	saucer	into	them	for	a	forceful	launch.	Shroob	is	capable	of	casting	out	her	Chomp	in	midair,	with	her	midair	descent	slowing	briefly	as	the	pet	strains	at	its	chain	length.	Given	its	staggered	nature,	her	Chomp's	lunge	can	prove	effective	at	catching	foes	out	of	ill-timed	air
dodges,	giving	Shroob	a	punish	option	with	more	range,	albeit	more	lag	and	less	KO	power,	than	her	regular	aerials.	Without	grabbing	a	target,	Shroob	will	simply	drag	her	Chomp	down	with	her	and	enter	her	regular	walking	state	upon	landing.	Players	also	can	stow	her	Chomp	by	holding	B	or	cast	it	further	out	with	Side	B	as	usual.	The	latter	comes
in	handy	for	recovery	mix-ups,	as	Chomps	allow	Shroob	to	tether	to	the	ledge.	In	instances	where	Shroob	is	falling	from	some	height	offstage,	she	can	begin	charging	and	angling	a	Chomp	lunge	as	a	means	for	threatening	would-be	gimpers.	It's	a	potentially	potent,	yet	committal	deterrent,	as	Shroob	loses	the	option	to	immediately	throw	out	an	aerial
or	Up	Special,	and	sneaky	foes	can	bait	out	a	linear	lunge	before	intercepting	Shroob	for	the	real	kill.	In	cases	where	Shroob's	Chomp	falls	down	or	is	walked	off	a	platform	or	ledge,	its	head	will	dangle	down	as	far	as	its	chain	will	allow.	With	sufficiently	low	and	long	platforms,	Shroob	is	able	to	walk	a	Chomp	back	and	forth	on	a	lower	stage	level
while	she	keeps	her	position	above.	This	holds	true	when	she's	riding	atop	a	Shroob	saucer	platform,	letting	her	glide	forward	low	to	the	ground	to	walk	her	Chomp,	able	to	soar	in	midair	after	victims	it	ends	up	chomping.	Dangling	Chomps	offstage	can	intercept	low	recoveries	and	deter	prolonged	ledge	hanging,	in	a	manner	similar	to	Isabelle's
fishing	rod.	Doing	so	isn't	effortless	on	Shroob's	part,	however,	as	she'll	first	have	to	yank	her	Chomp	to	the	proper	height	and	time	its	dangling	such	that	her	victim	can't	neutralize	it	with	an	attack.	With	some	prep	time,	Shroob	can	proactively	weaponize	a	dangling	Chomp	by	casting	it	down	from	a	saucer	platform	and	gliding	around	after
opponents,	taking	on	the	appearance	of	a	deranged	purple	Lakitu	in	the	process.	UP	SPECIAL	-	FOREST'S	MUSHROOMS	The	gem	on	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	tiara	glows	purple	as	she	raises	her	arms	skyward	in	a	ritualistic	stance	over	28	frames.	Afterward,	she	thrusts	them	down	with	a	guttural	growl,	appearing	to	generate	misty	purple	spores
from	her	clawed	hands	as	a	sea	of	miniature	Shroob	mushrooms	begins	sprouting	up	underneath	her.	An	input	tap	has	the	mushrooms	fill	in	the	two	training	stage	squares	underneath	Shroob	and	ripple	out	0.5	square	to	either	side,	for	a	three-square	patch.	Continuing	to	hold	Up	Special	has	Shroob	keep	pouring	spores	into	her	patch,	which	extends
a	full	square	to	either	side	after	30	frames	and	to	a	two-square	maximum	in	both	directions	after	a	second.	She	can	spawn	multiple	patches	across	the	stage	given	the	time	and	space,	though	she's	unable	to	have	more	than	six	total	squares	worth	of	mushrooms	out	at	a	time.	Once	Shroob	stops	emitting	spores,	with	32	end	lag	frames,	she'll	begin
healing	1%	for	every	12	frames	she	stands	amid	her	shrooms.	Players	also	have	the	option	to	keep	holding	the	input	after	reaching	maximum	patch	size	for	Shroob	to	remain	in	her	mist-spraying	state,	not	growing	her	mushrooms'	coverage	any	further,	but	imbuing	them	with	progressively	stronger	healing	properties.	An	additional	full	second	in	Up
Special	powers	patches	up	to	heal	2%	per	12	frames,	and	a	second	further	brings	mushrooms	to	their	cap	of	healing	3%	over	those	frames	—	after	208	continuous	frames,	or	about	3.5	seconds	in	the	input	uninterrupted.	In	any	case,	Shroob's	mushrooms	will	remain	onstage	for	five	seconds	before	poofing	away.	Reusing	Up	Special	atop	an	existing
patch	will	reset	this	timer,	at	least	for	the	patch	length	Shroob	refreshes	with	her	spores,	and	then	start	enhancing	its	healing	properties.	As	a	balance	measure,	in	niche	cases	where	Shroob	can	stand	within	the	overlap	among	multiple	disparate	mushroom	patches,	her	healing	rate	is	capped	at	3%	per	12	frames.	Shroob's	ability	to	park	her	overlarge
behind	in	a	mushroom	patch	and	heal	is	naturally	a	fantastic	perk	when	her	opponent	is	AFK.	In	virtually	all	other	matches,	however,	getting	out	even	a	low-level	mushroom	patch	takes	some	commitment	on	Shroob's	part.	Get	too	cute	trying	to	spawn	one,	and	her	heavyweight	frame	will	suffer	a	beating	likely	to	leave	her	with	a	good	deal	more
damage	than	she	likely	would	have	healed	in	dribs	and	drabs	to	begin	with.	Mushroom	patches	can	more	safely	be	established	with	some	distance	between	Shroob	and	her	target,	another	deterrent	against	camping	zoning	beyond	Down	Special's	time	holes,	or	while	she	has	an	opening	right	after	KOing	a	victim.	Shroob	also	has	strategic
considerations	to	keep	in	mind	with	mushroom	patches,	depending	on	her	matchup.	Boosting	Shroob's	survivability	on	paper	is	always	a	plus,	especially	given	her	potential	vulnerability	to	her	own	saucers.	That	said,	dropping	Shroob	below	certain	damage	thresholds	could	open	her	up	to	actual	zero-to-death	setups	(Luigi's	very	well	designed	moveset
says	hi),	or	alternatively	lower	rage	she	otherwise	could	harness	to	polish	off	stocks	with	more	brutal	efficiency.	Shroob's	opponents	see	decidedly	less	pleasant	results	upon	stepping	into	a	mushroom	patch.	Other	characters	take	gradual	poison	damage	at	the	same	1-3%	rate	per	12	frames	as	Shroob	otherwise	would	have	healed.	What's	more,	should
opponents	take	more	than	5%	from	mushroom	fumes,	either	in	one	fell	swoop	or	over	the	course	of	the	patch's	onstage	duration,	they'll	find	themselves	bodily	transformed	into	a	large	purple	mushroom	themselves!	These	Olimar-sized	fungi	constitute	a	stun	state	most	comparable	to	a	slightly	stronger	Yoshi	egg,	not	subjecting	affected	characters	to
knockback	but	freeing	Shroob	up	to	pile	on	bonus	damage.	With	the	right	prep	time,	this	damage	output	can	become	copious,	combining	the	mushrooms'	continuing	poison	damage	plus	that	from	any	time	ghosts	Shroob	has	to	spare	before	the	victim	mashes	out.	While	opponents	can	escape	without	much	difficulty	up	until	higher	damage	levels,	they
must	also	take	heed	of	the	small	midair	hop	they're	forced	into	upon	doing	so.	During	this	window,	Shroob	can	apply	further	pressure	if	she's	not	caught	with	her	pants	down	charging	a	Smash	attack,	in	which	case	the	released	victim	could	turn	the	tables	back	on	her!	These	spores'	gradual	damage	counts	toward	foes'	5%	mushroom	transformation
threshold	regardless	of	which	among	multiple	patches	inflicted	it,	effectively	extending	their	danger	period	as	a	reward	for	Shroob	if	she	successfully	creates	multiple	sets	of	mushrooms	in	quick	succession.	Small	comfort	as	it	may	be,	should	Shroob	grab	and	hold	a	foe	within	a	mushroom	patch,	they'll	also	have	until	their	regrab	timer	wears	off
before	they're	susceptible	to	being	transformed.	Naturally,	mushroom	patches	become	significantly	more	threatening	in	terms	of	how	quickly	they	can	poison	and	transform	opponents,	the	more	time	Shroob	puts	into	growing	their	coverage	and	increasing	their	potency.	At	full	strength,	a	mushroom	patch	will	effectively	instantly	transform	an
opponent	should	they	so	much	as	shorthop	in	and	out	more	than	once.	Shroob	does,	however,	have	to	contend	with	a	quirky	property	that	becomes	all	the	more	relevant,	the	stronger	her	patches	become.	Each	mushroom	patch	has	a	set	spore	percentage	quantity	that	is	expended	both	through	the	damage	Shroob	heals	and	that	opponents	take.	A
base	strength	patch	can	heal	or	inflict	10%	before	automatically	dissipating,	a	figure	that	rises	to	20%	and	then	30%	with	her	additional	time	investment	powering	the	mushrooms	up.	One	could	be	forgiven	for	assuming	Shroob	isn't	faced	with	much	choice	playing	around	this	threshold,	as	she's	free	to	heal	at	a	rate	commensurate	to	her	patch's
strength	while	foes	always	take	just	5%	to	be	transformed.	Her	challenge	comes	into	play	where	her	underlings	are	concerned.	That's	because	Shroob	saucers	and	Chomps	will	heal	at	the	same	rate	as	the	less-than-good	princess	herself	as	long	as	they	respectively	are	hovering	within	two	training	stage	squares	overtop	a	mushroom	patch	or	have	their
head	sitting	within	one.	Shroob's	options	are	generally	more	straightforward	where	Chomps	are	concerned.	Should	lighter	enemy	attacks	nick	one's	head	without	KOing	it,	Shroob	can	try	walking,	yanking	or	swinging	her	pet	onto	a	mushroom	patch	to	preserve	its	onstage	longevity.	She	also	enjoys	positioning	a	patch	such	that	she	can	yank	her
Chomp	through	it	after	it	has	latched	onto	a	foe,	piling	on	that	much	more	poison	damage	to	increase	their	peril	upon	escape.	Shroob's	gameplay	possibilities	become	more	intricate	when	one	or	more	saucers	enter	the	picture.	With	full-stamina	saucers	directly	in	tow,	Shroob	can	stand	atop	her	mushrooms	and	heal	or	try	forcing	opponents	into	their
midst	without	concern	of	sapping	their	spores.	Once	one	or	more	saucers	return	with	a	dent	in	their	HP,	however,	Shroob	will	have	to	share	her	mushrooms'	healing	power,	up	until	the	craft	in	question	returns	to	its	25	HP	cap.	For	example,	standing	in	a	10%	patch	with	a	saucer	below	20	HP	will	see	Shroob	split	its	healing	so	she	and	her	craft	both
recover	5%.	Shroob's	healing	will	take	priority	in	cases	where	an	equitable	split	can't	be	achieved,	like	if	she	and	three	accompanying	saucers	land	in	a	patch	with	just	1%	left	to	disperse.	And	patches	prioritize	the	lowest	HP	saucers	in	uneven	cases	where	more	than	one	is	in	need	of	healing.	Shroob	can	deny	her	following	saucers	healing	by	standing
at	a	mushroom	patch's	edge,	so	her	saucers	are	hovering	over	regular	ground,	though	this	can	render	them	more	likely	to	be	attacked	or	weaponized	against	her,	depending	on	her	opponent's	position.	In	some	cases	—	say,	if	Shroob	has	little	to	no	damage,	or	is	OK	healing	less	so	as	to	preserve	rage	—	she	may	have	no	compunction	about	letting	her
saucers	take	priority	in	healing.	Indeed,	if	peppering	up	her	saucers	is	the	priority,	Shroob	can	always	use	her	platform	command	and	glide	low	over	a	patch,	exempting	herself	from	the	mushrooms'	healing	power	to	prime	her	crafts	for	future	abuse.	While	on	that	subject,	Shroob	cannot	generate	mushroom	patches	overtop	her	saucers	during	this
command.	Mushroom	patches	take	on	more	fun	utility	once	Shroob	starts	batting	her	saucers	around.	Individual	saucers	can	last	longer	on	average	if	Shroob	happens	to	smack	them	such	that	their	launch	trajectory	ends	with	them	overtop	a	patch,	leaving	them	to	heal	part	or	all	of	their	damage	during	their	brief	stun	before	returning.	She	also	can
realize	this	benefit	if	her	saucer's	return	path	happens	to	take	it	overtop	mushrooms	or	if	she's	standing	within	them	as	her	craft's	end	point.	Of	course,	if	Shroob	intends	to	launch	a	saucer	such	that	it	explodes,	she'll	want	to	make	sure	she	angles	her	launch	such	that	an	inopportune	mushroom	patch	doesn't	rob	her	of	that	hitbox.	Foes,	too,	will	find
themselves	taking	mushroom	patches	into	consideration	in	attacking	saucers,	whether	to	avoid	or	minimize	their	healing	in	launching	them	or	trying	to	hoist	Shroob	by	her	own	petard	with	an	explosion.	With	mushrooms	in	play,	saucer	tennis	is	no	button-mashing	competition,	that's	for	certain.	Up	Special	manifests	rather	differently	when	used	by
Shroob	in	midair.	There,	she'll	crouch	slightly,	as	a	purple	mushroom	appears	underneath	her,	similar	to	those	into	which	foes	are	transformed	via	her	grounded	patches.	This	is	a	charge	state	lasting	up	to	one	second,	during	which	Shroob's	descent	initially	slows	before	beginning	to	resume.	On	release,	she	bounces	upward	off	her	mushroom,	which
drops	down	up	to	six	training	stage	squares	before	vanishing	as	a	meek	3%	stunning	hitbox.	Shroob's	charge	boosts	her	ascent	from	four	to	six	squares,	granting	her	a	functional	recovery,	albeit	a	worse	one	than	a	comparable	analogue	in	Banjo's	Shock	Spring	Jump,	which	boosts	the	buddy	duo	six	to	eight	vertical	squares	over	a	shorter	charge	time.
While	Shroob	can	deploy	her	Chomp	tether	or	air	dodge	to	reach	the	ledge	after	her	jump,	her	recovery	trends	predictable	once	she	starts	getting	launched	offstage,	especially	given	her	25	end	lag	frames	before	she	can	react	upon	reaching	her	apex.	Shroob's	falling	mushroom	will	form	a	base	level	patch	upon	landing	on	solid	ground.	What's	more,
its	weak	descending	hitbox	will	count	toward	enemies'	transformation	threshold	from	the	patch	it	ultimately	creates,	or	others	already	onstage.	By	using	Up	Special	from	a	shorthop	or	as	Shroob	is	coming	down	from	a	landing,	she	can	alternatively	threaten	opponents	below	her	or	create	a	safe	zone	for	touching	down.	Upon	initiating	Up	Special	from
a	low	enough	shorthop,	Shroob	will	automatically	transition	from	her	midair	charging	state	to	her	spore	spewing	animation	after	landing	onstage.	Situationally,	this	can	come	in	handy	as	far	as	mix-ups	go,	perhaps	when	Shroob	has	time	ghosts	logged	with	both	grounded	and	aerial	attacks.	The	latter	could	aim	to	knock	a	foe	away	so	Shroob	can	stay
behind	and	grow	a	larger	mushroom	patch,	while	the	former	can	launch	a	foe	upward	so	the	still-airborne	Shroob	can	bounce	off	her	mushroom	and	into	position	for	an	aerial	follow-up.	JAB	-	SMACKDOWN	Elder	Princess	Shroob	raises	her	left	clawed	hand	and	angrily	swipes	it	in	a	downward	arc,	seeking	to	mow	down	any	faucet-faced	foes	in	her
way.	Emerging	on	frame	8,	her	smack's	hitbox	falls	a	hair	short	of	Bowser's	initial	jab	punch	in	terms	of	horizontal	range	but	stretches	a	touch	higher	into	the	air.	Shroob	inflicts	6%	and	diagonal	downward	knockback	that,	past	20%	on	middleweights,	sends	victims	at	a	downward	angle	such	that	they	impact	the	ground	1.3	training	stage	square	in
front	of	her.	Barring	a	tech,	those	foes	are	stage-bounced	into	the	air	in	front	of	Shroob,	two	to	four	squares	at	a	steep	upward	angle	within	your	pedestrian	percentage	ranges.	From	there,	Shroob	is	positioned	nicely	to	follow	up	on	their	possible	reactions,	with	18	end	lag	frames	should	she	end	her	jab	after	hit	one.	A	shield-grab	can	effectively
counteract	a	good	number	of	falling	aerials;	Shroob	also	can	initiate	a	saucer	tractor	beam	command	if	her	opponent	leaps	away;	or	a	dash	attack,	F-Tilt	or	daring	charged	Smash	should	they	simply	fall	or	dodge	downward.	Of	note,	Shroob	can	stand	at	a	platform's	edge	to	smack	aerial	foes	downward	and	into	a	prone	state	if	they	land	on	a	lower
level.	This	situationally	can	serve	as	a	deterrent	to	high	recoveries,	though	Shroob's	launch	angle	generally	isn't	enough	to	keep	most	offstage	opponents	from	making	it	back	to	the	ledge	anyway	until	rather	high	percentages.	Onstage,	Shroob	must	be	quick	on	the	uptake	in	the	scenario	that	her	opponent	techs	their	stage	impact	from	jab	hit	one,
though	she's	still	equipped	to	respond	in	kind.	Stationary	get-ups	or	standard	spot	dodges	free	Shroob	up	to	proceed	right	into	jab	hit	two	—	an	arcing	uppercut-esque	swipe	with	her	right	hand	that	stretches	out	a	smidge	further	than	its	predecessor,	inflicting	7%	and	knockback	KOing	around	200%.	It's	a	straightforward	solid	hit	from	which	Shroob
can	lead	into	F-Air	up	until	mid-percentages,	and	that	renders	her	target	vulnerable	to	a	well-aimed	launched	saucer	to	boot.	That	said,	with	26	end	lag	frames	on	whiff,	Shroob	won't	want	to	cavalierly	throw	out	jab	hit	two	unless	she's	confident	it	will	connect,	perhaps	aided	with	mushroom	patches	strategically	positioned	to	lock	off	tech	rolls	in	a
given	direction.	Saucers	add	a	fun	ingredient	into	Shroob's	jab	mix.	Her	crafts'	launch	angle	from	smack	one	—	diagonally	down,	then	sharply	upward	—	is	a	helpful	go-to	option	in	a	variety	of	match	circumstances,	able	to	impact	foes	approaching	both	from	the	ground	and	air	without	sending	the	saucers	too	far	away	to	easily	return.	What's	more,	jab
is	a	great	faster	move	Shroob	can	throw	out	in	between	the	gaps	of	saucers	she's	commanded	to	rotate	around	her.	With	Shroob's	rotation	in	effect,	different	hit	sequences	become	possible	on	opponents,	depending	on	how	many	crafts	she's	got	following	her.	Shroob	could	combo	one	or	more	spinning	saucers	hits	into	her	downward	smack,	or	vice
versa,	as	the	crafts	reach	out	just	far	to	nick	them	before	they're	stage	bounced.	Jab	hit	one	into	a	spinning	saucer	into	jab	hit	two,	too,	serves	as	a	functional	three-hit	string.	With	excellent	timing,	Shroob	can	strike	both	a	foe	and	saucer	with	the	same	smack.	This	sends	the	two	targets	bouncing	off	the	stage	at	the	same	time,	such	that	the	craft's
hitbox	precludes	any	techs	and	connects	with	the	accompanying	foe	right	after	they	hit	the	ground.	And	as	a	standalone	strategy,	Shroob	proceeds	between	her	two	jab	hits	quickly	enough	to	where	she	can	smack	out	one	rotating	craft	apiece,	sending	them	at	disparate	frontal	angles	to	create	even	more	of	a	headache	for	incoming	opponents.	While
Shroob	alone	can't	really	combo	together	her	jab	hits	on	an	enemy,	a	number	of	possible	mix-ups	become	possible	where	time	ghosts	enter	the	picture.	Mechanically,	Shroob's	time	hole	registers	both	a	standalone	jab	hit	one	or	consecutive	jab	hits	one	and	two	as	single	attacks,	depending	on	which	she	performed	over	her	most	recent	three	moves.
With	these	options	in	the	chamber,	Shroob	can	unlock	a	rather	bullying	damage-racking	tactic,	in	which	she	walks	forward	and	alternates	between	using	and	having	a	ghost	perform	her	initial	downward	smack.	Timed	right,	she'll	effectively	dribble	her	opponent	across	the	stage,	as	each	subsequent	jab	intercepts	the	foe	before	they're	stage-bounced
too	high	out	of	reach.	This	string	can	end	with	either	Shroob	or	her	ghost	pulling	off	jab	through	hit	two,	as	the	other's	jab	hit	one	holds	the	victim	briefly	in	place,	or	opting	for	a	different	combo	ender.	Of	course,	Shroob	or	a	duplicate	might	need	only	spank,	err,	smack	a	foe	off	the	ground	once	to	waylay	them	long	enough	for	their	counterpart	to
send	them	packing	with	a	Smash	or	spinning	Chomp.	More	defensively,	a	ghost's	jab	can	prove	handy	in	games	of	saucer	tennis	foes	have	initiated,	whether	for	batting	back	crafts	such	that	they	can	bring	about	an	explosive	payoff,	or	at	least	safely	intercepting	potential	blows	that	otherwise	would	have	been	headed	Shroob's	way.	DASH	ATTACK	-
SHOULDER	BARGE	Elder	Princess	Shroob	hunches	and	bends	a	shoulder	forward,	briefly	hastening	her	mad	rush	forward	to	bowl	through	nearby	onlookers.	A	Wario-esque	maneuver	featured	during	her	first	boss	fight	phase,	Shroob's	charge	comes	with	a	strong	initial	14%	hitbox	that	KOs	vertically	at	125%,	followed	by	a	9%	sourspot	KOing	closer
to	160%.	It's	a	reasonably	fast	burst	option	that	comes	out	between	frames	9-18,	over	which	Shroob	travels	three	training	stage	squares.	While	in	motion,	she'll	cross	up	any	foes	shielding	within	a	square	of	where	she	initiates	the	attack.	With	24	end	lag	frames,	however,	Shroob	generally	is	vulnerable	to	a	shield-grab	if	she	doesn't	pass	through	her
enemy's	bubble,	and	some	faster	shorthopped	B-Airs	can	punish	her	even	if	she	does.	Should	the	player	hold,	rather	than	tap	A	when	initiating	dash	attack,	Shroob	will	up	the	ante	in	terms	of	her	move's	risk-reward	factor.	Here,	following	her	nine-frame	startup,	she'll	skid	to	a	halt	and	charge	in	place	for	up	to	one	second,	flashing	as	though	powering
up	a	Smash	attack.	Upon	release,	Shroob	immediately	surges	forward	with	significant	velocity,	from	five	to	nine	squares	at	the	pace	of	Wonderwing.	Through	the	entirety	of	this	souped-up	charge,	she	maintains	a	single	hitbox	dealing	22-29%,	10%	in	bonus	damage	to	shields	she	speeds	through	and	knockback	KOing	from	85-50%.	The	staggered
nature	of	Shroob's	charged	dash	attack	lends	itself	to	all	sorts	of	bait-and-switch	options.	Chief	among	them,	she's	able	to	out	hasty	spot	dodges	from	those	expecting	the	vanilla	move,	or	dash	up	close,	stop	in	place	as	though	charging	dash	attack	to	scare	a	foe	into	shielding	and	then	grab.	That	said,	Shroob's	charged	charge	carries	a	universal	70
end	lag	frames	as	she	slowly	decelerates.	Predictable	bum	rushes	are	a	surefire	way	to	net	Shroob	a	heaping	plate	of	punishment,	a	consequence	she	might	face	regardless	against	foes	straight	up	skilled	enough	to	react	to	her	attack's	stop-and-start	nature	on	the	fly.	As	some	small	comforts,	Shroob	boasts	super	armor	on	the	first	third	of	her	charge
distance	and	crosses	up	enemy	shields	up	until	the	last	third	of	her	charge	distance.	This	inflicts	above-average	shieldstun	such	that,	if	she	runs	far	enough	past,	she's	not	a	wholly	sitting	duck.	Dash	attack	is	one	among	a	handful	of	moves	that	Shroob	can	soup	up	by	way	of	any	saucers	she's	got	directly	following	her.	As	Shroob	begins	muscling



forward,	either	with	her	default	or	charged	attack,	her	alien	underlings	will	speed	up	to	keep	pace,	taking	on	weak	ramming	hitboxes	behind	her.	These	deal	5%	apiece	and	low	vertical	knockback	popping	foes	up	lightly	in	place,	with	no	real	KO	potential	to	speak	of.	These	hits	won't	combo	into	Shroob's	dash	attack	proper,	and	thus	aren't	especially
functional	for	regular	damage	racking.	Rather,	the	saucers	give	their	master	added	cover	to	make	her	move	more	defensively	sound,	as	foes	now	must	take	care	not	to	drop	shield	too	soon	in	their	haste	to	retaliate.	In	this	respect,	the	precise	distance	Shroob	crosses	up	a	shield	becomes	more	critical	—	a	regular	dash	attack	will	push	Shroob	through
far	enough	for	a	single	saucer,	the	one	closest	behind	her,	to	make	impact,	while	a	charged	move	can	allow	two	or	three	saucers	to	ram,	depending	on	her	starting	position.	The	first	saucer's	hitbox	becomes	active	nine	frames	after	Shroob	charges	into	her	foe's	shield,	with	each	subsequent	craft	staggered	25	frames	apart.	A	single	saucer	trailing
after	default	dash	attack	can	hold	a	foe	in	shield	just	long	enough	to	render	the	move	safe	for	Shroob	in	passing	through,	or	set	her	up	for	B-Air	if	they	drop	shield	in	between	the	two	hitboxes.	A	lone	saucer	isn't	sufficient	to	protect	Shroob	following	her	far	laggier	charged	dash	attack,	though	two	crafts	passing	through	often	will	do	so	against	all	but
the	fastest	foes,	and	three	saucers	can	give	Shroob	a	short	window	to	move	in	and	take	a	swing	at	her	enemy's	diminished	bubble.	A	foe	nicked	by	the	last	saucer	in	a	two-	or	three-craft	lineup	also	can	find	themselves	in	a	pinch,	as	Shroob	can	close	the	gap	during	their	hitstun	and	attempt	a	follow-up.	Then,	there	are	the	mini-mix-ups	Shroob	enjoys
with	dash	attack	and	saucers,	where	she	can	switch	up	whether	she	allows	spawning	or	returning	crafts	to	reunite	with	her	while	powering	up	her	charge,	or	releases	the	move	first	so	the	saucers	are	sent	flying	skyward	as	she	barges	along	the	ground.	The	main	fly	in	the	ointment	on	Shroob's	part	is	the	risk	of	practiced	foes	parrying	each	saucer
hitbox,	or	throwing	out	a	fast	out-of-shield	or	area-of-effect	type	attack	to	knock	her	craft	formation	askew,	in	both	cases	potentially	punishing	her	despite	her	precaution.	While	hurtling	forward	with	a	charged	dash	attack,	Shroob	has	another	movement	option	at	her	disposal	—	the	ability	to	jump	during	the	first	three	squares	of	her	rush.	She
continues	barreling	forward	in	the	animation	in	midair,	halving	the	distance	her	charge	otherwise	would	take	her	on	the	ground	but	nonetheless	retaining	robust	forward	momentum.	In	midair,	her	charge's	hitbox	persists	but	weakens	a	fair	amount,	to	12-16%	and	knockback	KOing	from	145-110%.	As	other	key	differences,	Shroob	discontinues	her
charge	on	impact	with	an	aerial	foe,	rather	than	passing	through,	and	contends	with	substantially	less	midair	end	lag,	at	22	frames.	Factoring	in	her	weaker	launch,	Shroob	now	can	combo	a	leaping	charge	into	an	N-Air	or	F-Air	up	through	mid-percents.	That	Shroob's	forward	momentum	continues	after	her	aerial	charge	animation	ends	can	serve
both	as	a	blessing	and	a	curse.	Instead	of	going	to	land	aerial	dash	attack	itself,	Shroob	may	leverage	its	forward	oomph	to	press	in	on	a	victim	with	an	aerial,	perhaps	crossing	up	their	shield	with	that	move's	hitbox.	Meanwhile,	any	saucers	following	Shroob	mid-charge	now	can	snag	foes	as	they	come	out	of	air	dodging	her	primary	hitbox.	Close
enough	to	the	end	of	her	trajectory,	Shroob	then	can	double	back	with	her	midair	jump	to	attempt	an	aerial.	While	doubling	back	this	way	also	is	Shroob's	ticket	to	recovering	should	her	midair	charge	leave	her	offstage,	she's	playing	with	fire	using	a	powerfully-charged	leaping	dash	attack	near	the	ledge,	which	can	put	her	in	a	prime	position	to	be
gimped.	Of	note,	while	Shroob	normally	stops	charged	dash	attack	at	ledges,	more	daring	players	can	hold	the	control	stick	for	her	to	barge	ahead	offstage,	where	she	proceeds	functionally	the	same	as	she	does	leaping	during	the	attack.	Situationally,	this	tactic	can	help	Shroob	end	a	recovering	target's	stock	or	pass	through	a	foe	shielding	right	at
ledge,	such	that	she	can	immediately	leap	back	in	to	poke	at	them	with	B-Air.	Time	ghosts	can	log	both	Shroob's	regular	and	charged	dash	attack	as	either	were	used	among	her	most	three	moves,	down	to	the	latter's	precise	level	of	charge	and	transition,	if	any,	into	midair.	Control-wise,	the	player	can	trigger	a	duplicate's	dash	attack	either	from
Shroob's	actual	dash	or	during	another	stationary	animation	by	way	of	an	instant	dash	attack	input.	Players	can	mix	and	match	ghosts'	regular	and	charged	dash	attacks,	regardless	of	their	order	in	Shroob's	time	hole	queue.	However,	in	cases	where	she's	logged	more	than	one	charged	dash	attack,	individually	with	distinct	charge	and	movement
properties,	her	time	ghost	defaults	to	the	most	recent	version.	A	ghost's	vanilla	dash	attack	is	a	strong	poking	option	for	Shroob	at	mid-range,	where	she	can	safely	send	the	duplicate	to	probe	her	foe's	defenses.	Successfully	land	a	hit,	and	she'll	have	an	aerial	target	at	which	she	can	smack	a	saucer.	The	shield-crunching	threat	of	both	Shroob	and	a
ghost	using	back-to-back	dash	attacks	—	whether	from	a	single	direction	or	the	duplicate	rushing	back	in	the	opposite	direction	after	a	cross-up	from	its	master	—	often	can	incentivize	opponents	to	leap	up,	after	which	Shroob	can	try	steering	them	into	saucer	territory	or	a	mushroom	patch.	And	a	ghost's	regular	dash	attack	also	becomes	a	great	tool
for	covering	tech	chase	options,	as	they	burst	out	to	trample	over	foes'	neutral	get-ups	and	outward	rolls	while	Shroob	herself	covers	the	opposite	direction.	Intriguingly,	with	charged	dash	attacks,	Shroob's	ghosts	do	not	immediately	rush	forward,	but	sit	back	while	building	to	the	appropriate	power	level,	not	dissimilar	to	one	of	Zelda's	Phantoms.
With	the	necessary	prep	time,	Shroob	can	position	a	duplicate	as	a	brief	means	of	threatening	good	stretches	of	your	standard	stages,	possibly	timing	their	charge	such	that	it	sends	foes	soaring	out	of	a	Chomp's	bites	or	her	grab.	At	her	craziest,	Shroob	could	even	log	three	charged	dash	attacks,	each	with	varying	coverage,	before	clustering	the
ghosts	together	in	quick	succession	so	they	run	wild	for	a	short,	yet	devastating	spell.	More	straightforward,	but	still	alluring	for	clip-hunters,	she	can	send	a	ghost	leaping	offstage	out	of	charged	dash	attack,	where	it	can	proceed	right	into	an	aerial	she's	logged	and	buffered	for	an	onstage	gimp	attempt.	And	even	with	one	just	charged	dash	attack
squirreled	away,	Shroob	can	order	a	ghost	to	safely	set	off	proximity-based	traps	or	fend	off	minions	—	maybe	even	blowing	up	wayward	saucers	enemies	have	sent	her	way.	FORWARD	TILT	-	SHISH	KEBAB	Elder	Princess	Shroob	leans	forward	and	thrusts	her	clawed	hand	forward	with	malice.	As	she	does	so,	her	arm	transforms	into	a	spike-pointed
tentacle,	evocative	of	those	she	materializes	in	her	true	form.	With	10	startup	frames,	Shroob's	tentacle	here	reaches	out	about	as	far	as	Incineroar's	F-Tilt,	sporting	a	spike	sweetspot	that	inflicts	12%	and	outward	knockback	KOing	around	120%	from	center	stage,	plus	a	weaker	hitbox	on	its	front	half	that	deals	8%	and	won't	KO	at	any	meaningful
percents.	As	with	comparable	moves,	Shroob	can	angle	her	appendage	diagonally	up	for	anti-air	functionality,	great	when	an	opponent	happens	to	be	moving	in	to	smack	her	overtop	a	frontal	saucer.	In	the	alternative,	a	downward-angled	F-Tilt	lets	Shroob	poke	at	recovering	foes	for	a	situational	two-frame	or	those	underneath	her	while	she's	on	a	low
platform.	With	22	end	lag	frames,	Shroob's	F-Tilt	isn't	the	safest	melee	range	option	when	shielded,	though	her	tentacle	still	darts	out	sufficiently	fast	to	punish	poorly-timed	offensive	or	defensive	movements.	Hold,	instead	of	tapping	A	during	the	move's	startup,	and	Shroob	will	stretch	her	luck,	extending	her	tentacle	a	touch	further	in	the	hopes	that
a	foe	will	get	her	point.	In	Dharkon-esque	fashion,	Shroob	pokes	her	appendage	an	additional	training	stage	square	for	every	10	extra	frames	the	input	is	held,	up	to	an	F-Tilt	reaching	three	additional	squares	over	30	frames,	or	half	a	second.	Her	tentacle's	frontal	portion	maintains	its	weak	hitbox	as	it	extends,	slashing	foes	unsatisfyingly	out	of	the
way.	However,	those	caught	at	its	spike	during	the	two-frame	window	it	reaches	its	farthest	extent	are	skewered	with	a	violent-sounding	ripping	noise.	These	unfortunate	chaps	first	take	14%	and	are	suspended	for	a	moment	on	Shroob's	tentacle,	prompting	a	zoom-in	screen	as	she	laughs	darkly.	Afterward,	she	rips	the	tentacle	back	out,	inflicting
another	9%	and	launching	the	opponent	back	a	moderate	set	amount	that	won't	KO	by	itself,	but	generally	keeps	them	close	enough	to	be	pelted	with	a	saucer	or	chased	down	for	a	follow-up	hit.	As	with	F-Tilt's	vanilla	version,	Shroob	can	angle	her	extended	tentacle	up	or	down	to	modify	the	point	at	which	she	can	impale	a	target.	In	the	latter	case,
her	arm	will	lower	to	the	ground	before	snaking	along	the	stage,	resuming	a	diagonal	bend	upon	reaching	any	edges.	This	represents	a	range	nerf	on	solid	ground	but	opens	the	door	for	Shroob	to	catch	foes	from	a	greater	variety	of	angles,	including	from	higher	platforms,	ledges	and	atop	commanded	saucers.	While	a	definite	danger,	as	one	of	the
game's	most	damaging	tilts,	Shroob's	tentacle	stretch	leaves	her	wide	open	on	whiff,	in	an	amount	proportional	to	how	far	she	stretched	on	the	front	end.	Whereas	she'll	snap	her	appendage	back	in	on	hit,	missing	leaves	her	to	retract	it	more	gradually,	over	12	additional	end	lag	frames	for	every	extra	square	she	(over)extended,	up	to	58	end	lag
frames	for	an	unsuccessful	full-range	F-Tilt.	Shroob's	longer-ranged	pokes	can	be	particularly	susceptible	to	shields,	which	halt	her	tentacle's	extension	on	impact.	Players	with	reflexes	quick	enough	to	block	her	attempted	barb	near	maximum	range	could	even	dart	in	and	charge	a	Smash,	capitalizing	on	a	truly	boss-befitting	move's	boss-esque	period
of	vulnerability.	Alongside	jab,	F-Tilt	could	be	considered	a	bread-and-butter	move	for	Shroob	in	smacking	saucers	in	the	direction	of	her	choosing.	Depending	on	her	timing,	she	can	poke	a	saucer	with	either	her	vanilla	sour-	or	sweetspot,	with	or	without	an	angle,	as	it's	materializing	or	returning	to	her	to	determine	precisely	where	it's	launched,	and
how	fast.	There	are	guessing	games	at	her	disposal	as	to	whether	she's	going	to	stab	outward	from	a	gap	in	a	spinning	saucer	ring,	poke	a	craft	outward	or	try	comboing	a	saucer's	light	hit	into	F-Tilt.	Meanwhile,	foes	caught	in	saucers'	tractor	beam	blasts	can	find	themselves	positioned	perfectly	to	be	impaled	by	Shroob's	extended	tentacle.	For
better	or	worse,	if	Shroob	skewers	one	of	her	own	underlings,	the	ensuing	damage	will	reduce	the	poor	craft	past	its	explosive	0	HP	marker	after	she	rips	her	appendage	out.	While	Shroob	has	less	committal	options	for	weaponizing	her	crafts'	blasts,	some	players	might	appreciate	the	brutal	efficiency	in	cutting	right	to	the	fiery	chase.	As	one	twist	on
this	setup,	if	Shroob	pokes	through	a	craft	hovering	over	a	mushroom	patch,	it	will	heal	just	enough	HP	while	impaled	to	not	immediately	die	after	launch,	but	from	essentially	any	other	one	hit	afterward	—	a	benefit	to	Shroob	if	she	wants	to	control	its	detonation	closeby,	but	a	drawback	if	a	foe	is	able	to	beat	her	to	the	punch.	Other	synergies	also
can	emerge	when	Shroob	uses	her	tentacle	thrust	and	mushroom	patches	in	tandem.	Despite	its	lag,	watching	Shroob's	tentacle	suddenly	erupt	from	her	sleeve	in	its	extended	form	can	frighten	foes	into	rolling	or	air	dodging	into	patches,	clearly	no	ideal	scenario	if	they've	already	taken	a	few	ticks	of	its	poison	damage.	Shroob	players	with	brilliant
timing	can	stab	through	foes	within	a	mushroom	patch	to	up	their	damage	intake,	though	even	if	they	pass	the	required	poison	threshold,	impaled	characters	won't	transform	into	mushrooms,	having	to	land	from	their	ensuing	launch	first.	While	spamming	shorthopped	aerials	is	technically	more	optimal	for	damage	racking	against	mushroomized
victims,	an	extended	F-Tilt	lets	Shroob	reliably	inflict	a	quick	25%,	counting	as	a	hit	and	saving	her	from	her	end	lag	even	if	the	foe	mashes	free	midway	through.	Relevant	to	the	above	interactions,	Shroob's	extended	tentacle	does	not	count	as	part	of	her	hurtbox	and,	thus,	won't	heal	her	if	it	alone	is	stretched	into	a	mushroom	patch.	Time	ghosts
introduce	still	more	spooky	fun	into	the	proceedings	where	F-Tilt	is	concerned.	At	a	basic	level,	Shroob	can	have	a	duplicate	cover	her	end	lag	upon	whiffing	her	extended	poke,	possibly	if	she's	logged	some	frontal	attack	she	doesn't	mind	losing.	From	an	offensive	standpoint,	a	ghost's	vanilla	F-Tilt	is	a	solid	option	for	knocking	a	saucer	forward	such
that	Shroob	quickly	can	dash	along	behind	it	for	added	pressure.	There's	also	a	good	deal	of	vicious	satisfaction	to	be	had	in	using	a	Chomp	to	yank	a	victim	into	position	to	be	impaled	by	a	ghost's	tentacle	sweetspot.	Most	exciting,	though,	is	the	sheer	potential	the	mad	queen	unlocks	upon	stabbing	through	a	victim	with	the	right	ghost	attack	ready	to
go,	or	if	her	duplicate	does	so	directly	—	a	relatively	maddening	feat,	given	the	tricky	sweetspot	and	bevy	of	potential	tentacle	lengths	and	angles.	In	contrast	with	Shroob's	comparatively	easier	to	land	Chomp	chews,	opponents	are	not	launched	while	struck	during	their	brief	impalement	window.	Rather,	they	take	full	damage	from	the	interrupting
attack,	as	its	knockback	overwrites,	and	compounds,	the	directional	launch	they	otherwise	would	have	endured	from	Shroob	tearing	her	tentacle	free.	Put	these	ingredients	together,	and	Shroob	can	attempt	any	number	of	strings,	from	halting	an	enemy's	launch	from	something	like	jab	or	regular	F-Tilt	with	a	ghost's	impalement	as	a	functional	combo
extender	at	low-	to	mid-percents;	to	leading	with	a	ghost's	skewer	and	following	up	with	an	aerial	or	saucer	smack;	or	even	riding	a	saucer	platform	such	that	Shroob	is	aerially	in	position	to	chain	a	ghost's	initial	tentacle	sweetspot	into	her	own	right	afterward.	The	possibilities	broaden	further	in	cases	where	a	duplicate	manages	to	poke	through	a
saucer.	When	this	happens,	Shroob	could	either	smack	the	craft	at	the	end	of	her	ghost's	appendage,	modifying	its	explosive	launch	trajectory	as	a	mix	up,	or	muster	a	second	saucer	to	launch	in	the	same	direction	for	concurrent	hitbox	coverage.	Talk	about	a	thorny	predicament!	DOWN	TILT	-	SWEEP	Elder	Princess	Shroob	leans	slightly	toward	the
screen	before	performing	a	quick	spin	in	place.	Two	of	her	true	form's	tentacles	sprout	from	underneath	her	dress	and	are	dragged	low	along	the	ground	to	slice	foes	as	she	does	so.	Her	tentacles	reach	out	a	hair	shorter	than	Mewtwo's	tail	via	D-Tilt	and	with	slightly	more	startup,	at	eight	frames	vs.	six.	In	Shroob's	favor,	however,	are	her	tentacles'
two	consecutive	hits	over	13	active	frames,	both	of	which	mirror	F-Tilt	in	having	their	own	sour-	and	sweetspots.	The	main	length	of	her	tentacles	inflicts	6%	and	pops	foes	lightly	into	the	air,	while	their	spikes	produce	a	swordie-reminiscent	slashing	noise	on	hit,	inflicting	13%	and	vertically	oriented	knockback	KOing	from	most	main	stages	around
135%.	While	Shroob's	two	tentacle	hitboxes	won't	combo	into	each	other,	they	grant	her	a	slightly	longer	coverage	window	with	her	hitboxes.	And	given	her	relatively	painless	18	end	lag	frames,	she's	generally	in	a	good	position	to	follow	up	on	her	victim,	regardless	of	whether	her	first	or	second	appendage	met	its	mark.	Shroob	enjoys	bonafide	uses
for	both	of	her	D-Tilt	hitboxes,	with	her	sourspot	capable	of	chaining	together	two	or	three	times	against	low-damage	foes,	depending	on	their	weight.	Its	length	also	is	potent	at	tripping	foes	up	just	enough	for	her	to	land	a	close-ranged	grab	up	through	high	damage	levels,	not	dissimilar	to	Lucas.	Meanwhile,	her	tentacles'	sweetspots	are	juicy	tools
for	punishing	poorly-spaced	defensive	maneuvers	and	instigating	potential	ground-to-air	combos.	At	max	range,	Shroob	can	safely	repeat	D-Tilt	against	enemy	shields	to	put	her	target	in	a	fight	or	flight	situation,	lest	her	spikes	eventually	poke	at	their	feet.	Individual	tentacle	sweeps	are	generally	a	welcome	inclusion	among	a	time	ghost's	repertoire;
having	a	duplicate	use	the	sweep	to	start	a	combo	lets	Shroob	take	pause	and	proceed	with	the	most	optimal	attack	and	timing,	versus	having	to	immediately	act	after	sweeping	to	keep	the	string	going.	Timed	right,	D-Tilt	sourspots	can	be	snuck	in	among	Shroob	and	her	ghost's	jab	dribbling	for	added	damage,	and	later	become	KO	setups	as	one
queen	pops	a	target	up	for	the	other	to	send	flying,	or	else	grab	for	the	first	to	strike	again.	And	occasionally,	against	some	recovering	victims,	Shroob	can	station	her	ghost	at	the	ledge	to	attempt	a	two-frame	with	D-Tilt's	lingering	tentacles,	freeing	her	up	to	run	offstage	interference	from	another	angle.	Worth	considering,	as	a	borderline	spammable
standard,	D-Tilt	can	prove	beneficial	for	Shroob	in	quickly	shoving	undesirable	attacks	out	of	her	most	recent	three	attacks,	such	that	a	ghost	can	log	better	alternatives.	The	flipside,	of	course,	is	that	Shroob	must	do	more	than	just	spam	D-Tilt	before	kicking	off	Down	Special	if	she	wants	her	ghost	to	have	access	to	the	bigger	punishing	moves	best
for	capitalizing	on	D-Tilt	in	the	first	place	—	or	else	spend	time	burning	ghost	D-Tilts	to	clear	room	for	a	more	varied	attack	lineup.	One	difficult,	yet	immensely	satisfying	setup	where	multiple	ghost	D-Tilts	can	come	in	handy	involves	pressuring	an	enemy	shield	with	those	ethereal	tentacle	hits	while	Shroob	herself	builds	up	momentum	swinging	her
Chomp	around.	If	that	target	is	baited	into	rolling	behind	the	gyrating	Shroob	to	escape	her	ghost's	tentacles,	or	else	casually	sits	in	shield	a	tick	too	long,	they're	almost	certain	to	pay	for	their	indiscretion	with	a	stock.	One	could	infer	from	the	lack	of	saucer	mentions	in	D-Tilt	so	far	that	Shroob's	low-to-the-ground	hitboxes	aren't	generally	her	best
bet	for	smacking	the	aerial	crafts,	and	they'd	be	right.	The	exceptions	generally	come	when	a	saucer	is	returning	to	Shroob	from	a	lower	vantage	point,	with	a	target	closing	in	on	her	from	above,	or	when	she's	left	to	bat	back	a	craft	a	foe	has	sent	in	her	direction	at	a	low	angle.	While	situational,	either	of	Shroob's	tentacle	hitboxes	are	able	to	salvage
saucer	launches	that	otherwise	would	have	whiffed.	Sweep	aggressive	foes	rushing	in	up	or	outward	into	a	craft	Shroob	has	just	sent	hurtling	for	a	one-two	punch,	not	unlike	a	K.	Rool	standard	into	a	cannonball,	possibly	with	fatal	results	if	the	saucer	was	on	the	verge	of	exploding.	And	D-Tilt	often	can	become	a	go-to	attack	as	Shroob	is	cruising
around	atop	her	saucers	in	platform	form.	Not	only	will	she	have	an	easier	time	landing	D-Tilt's	sweetspot	through	her	crafts'	midair	mobility,	but	unlike	with	other	downward	oriented	hitboxes,	she	can	sweep	her	tentacles	while	on	saucers	freely	without	fear	of	prematurely	knocking	them	out	from	underneath	her!	UP	TILT	-	ROYAL	HEADER	Elder
Princess	Shroob	crouches	and	tilts	her	oversized	mushroom	noggin	back	momentarily,	before	swinging	it	in	a	left-to-right	arc	above	her	head.	Sharp-eyed	players	will	notice	her	crown's	jewel	flash	a	bright	purple	right	at	the	start	of	her	animation.	Coming	out	on	a	respectable	frame	9,	her	headbutt	affects	opponents	differently,	depending	on	the	the
point	at	which	they're	struck	during	her	swing.	Those	bonked	at	the	apex	of	Shroob's	headbutt	take	9%	and	vertical	knockback	KOing	around	140%,	figures	that	lower	and	increase	to	7%	and	155%,	respectively,	right	before	she	concludes	the	swing	in	front	of	her.	The	former	comes	in	handy	as	a	juggling	tool	on	most	foes,	while	the	latter	can	scoop
up	characters	directly	in	front	of	Shroob.	Once	that	happens,	U-Tilt's	tolerable	26	end	lag	frames	leaves	Shroob	in	position	to	chain	into	at	least	one	more	headbutt	immediately	afterward	up	through	mid-percentages.	However,	foes	hit	during	a	two-frame	window	right	at	the	start	of	Shroob's	headbutt	—	typically	necessitating	point-blank	contact	at
the	move's	inception	—	take	a	stronger	electric	hitbox	of	15%	that	KOs	off	the	screentop	closer	to	120%.	Beyond	just	a	strength	boost,	Shroob's	crown-powered	U-Tilt	is	one	of	a	few	of	regular	moves	that	also	imbues	victims	with	a	nasty	aftereffect	—	a	purple	tinge	of	mushroom	spores	sticks	with	them,	inflicting	1%	every	second	for	the	next	10
seconds,	for	10%	in	total	poison	damage.	This	status	effect	doesn't	just	serve	to	damage	rack	on	targets,	but	also	enhances	the	potency	of	the	spores	they	ingest	upon	landing	in	Shroob's	mushroom	patches,	which	as	you'll	recall,	turn	foes	into	fungi	after	they've	inflicted	5%	over	their	onstage	duration.	Over	the	course	of	their	aftereffects	from	U-Tilt's
crown	hitbox,	foes	who	touch	down	in	Shroob's	'shrooms	will	find	they	inflict	poison	damage	at	1.5x	their	usual	rate	—	or	1.5%	every	12	frames	in	a	base	level	patch,	up	to	3%	or	4.5%	per	12	frames	in	stronger,	tougher-to-summon	mushroom	fields.	With	any	patch	being	relatively	committal	to	bring	out	as	is,	Shroob	appreciates	the	temporary	greater
ease	in	mushroomizing	her	foes,	with	the	reward	of	a	near-instantaneous	transformation	if	that	victim	so	much	as	nicks	a	full-force	field	she's	managed	to	spawn.	Should	Shroob	strike	a	target	with	U-Tilt's	crown	hitbox	for	a	second	time	while	they're	still	suffering	from	spores,	she	won't	stack	its	poison	damage	but	rather	refreshes	the	effect's	timer.
In	a	neat	parallel	to	mushroom	patch	properties,	hitting	saucers	with	U-Tilt's	crown	hitbox	will	inflict	the	attack's	initial	damage	and	launch	before	gradually	healing	the	craft	10%	over	10	seconds.	This	effect	won't	kick	in	if	Shroob's	move	finishes	off	a	saucer's	HP,	and	it	won't	heal	a	craft	above	its	default	25	HP.	Even	so,	purposefully	headbutting	a
saucer	to	imbue	it	with	crown	magic	can	grant	it	more	longevity	to	carry	out	Shroob's	bidding,	while	also	making	it	harder	for	opponents	to	track	just	how	much	more	damage	they	can	endure	before	blowing.	With	that	in	mind,	this	could	be	an	instance	where	Shroob	opts	to	swap	a	healing	saucer	to	the	back	of	her	queue	with	Shield	Special,	so	as	to
ensure	it	specifically	sticks	around	for	longer.	Having	U-Tilt's	spores	heal	one	or	more	saucers	also	is	an	especially	nice	perk	in	cases	where	Shroob	wishes	to	hog	a	mushroom	patch's	healing	properties	for	herself.	And	it's	not	all	that	hard	to	find	chances	to	harness	this	effect,	given	U-Tilt's	general	utility	for	launching	saucers	vertically.	These	upward
trajectories	may	be	harnessed	for	general	anti-air	use	or	for	vertical	craft	redirection,	after	saucers	have	been	smacked	back	Shroob's	way	or	impaled	in	place	by	a	time	ghost's	tentacle.	When	logged	by	a	ghost,	U-Tilt's	benefits	can	be	enhanced	both	in	terms	of	damage	racking	and	vertical	launching.	At	a	basic	level,	Shroob	can	stand	under	a	low
platform	so	both	she	and	a	duplicate	can	perform	staggered	intangible	headbutts	a	short	distance	apart	—	great	for	covering	enemy	getups.	With	excellent	timing,	both	Shroob	and	a	ghost	can	headbutt	a	single	foe	back	to	back	from	underneath,	initiating	the	second	U-Tilt	so	it	intercepts	the	victim	out	of	the	first's	hitbox	and	launches	them	further
with	its	added	damage.	Even	if	the	foe	manages	to	dodge	one	attack,	the	latter	can	keep	applying	pressure	as	they	come	out	of	a	dodge	or	are	jarred	in	shield-stun.	React	quickly,	and	Shroob	can	track	a	ghost's	headbutted	victim	skyward,	such	that	she	could	true	combo	into	U-Air	or	attempt	U-Smash	after	landing	on	a	low	platform.	And,	if	a	ghost's
U-Tilt	baits	a	landing	foe	into	air	dodging,	Shroob	can	sit	tight	on	the	ground	and	enjoy	easier	timing	landing	her	own	headbutt	to	clinch	its	sweetspot	or	an	eventual	KO.	Of	note,	in	the	inverse	scenario,	ghosts	are	fully	capable	of	inflicting	their	own	U-Tilt	spores	or	refreshing	those	from	Shroob’s	own	crown.	Now	that's	using	your	head!	FORWARD
SMASH	-	A	BIT	OF	A	STRETCH	Elder	Princess	Shroob	converts	her	arms	into	true	form	tentacles,	stretches	them	down	to	embed	them	in	the	stage	at	her	feet	and	pulls	herself	back	one	training	stage	square,	her	face	contorted	with	exertion.	Upon	release,	she	releases	her	hold,	rubber-banding	herself	forward	in	a	low-to-the-ground	arc,	traveling	two
to	four	squares	in	a	powerful	body	slam.	While	Shroob's	actual	F-Smash	is	quite	fast,	coming	out	on	frame	6,	she	first	undergoes	34	charge	frames	powering	it	up,	for	a	combined	40-frame	startup.	She	maintains	a	strong	hitbox	for	the	first	half	of	her	launch,	dealing	28-36%	and	knockback	KOing	from	70-35%,	and	a	weak	hitbox	for	its	duration,	which
inflicts	20-26%	and	KOs	closer	to	130-95%.	An	unorthodox	Smash,	Shroob	shifts	her	hurtbox	while	charging,	letting	her	wield	F-Smash	as	a	pseudo-counter	against	shorter-ranged	physical	hits,	or	situationally	pull	herself	into	a	mushroom	patch	to	heal	before	releasing.	Control-wise,	players	also	must	charge	F-Smash	opposite	the	direction	they	wish
Shroob	to	lunge	—	a	quirk	that	best	befits	the	move's	physics	(pull	back	to	attack	forward)	while	rendering	its	feel	that	much	more...alien.	Shroob	is	relatively	safe	on	immediate	release;	her	front	boasts	Bowser	F-Smash-esque	invincibility	frames	for	her	launch's	first	five	frames,	and	super	armor	for	as	long	as	her	powerful	hitbox	lasts.	This	armor
dovetails	with	how	far	into	her	movement	trajectory	she	can	cross	up	shields,	moving	at	a	fast	pace,	around	that	of	a	fully-powered	Samus	Charge	Shot.	That	said,	upon	landing,	Shroob	undergoes	an	unpleasant	48	end	lag	frames	as	she	collects	herself	from	her	launch.	Unless	she's	thrown	herself	into	a	mushroom	patch	or	logged	a	fast	ghost	move	for
protection,	she's	a	sitting	duck	up	there	among	Ultimate's	finest	on	whiff	or	against	foes	in	position	for	a	shield	grab.	By	virtue	of	its	damage	output,	Shroob's	F-Smash	will	automatically	destroy	saucers	on	hit,	regardless	of	their	health.	As	such,	while	in	rare	cases	Shroob	can	F-Smash	a	saucer	so	its	explosive	tailspin	fills	air	space	as	her	body	slam
trajectory	covers	the	ground,	she	has	better	options	at	her	disposal	when	it	comes	to	aiming	and	prolonging	her	crafts	as	threats.	F-Smash	is,	however,	far	more	complementary	in	tandem	with	Shroob's	other	saucer	applications.	She	can	achieve	kill	confirms	by	body	slamming	a	foe	she	has	popped	up	either	with	a	rotating	saucer's	hit	or	a	light
ramming	hit	from	a	saucer	platform	she's	riding	on.	With	the	right	timing	and	angle,	Shroob	also	can	tank	hits	from	saucers	foes	have	launched	back	her	way,	harnessing	her	invincibility	or	super	armor	frames	to	preserve	her	queenly	mass	that	much	longer.	Should	Shroob	use	F-Smash	atop	a	saucer	platform,	or	onstage	close	enough	to	a	ledge,	she'll
automatically	stop	her	forward	momentum	and	briefly	linger	in	midair	to	end	her	animation	without	propelling	herself	off.	Players	can	find	occasional	uses	for	this	more	stationary	F-Smash	hitbox,	like	punishing	foes	who	instinctively	jump	up	from	ledge,	or	guiding	the	saucer	platform	atop	which	Shroob	is	lunging	at	a	target	for	scary	pressure.	In	the
alternative,	as	with	Shroob's	charged	dash	attack,	players	can	hold	the	control	stick	for	Shroob	to	lunge	off	ledges.	Here,	she'll	continue	in	her	launch	until	she	falls	lower	than	her	initial	starting	point,	upon	which	she	undergoes	less	than	half	the	end	lag	she	ordinarily	would,	at	20	frames.	While	an	easy	path	to	self-destruction	in	unpracticed	hands,
Shroob	is	free	to	throw	herself	past	shielding	foes	at	the	ledge,	only	to	quickly	double	back	with	an	aerial	or	a	landing	turnaround	grab.	Launch	Shroob	down	from	higher	platforms,	and	she	can	proceed	right	into	jab,	D-Tilt	or	a	shorthopped	aerial	if	she	lands	right	in	front	of	a	victim;	ditto	for	a	saucer	platform	and	follow-up	aerials.	Those	looking	to
channel	their	inner	Sephiroth	could	even	throw	Shroob	off	an	offstage	saucer	platform	to	vindictively	seal	the	deal	against	a	recovering	foe,	at	the	cost	of	her	own	stock.	F-Smash	is	another	attack	for	which	Shroob	unlocks	a	new	variant	with	one	or	more	saucers	in	tow.	Upon	release,	any	crafts	directly	following	her	will	fan	out	close	around	her	and
hit	her	with	a	tractor	beam,	similar	to	that	seen	in	her	forward	saucer	command.	This,	in	turn,	grants	Shroob	a	rather	floatier	body	slam,	as	each	saucer	grants	Shroob	up	to	one	additional	square	of	distance,	depending	on	charge	—	up	to	an	eight-square	launch,	or	almost	half	of	Battlefield,	with	a	fully-charged	F-Smash	backed	by	three	crafts.	Shroob
also	moves	slightly	slower	in	her	arc,	which	now	lifts	her	one	vertical	square	off	the	ground,	as	opposed	to	right	along	it.	And	her	F-Smash's	damage	and	knockback	output	change	noticeably;	her	super-armored	strong	hitbox	now	is	present	on	the	first	third	of	her	launch	trajectory,	with	her	regular	weak	hitbox	coming	out	on	its	middle	third.	Her
launch's	back	half,	meanwhile,	takes	on	a	new	hitbox,	here	inflicting	12-16%	and	knockback	KOing	from	190-155%.	There	might	well	be	match	situations	where	Shroob	prefers	the	comparable	simplicity	of	her	regular	F-Smash,	in	which	case	she'll	want	to	time	it	for	when	she's	separated	from	her	crafts	or	otherwise	hasn't	brought	them	out	to	follow
her.	However,	saucered	body	slams	can	offer	significant	versatility	in	a	number	of	match	contexts,	given	how	crafts'	floatiness	grants	Shroob	the	more	minimal	end	lag	she	enjoys	when	launching	herself	off	ledges.	Players	also	now	have	the	option	to	cancel	Shroob's	lunge	into	a	midair	jump	during	the	last	third	of	her	arc,	in	which	case	she	begins
traveling	forward	at	her	maximum	air	speed.	This	can	let	her	smack	a	mid-percent	foe	with	a	stronger	F-Smash	hitbox,	before	canceling	her	arc	such	that	she	can	barrel	at	them	with	an	aerial	before	they're	out	of	hitstun.	There's	also	creating	guesswork	for	shielding	foes	as	to	whether	Shroob	will	cross	them	up	with	her	lunge	itself,	or	jump	out	and
fall	down	with	an	aerial	once	behind	them.	With	these	uses	in	mind,	it	can	be	a	hoot	for	Shroob	to	charge	F-Smash	as	saucers	are	returning,	mixing	opponents	up	as	to	whether	she	intends	to	explosively	ram	them	or	let	them	benignly	return	and	assist	her	attack.	The	uncertainty	likely	is	just	as	comforting	for	the	underlings	themselves.	F-Smash	is	by
far	one	of	the	more	threatening	attacks	Shroob	can	commit	to	a	time	ghost,	as,	with	all	Smashes,	duplicates	proceed	right	into	the	moves	rather	than	undergoing	charge	frames.	While	not	as	powerful	as	their	master's	body	slams,	ghost	launches	effectively	become	a	frame	6	kill	switch	should	Shroob	successfully	log	the	sluggish	move	—	no	small	feat,
given	the	need	to	perform	both	it	and	the	committal	time	hole	process	in	relatively	quick	succession.	Akin	to	DK	with	a	fully-charged	banana	slamma,	there's	a	certain	fear	factor	for	characters	navigating	Shroob	while	aware	she's	got	this	option	stored	away,	lending	to	intense	counterplay,	whether	they're	trying	to	bait	her	into	wasting	her	ghost	or
holding	their	breath	to	shield	at	just	the	right	moment.	Sometimes,	that	fear,	more	than	the	ghost	itself,	is	what	Shroob	will	want	to	capitalize	on,	perhaps	in	timing	a	shield-breaking	Chomp	swing	or	spacing	an	extended	F-Tilt.	Some	properties	worth	remembering	for	duplicate	F-Smashes:	for	starters,	ghosts	begin	their	own	body	slams	behind
Shroob,	as	she	does	with	her	own	launches.	Timed	well,	Shroob	can	coax	a	frontal	foe	into	rolling	behind	her,	such	that	her	ghost	can	slam	them	away.	While	ghosts	cannot	perform	saucer-boosted	slams,	they	will	remember	whether	Shroob	stopped	at	a	ledge	or	launched	herself	past	it	for	each	F-Smash	logged.	It	then	follows	that	a	well-placed	ghost
can	lunge	offstage,	such	that	it	can	proceed	into	one	or	two	aerials	Shroob	has	logged	and	wall	off	low-recovering	targets.	If	for	god	know	what	reason	Shroob	is	allowed	to	log	three	F-Smashes,	she's	able	to	initiate	the	duplicate	slams	from	different	positions	—	or	elevations,	with	a	saucer	platform	—	back	to	back	to	back,	reaching	a	pinnacle	of
shield-crushing,	foe-murdering	goodness.	Behold	the	power	of	Shroob!	DOWN	SMASH	-	METEORIC	IMPACT	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	dress	scrunches	in	somewhat	as	she	crouches,	almost	resembling	Peach	charging	her	Super	Mario	Bros.	2	super	jump.	Upon	release,	she	performs	a	bizarrely	athletic,	near-instant	flip	a	short	distance	off	the	ground
before	landing	with	crushing	force.	Compared	to	Ultimate's	definitive	leaping	D-Smashes,	Shroob's	lower	torso	has	a	rather	limited	hitbox,	centered	underneath	her	without	reaching	out	to	either	side	(at	least	with	an	uncharged	leap).	This	still	inflicts	a	respectable	23-32%	and	knockback	KOing	from	85-50%.	The	meat	of	Shroob's	D-Smash,	however,
comes	from	the	circular	shockwave	she	causes	to	ripple	out	a	short	distance	around	her.	This	spiky	yellow	energy	is	about	one	training	stage	square	long	and	tall,	and	travels	two	to	five	squares	to	either	side	of	Shroob	as	fast	as	Greninja's	fully-charged	Water	Shuriken	before	dissipating.	Similarly,	foes	caught	are	dragged	along	in	four	multiple	rapid
hits	of	1-2%,	which	hold	them	in	place	for	a	final	launching	hit	that	deals	12-16%	and	knockback	that	KOs	at	120-85%.	This	shockwave	energy	will	disappear	early	if	it	reaches	the	end	of	a	drop-through	platform,	though	it	wraps	around	stage	edges	and	walls,	capable	of	snagging	low-recovering	victims	or	those	who	spend	too	long	hanging	around	on
ledges.	D-Smash	is	a	valuable,	yet	committal	tool	for	Shroob	in	locking	down	portions	of	stage	and	applying	pressure	at	mid-range.	That's	because	she's	only	truly	able	to	capitalize	on	her	shockwave	hitboxes	after	charging	her	leap,	and	the	closer	to	completion,	the	better.	Upon	crashing	down,	Shroob	undergoes	a	universal	42	end	lag	frames	as	she
reassumes	a	fully	upright	stance,	not	great	when	an	opponent	can	hop	over	her	shockwave	and	smack	her	with	an	aerial.	With	that	recovery	period,	uncharged	D-Smash	shockwaves	that	connect	at	their	two-square	maximum	range	can	pop	up	most	opponents	just	long	enough	for	Shroob	to	regain	control	and	the	ability	to	defend	herself.	Any	closer,
however,	and	the	shockwaves	are	likely	to	be	unsafe	on	hit.	Charged	closer	to	the	halfway	mark,	Shroob's	shockwaves	trend	more	toward	launching	foes	from	their	hits	a	few	frames	after	she	becomes	mobile,	freeing	her	up	to	run	in	and	try	baiting	a	kneejerk	reaction.	This	is	more	or	less	the	sort	of	charge	she	could	expect	to	get	off	as	a	victim	is
landing	from	her	jab's	first	hit	or	D-Tilt's	pop-up	hitbox.	This	can	be	leveraged	to	win	her	breathing	room,	as	foes	are	threatened	to	leap	or	roll	back,	lest	they	get	caught	in	the	shockwaves	themselves.	And,	at	full	shockwave	charge,	Shroob	can	catch	up	to	her	target	right	before	they're	about	to	get	launched,	letting	her	intervene	with	a	fast	option
like	jab	or	grab.	At	any	charge	level,	Shroob	also	retains	the	option	to	sit	stationary	as	her	shockwaves	carry	victims	into	her	mushroom	patches,	possibly	pinning	them	down	just	long	enough	to	take	the	necessary	transformative	ticks	of	damage.	Shroob's	shockwave	properties	naturally	carry	over	to	time	ghosts,	whose	D-Smashes	free	their	master	up
to	run	in	right	away	for	laggier	punishes.	Keeping	in	line	with	Shroob's	bullying	feel,	she	and	her	duplicates	can	drag	a	single	victim	more	or	less	across	entire	stage	lengths	by	chaining	together	some	combination	of	D-Smash	shockwaves,	jab	dribbling	and	launched	saucer	multi-hits.	Don't	want	the	fun	to	end?	Catch	a	shockwave	victim	in	a	Chomp's
teeth	as	they're	about	to	be	mercifully	sent	away	and	yank	them	right	back	in!	To	a	lesser	degree,	time	ghosts	can	net	Shroob	better	coverage	on	her	smaller	physical	D-Smash	hitbox,	turning	it	into	a	better	option	for	punishing	rolls	and	dodges.	Used	back	to	back,	Shroob	and	a	duplicate's	D-Smashes	can	rain	down	on	a	lone	victim	like	a	row	of
Thwomps,	ensuring	they're	hit	by	at	least	one	of	them	as	their	intangibility	wears	off.	Now	is	a	good	time	to	mention	a	quirk	on	Shroob's	underside's	ordinarily	small	landing	hitbox	—	while	the	hitbox	covers	just	a	small	central	area	beneath	her	by	default,	it	expands	outward	as	she	charges	D-Smash,	up	to	reaching	a	short	distance	past	either	side	of
her	dress	on	a	fully-powered	move.	This	renders	Shroob's	landing	a	touch	easier	to	land	in	melee	contexts,	though	it	won't	combo	into	her	shockwaves.	More	intriguingly,	it	helps	Shroob	unlock	a	new	assortment	of	D-Smash	mix-ups	when	riding	around	on	top	of	one	or	more	saucers.	Use	a	D-Smash	of	any	charge	on	top	of	saucers,	and	Shroob	will
break	their	formation,	canceling	out	of	their	end	lag	and	beginning	to	fall	as	they're	launched	in	different	directions.	That	said,	how	long	Shroob	charges	determines	how	many	crafts	are	sent	specifically	raining	down	on	targets	—	almost	always	in	explosive	fashion,	barring	an	uncharged	D-Smash	on	full-health	saucers	—	as	opposed	to	being	cast
underwhelmingly	to	the	side	by	the	move's	shockwaves	as	they	reach	the	crafts'	edges.	An	uncharged	D-Smash	will	launch	down	a	single	saucer,	a	landing	powered	up	to	40	frames	rains	down	two	saucers	and	any	further	charge	drops	down	all	three	in	a	max-sized	platform.	Shroob	lingers	in	a	moment	of	midair	hitlag	as	her	landing	rains	down	each
saucer	individually,	back	to	back	in	quick	succession,	during	which	she	can	direct	her	remaining	crafts	around	to	determine	where	they	fall.	This	hellfire	isn't	an	especially	welcome	present	for	offstage	opponents	trying	to	return	safely	to	the	stage.	Should	Shroob	feel	particularly	nihilistic,	she	can	try	a	bombing	run	by	dropping	multiple	saucers	down
right	above	solid	ground.	This	significantly	increases	the	chances	of	catching	foes	underneath	in	more	immediate	explosions,	albeit	at	the	cost	of	the	possible	same	damage	to	Shroob.	UP	SMASH	-	DON'T	LOOK	UP	Elder	Princess	Shroob	lifts	both	arms	above	her	head	and	begins	cackling	to	herself	as	a	big	black	comet,	pockmarked	with	purple
craters,	poofs	into	being	between	her	hands.	As	she	lifts	it	up	and	charges,	the	comet	spins	in	place,	growing	in	size	from	that	of	a	Party	Ball	to	that	of	a	fully	engorged	Hothead.	Upon	release,	Shroob	doesn't	slam	it	down,	but	rather	goes	a	step	beyond	her	source	material,	exerting	her	brute	strength	by	crushing	it	into	an	angry	burst	of	space	dust!
Not	dissimilar	to	Charizard's	Rock	Smash	of	yore,	Shroob	enjoys	two	hitboxes	on	U-Smash	—	a	point-blank	hitbox	on	her	comet,	right	as	she	begins	squeezing	it,	that	inflicts	25-33%	and	vertical	knockback	KOing	from	80-45%,	and	another	as	it's	reduced	to	a	circular	dust	cloud,	dealing	up	to	eight	rapid	multi-hits	of	3-4%	(24-32%),	the	last	of	which
KOs	between	125-90%.	The	royal	Shroob	basks	for	a	moment	in	the	afterglow	of	her	feat	before	regaining	mobility.	As	with	F-Smash,	Shroob's	actual	startup	upon	releasing	U-Smash	is	quite	fast,	at	six	frames,	but	brought	down	to	earth	by	12	charge	frames	as	her	comet	materializes.	The	comet's	strong	initial	hitbox	then	stays	out	for	two	frames,
before	giving	way	to	its	dusty	successor	for	the	next	35,	or	a	hair	shorter	than	Steve's	U-Smash	lava	block.	With	this	hitbox	structuring,	Shroob's	crunchy	flex	can	prove	devastating	against	foes	foolish	enough	to	hold	shield	above	her.	Comets	of	any	size	will	stick	up	through	low	platforms	so	their	initial	hit	can	take	a	nice	big	bite	out	of	enemies'
bubbles,	leaving	the	following	particle	hits	to	poke	through	and	launch	them	if	they're	luckily	positioned	or	eat	away	their	shield's	remainder	if	they're	not.	In	other	contexts,	Shroob's	disjointed	comet	is	a	great	punish	against	poorly-thought-out	air	dodges	and	falling	aerials	alike	—	even	if	her	strong	hit	doesn't	land,	the	lingering	cloud	can	scoop
them	up	to	be	sent	right	back	skyward.	Shroob's	primary	stumbling	blocks	to	watch	for	with	U-Smash	are	her	45	end	lag	frames	and	her	comet's	lack	of	horizontal	coverage	against	all	but	the	tallest	opponents.	Combine	those	two	shortfalls,	and	on	whiff,	she's	susceptible	to	most	characters	just	casually	strolling	up	and	charging	a	Smash,	barring	a
time	ghost	she's	saved	for	a	rainy	day.	Bring	a	duplicate	into	the	equation,	and	Shroob	opens	opportunities	for	more	safely	weaving	U-Smash	into	regular	play.	Should	she	successfully	log	her	comet	clench,	a	time	ghost	can	repurpose	the	attack	as	a	combo	starter	for	its	master,	who	no	longer	has	to	wait	through	the	move's	end	lag	to	follow	up.	If	an
opponent	knows	Shroob	has	logged	U-Smash,	the	threat	of	a	duplicate	throwing	it	out	can	become	a	strong	incentive	to	air	dodge	to	her	side.	Should	she	condition	a	foe	to	expect	this,	Shroob	unlocks	an	effective	50/50	with	her	saucers'	forward	tractor	beam	command	—	which,	if	the	crafts	catch	their	victim	low	enough,	frees	her	up	to	run	over	and
land	U-Smash	on	them	anyway,	so	long	as	she	doesn't	mind	the	collateral	damage	to	her	minions.	And,	in	what	Twitter	might	call	more	unga-bunga	fashion,	there's	also	simply	throwing	out	multiple	U-Smashes	—	from	more	than	one	duplicate	or	from	Shroob	and	a	duplicate	back	to	back.	This,	naturally,	increases	Shroob's	odds	of	catching	a	landing
target	with	the	comet's	sweetspot	or	lingering	dust.	With	immaculate	timing	and	placement,	she	and	a	ghost	could	even	chain	one	hitbox	into	the	other,	either	using	the	sweetspot	to	send	a	foe	soaring	from	the	dust's	multihits	or	the	comet	cloud	to	interrupt	a	foe's	vertical	liftoff	from	said	sweetspot.	With	that	sort	of	versatility,	U-Smash	is	another
option	foes	will	want	to	make	a	point	to	interrupt	if	Shroob	starts	throwing	it	out,	telegraphing	intent	to	file	it	away	for	ghostly	use.	With	one	or	more	saucers	trailing	along	behind	Shroob,	the	generous	royal	doesn't	shy	away	from	putting	them	to	work	in	shouldering	U-Smash's	glorious	load.	Upon	starting	the	move's	charge,	Shroob's	comet	does	not
appear	in	her	arms,	but	rather	above	her	head.	Now,	she	gazes	up	and	cackles	with	more	than	a	hint	of	sadism	as	any	following	crafts	zip	to	the	space	rock	and,	to	the	best	of	their	limited	ability,	begin	hefting	it	vertically	into	the	air	atop	their	backs.	The	crafts'	eyes	squint	in	pain	as	they	float	upward,	lifting	the	comet	higher	at	a	progressively	slower
pace.	Then,	upon	release,	the	saucers	drop	the	comet,	sending	it	plummeting	at	Bowser	Bomb's	speed	back	down	into	Shroob's	arms,	upon	which	she	crushes	it	above	her	head	as	usual.	Effectively,	a	craft-boosted	U-Smash	repurposes	Shroob's	comet	for	a	sort	of	reverse	Snake	mortar.	Instead	of	enlarging,	the	comet	remains	at	its	default	Party	Ball
size,	its	underside	always	inflicting	16%	and	spiking	victims	who	make	contact	with	above-average	force.	Rather,	U-Smash	charge	now	determining	how	high	Shroob's	saucers	lift	it	before	letting	go.	As	a	rule,	the	more	saucers	Shroob	has	in	tow,	the	higher	the	apex	to	which	they're	able	to	heft	their	comet,	at	a	faster	rate,	and	the	more	leeway	she
has	in	sandwiching	aerial	foes	between	the	comet	and	herself.	Foes	caught	directly	underneath	the	cosmic	boulder	are	spiked	right	into	position	for	Shroob	to	combo	into	her	crushing	sweetspot	—	not	excessively	horrific,	given	this	is	the	equivalent	of	an	uncharged	crunch,	but	still	a	one-two	punch	inflicting	41%	and	KOing	early	enough.	Nick	the
falling	comet's	edge,	and	foes	are	spiked	into	prone	on	the	ground.	Should	they	tech	their	landing,	faster	opponents	can	punish	the	rest	of	Shroob's	animation.	However,	catch	a	recovering	opponent	with	a	comet	edge	at	ledge	or	offstage	atop	a	saucer	platform,	and	Shroob	can	send	them	to	an	abyssal	end	far	earlier	than	they	might	otherwise	expect.
A	lone	craft	can	lift	a	comet	up	to	three	vertical	training	stage	squares,	a	distance	that	grows	by	two	squares	apiece	with	a	second	and	third	saucer.	Timing-wise,	crafts	quickly	lift	comets	to	half	their	respective	maximum	heights,	during	Shroob's	starting	12	charge	frames,	before	slowing	down	to	ascend	up	to	the	full	distance	over	the	full-second
charge.	As	saucers	suffer	1%	per	20	frames	of	charge,	this	generally	isn't	a	Smash	that	Shroob	will	want	to	hold	longer	than	necessary.	In	cases	where	a	saucer	keels	over	mid-charge,	its	comet	now	only	can	be	boosted	as	high	as	any	remaining	compatriots	can	lift	it.	If	a	lone	craft	dies	lifting,	Shroob's	comet	drops	by	default	—	rarely	snatching
victory	from	the	jaws	of	defeat,	in	cases	where	U-Smash	itself	was	likely	to	miss	its	intended	mark,	but	the	saucer's	explosive	downward	spiral	can	connect	in	its	stead.	Comet	distance	reductions	also	come	into	play	if	foes	kill	off	saucers	mid-U-Smash	charge.	Unless	characters	do	so	from	a	range,	they	risk	getting	scooped	up	as	the	comet	falls	or
Shroob	orders	it	dropped	early.	That	said,	the	discerning	foe	occasionally	could	find	windows	to	force	a	premature	comet	fall,	such	that	they	can	immediately	move	in	and	retaliate	against	its	catcher	during	her	end	lag.	Unlike	her	saucers,	should	Shroob	be	attacked	out	of	her	charge,	her	comet	will	disappear	from	her	crafts'	backs,	prompting	their
eyes	to	take	on	a	brief	relieved	glint	before	they	move	to	reunite	with	her.	Shroob	does	take	on	super	armor	during	the	brief	window	between	when	saucers	drop	a	comet	and	when	she	catches	it,	completing	the	animation	come	hell	or	high	water.	Deploying	Shroob's	enhanced	U-Smash	from	different	vantage	points	on	or	above	the	stage	can	lead	to
some	out-of-this-world	setups.	Chiefly,	should	Shroob	have	saucers	lift	a	comet	up	above	a	high	platform	from	below,	the	rock	won't	drop	back	through	said	platform	but	instead	shatter	more	immediately	against	its	surface,	with	the	same	hitboxes	Shroob	would	attain	by	crushing	it.	When	this	happens,	Shroob	undergoes	half	her	regular	end	lag
without	a	comet	to	catch.	As	such,	not	only	can	she	ambush	platform-camping	maniacs	with	her	saucers'	cargo,	but	she	can	also	combo	into	U-Air	if	she	leaps	up	immediately	after	hitting	a	bullseye.	Then,	there's	Shroob's	ability	to	initiate	U-Smash	from	atop	a	saucer	platform.	Players	could	guide	her	alien	pedestal	to	the	side	after	one	or	two	other
saucers	begin	lifting,	so	her	comet	is	dropped	down	to	shatter	or,	with	a	mushroom	patch	on	a	high	platform,	so	the	lifting	saucers	stay	within	its	vertical	healing	range	for	as	long	as	possible,	mitigating	some	of	their	damage	from	straining.	The	fun	continues	offstage,	where	Shroob	is	free	to	navigate	her	platform	downward	to	artifically	increase	how
far	her	rock	falls,	either	into	her	arms	or	fully	off	the	bottom	blast	zone.	And,	as	with	F-Smash,	Shroob	can	initiate	her	vanilla	U-Smash	as	saucers	are	en	route	back	to	her,	such	that	they	start	lifting	after	they've	fully	returned.	Unfortunately,	this	magically	reduces	the	enlarged	comet	back	to	its	base	size,	but	still	can	catch	out	those	approaching
from	the	air	in	a	pinch.	Alternatively,	should	Shroob	smack	a	saucer	with	U-Smash,	she'll	blast	it	into	a	certain	vertical	explosion	if	she	hits	with	the	sweetspot.	Her	cloud,	meanwhile,	can	launch	crafts	in	a	briefly	delayed	fashion,	the	survivability	of	which	depends	on	how	she	timed	its	entry	into	her	dusty	multi-hits.	Also	akin	to	F-Smash,	time	ghosts
are	unable	to	use	saucers	to	lift	up	their	own	comets.	Nevertheless,	Shroob	appreciates	mixing	and	matching	her	vanilla	and	enhanced	U-Smash	in	tandem	with	a	duplicate	to	really	put	the	hurt	on	opponents.	A	ghost's	U-Smash	sweetspot	can	knock	a	victim	up	until	Shroob's	own	comet	as	it	descends,	bringing	them	right	back	down	into	her	crushing
arms	to	be	sent	skyward	again	—	a	brutal,	corporeal	game	of	Pong,	if	you	will.	A	less	arduous	alternative	could	see	Shroob	attempt	to	have	her	comet	spike	a	victim	into	both	her	and	her	duplicate's	crushes	at	once,	such	that	they	can	achieve	their	regular	hitbox	synergies.	And,	with	other	ghost	moves	logged,	a	saucer-powered	U-Smash	becomes	a
more	potent	ledge-trapping	option.	While	Shroob	walls	off	high	recoveries	by	having	a	comet	lifted	up	at	the	ledge,	a	duplicate	can	proceed	offstage	with	a	mobile	option	like	charged	dash	attack	or	F-Smash	to	really	put	her	mark	in	a	bind.	Bombs	away!	NEUTRAL	AIR	-	BLAST	CORPS	Elder	Princess	Shroob	bends	her	upper	torso	slightly	inward,
opening	her	jagged	jaws	in	exaggerated	fashion	as	pink	space	energy	wells	up	in	her	mouth.	With	a	tapped	input,	she	then	gnashes	her	teeth	together,	causing	the	energy	to	dribble	out	in	a	rabid	sort	of	fashion.	Shroob's	chomp	produces	a	single	strong	hitbox	after	12	frames,	extending	out	about	as	far	from	her	face	as	Wario's	own	bite	to	inflict	12%
and	outward	knockback	KOing	around	150%.	She	undergoes	22	end	lag	frames,	the	last	five	of	which	can	be	auto-canceled	upon	landing.	Though	not	the	fastest	out-of-shield	option,	Shroob	is	able	to	wield	her	default	N-Air	out	of	a	shorthop	to	fend	off	aerial	approaches	or	while	landing	during	frontal	approaches.	Foes	bit	from	above	can	be	launched
into	prone	if	they	miss	their	tech,	perfect	for	a	combo	into	D-Tilt,	while	those	at	low-	or	mid-percents	respectively	are	vulnerable	to	an	U-Tilt	or	U-Air	if	Shroob	acts	quickly.	Spaced	right,	Shroob	also	may	chain	an	auto-canceled	N-Air	into	a	down-angled	F-Tilt	on	a	prone	foe	before	their	invulnerability	kicks	in.	And,	in	terms	of	launching	saucers,	N-Air
serves	as	a	bread-and-butter	aerial,	giving	Shroob	solid	control	over	which	direction	they're	sent	flying,	so	long	as	she's	careful	to	time	it	at	precisely	the	right	aerial	elevation.	In	that	respect,	logging	N-Air	chomp	for	a	time	ghost	grants	somewhat	of	a	breather,	as	the	duplicate	need	not	concern	itself	with	landing	lag.	Position	a	ghost	to	use	N-Air
from	the	skies,	and	Shroob	can	fall	back	down	to	cover	her	opponents'	resulting	approach,	or	ideally,	downward	knockback	and	ensuing	tech	chase.	Shroob	and	a	duplicate	can	realize	the	same	air-to-ground	coverage	vice	versa,	too,	but	her	lack	of	commitment	triggering	a	ghost	specifically	in	midair	can	be	wielded	to	make	every	empty-hop	all	the
more	panic-inducing.	Shroob's	N-Air	changes	rather	substantially,	though	in	valuable	fashion,	with	a	held	input.	Keep	the	attack	button	pressed	down	for	the	entirety	of	what	would	normally	be	Shroob's	chomp	startup,	and	the	eldritch	queen	will	instead	charge	up	her	pink	space	energy	as	a	spherical	projectile.	She	fires	the	energy	balls	horizontally
by	default,	with	the	option	to	angle	them	diagonally	up	or	down	during	an	eight-frame	startup	to	her	spit.	Based	on	charge,	energy	balls	vary	in	size	from	that	of	a	Soccer	Ball	to	Kirby;	in	speed	from	that	of	Villager's	rocket	to	Wolf's	laser,	with	a	touch	more	oomph	if	Shroob	spits	it	with	maximum	aerial	momentum	from	a	dash	attack	or	saucer-
powered	F-Smash	leap;	and	in	distance,	from	six	to	nine	training	stage	squares.	That	said,	the	projectiles'	physical	properties	remain	rather	middling	regardless,	dealing	10-13%	and	knockback	KOing	from	200-165%.	Players	can	power	balls	up	to	a	second	before	Shroob	spits	them	automatically,	or	until	she	touches	down,	upon	which	she'll	eat	a	35-
frame	landing	lag	without	shooting	anything.	The	projectiles	will	ricochet	off	solid	ground	and	platforms	at	a	90-degree	angle,	and	vanish	on	impact	with	a	strikable	target.	Shroob's	energy	balls	can	be	rather	underwhelming	by	their	lonesome.	They	offer	more	range	than	her	default	chomp,	but	a	weaker	hitbox	unless	fully	charged,	and	poor	utility	for
camping,	given	her	landing	lag.	Where	Shroob's	projectiles	transform	into	a	key	asset	are	in	their	interactivity	with	saucers.	Should	Shroob	fire	an	energy	ball	into	one	of	her	crafts,	it	won't	take	the	sphere's	typical	damage	and	knockback.	Rather,	the	saucer	becomes	another	surface	off	of	which	its	master	can	ricochet	the	projectiles,	refreshing	their
maximum	distance	and	enhancing	them	for	the	better.	Should	a	saucer	make	contact	with	an	energy	ball,	it	will	first	bounce	the	projectile	in	a	linear	path	toward	any	other	onstage	crafts	not	immediately	following	Shroob,	in	order	from	nearest	to	farthest.	With	just	one	saucer	out,	or	once	the	ball	reaches	the	last	craft	in	a	sequence,	it	will	then	bat
the	projectile	in	the	direction	of	the	nearest	opponent.	When	this	happens,	the	ball	doesn't	just	travel	at	its	target	in	a	straight	line	but	begins	to	hone	in	on	them,	turning	from	pink	to	red	to	signify	this	startling	upgrade.	Shroob's	energy	balls	take	on	a	progressively	stronger	damage	and	knockback	multiplier	with	each	successive	saucer	they	impact,
to	deal	1.1x,	1.3x	and	ultimately	1.5x	their	typical	damage	and	knockback	after	a	maximum	of	three	saucer	impacts.	Each	saucer	ricochet	also	boosts	the	projectile	with	5%	in	bonus	shield	damage,	up	to	15%	maximum.	In	a	vacuum,	energy	balls	can	evolve	into	quite	a	hindrance,	and	even	a	ranged	KO	threat	for	foes	backed	into	a	corner	or	becoming
a	billiards	target	offstage.	In	practice,	practiced	foes	can	knock	away	the	standalone	or	sequenced	saucers	for	which	Shroob	is	aiming	so	they	don't	generate	a	stronger	honing	projectile.	Even	if	it	gets	to	that	point,	the	heat-seeking	balls	won't	travel	along	sufficiently	tight	curves,	and	vanish	on	impact	with	the	ground.	As	such,	foes	may	either	weave
around	to	dodge	them	in	much	the	same	way	they	can	one	of	Galeem	or	Dharkon's	boss	fight	orbs,	or	go	for	a	well-timed	parry.	The	real	danger,	of	course,	is	the	distraction	Shroob's	projectiles	can	create,	freeing	her	up	to	punish	her	victim's	evasive	movement	through	the	skies	with	a	saucer-backed	U-Smash,	or	a	kneejerk	air	dodge	with	a	Smash,
sweetspotted	tilt	or	mushroom	patch	formation.	Should	she	prefer	two	birds	in	the	bush,	versus	one	in	her	hand,	Shroob	could	sit	back	and	log	a	time	ghost	to	save	for	a	later	interaction.	Despite	sparing	saucers	their	regular	damage	and	knockback,	energy	balls	don't	leave	Shroob's	crafts	entirely	unscathed.	Instead,	the	projectiles	coat	the	saucers	in
pink	electricity,	granting	them	a	close-ranged	staticky	hitbox	that	inflicts	9%	over	three	quick	multi-hits,	the	last	dealing	knockback	that	KOs	around	150%.	This	electricity	stacks	with	the	base	spiraling	hitboxes	opponents	regularly	take	on	the	receiving	end	of	saucers	Shroob's	attacks	have	launched	at	them,	effectively	letting	them	KO	sooner	by
virtue	of	the	damage	boost.	Shroob's	N-Air	charge	time	determines	how	long	this	electricity	remains	in	effect,	from	five	to	nine	seconds,	over	which	time	the	crafts	take	1%	per	second.	Hitting	the	same	saucer	with	multiple	energy	balls	won't	stack	their	damage,	to	foes	or	the	saucers	themselves,	but	rather	refreshes	the	lingering	static's	duration	to
the	extent	the	new	projectile's	charge	allows.	Of	note,	should	N-Air	static	reduce	a	saucer's	HP	to	zero,	the	craft	will	tailspin	away,	traveling	at	Robin's	dash	speed	in	a	nine-square	linear	path	before	exploding	as	usual.	Despite	being	a	disposable	cobblestone	on	Shroob's	path	to	victory,	the	saucer	has	the	common	courtesy	to	angle	itself	at	the	nearest
foe's	position	before	blasting	off	again.	Though	avoidable,	foes	ought	to	keep	tabs	on	when	a	saucer	begins	to	smoke	from	low	HP	so	they're	not	caught	by	surprise	by	this	time	bomb	of	sorts	—	especially	if	Shroob	has	fried	a	low-health	craft	such	that	her	foe	must	navigate	both	it	and	a	honing	energy	ball	in	short	order.	Should	a	foe	touch	an	electric
saucer	right	before	it	reaches	0	HP,	its	passive	multi-hits	will	true	combo	right	into	its	directional	death	throes	and	ultimate	explosion.	As	one	might	expect	from	Shroob,	there's	a	boatload	of	possibilities	to	be	explored	from	imbuing	her	underlings	with	a	passive	zapping	hitbox,	albeit	not	without	risk	to	herself.	No	shortage	of	those	result	from
saucers	now	sporting	a	hitbox	as	they	return	to	Shroob,	instead	of	just	when	launched	away	or	in	the	middle	of	a	command.	As	any	K.	Rool	player	worth	their	salt	can	concur,	inward	knockback	from	a	disjointed	source	is	greatly	beneficial	for	Shroob	in	starting	and	extending	combos	against	sandwiched	foes	at	low-	to	mid-percents.	Beyond	that,	for
KO	confirms,	she	can	lurk	below	and	lunge	upward,	beast-like,	when	returning	saucers	deposit	foes	above	her,	or	go	for	a	hard	turnaround	F-Smash	read	when	they're	knocked	slightly	behind	her.	For	maximum	potential	carnage,	try	batting	multiple	saucers	out	of	a	spinning	ring	before	electrifying	all	in	sequence	with	N-Air,	such	that	their	shocking
hitboxes	briefly	fill	the	skies	as	they	find	their	way	back	to	Shroob.	Zappy	saucers	remain	as	such	while	reunited	with	Shroob,	situationally	even	becoming	a	bizarre	combo	breaker,	as	dying	crafts	launch	themselves	at	foes	who	otherwise	have	her	on	the	ropes.	These	electric	properties	remain	as	Shroob	uses	her	handful	of	saucer-enhanced	moves.
For	dash	attack,	the	added	shieldstun	gives	her	charged	barge	a	tiny	frame	advantage	on	cross-up	with	even	just	one	staticky	saucer	in	tow.	On	F-Smash,	while	only	one	electric	saucer	hitbox	registers,	regardless	of	how	many	are	beaming	Shroob	along,	foes	take	its	damage	and	stun	before	that	of	her	body	slam,	getting	carried	along	briefly	before
being	rammed	with	greater	force.	And	saucers	take	electric	damage	alongside	that	from	comet-hefting	strain	during	U-Smash,	potentially	tailspinning	out	of	lifting	formation	to	snag	foes	the	big	rock	itself.	Not	enough	applicability	for	you?	N-Air	electricity	also	brings	distinct	benefits	to	each	of	Shroob's	saucer	commands.	Said	commands	already
come	in	handy	as	Shroob	is	trying	to	spit	out	energy	balls	to	begin	with.	Shroob	can	avoid	landing	lag	from	charged	N-Air	if	she	has	first	hovered	up	with	a	saucer	platform	or	made	her	fall	floatier	with	spinning	crafts.	The	latter	formation	even	lets	her	fire	a	ball	directly	at	a	spinning	saucer,	instead	of	through	a	gap,	for	a	close-ranged	ricochet.	In	any
case,	for	a	forward	command,	electrified	saucers	will	deal	10%,	or	double	their	regular	damage,	to	victims	they've	caught	in	a	tractor	beam.	Crafts	zapped	to	death	also	will	careen	inward	at	their	target	as	their	compatriots	continue	firing	their	blasts,	melding	the	hits	together	in	energetic	fashion.	Shroob	is	fully	capable	of	flying	around	atop	electric
saucers	in	down-commanded	platform	formation,	with	their	fronts	now	briefly	carrying	foes	along	in	their	multi-hits	before	popping	them	up	in	front	of	Shroob.	Electricity	will	cause	a	saucer	to	break	from	the	platform	upon	reaching	0	HP,	letting	Shroob	glide	around	right	beforehand	to	determine	the	direction	from	which	it	sends	itself	at	her
opponent.	And	in	an	up	command	ring,	an	electric	saucer	will	true	combo	into	other	circling	hits,	starting	with	just	one	other	craft,	versus	the	usual	need	for	all	three.	Put	in	the	legwork	to	catch	a	foe	in	multiple	spinning	staticky	saucers,	and	Shroob	can	be	rewarded	with	a	charged	Smash	on	top	of	her	underlings'	already	robust	damage	output.
Great	as	these	perks	might	be,	Shroob	herself	can	be	made	vulnerable	to	her	own	N-Air	electricity.	Reflectors	will	send	Shroob's	initial	ball	projectile	back	at	her	at	any	point	in	its	trajectory,	albeit	not	honing	in	on	her	if	it's	reached	that	stage.	And	while	foes	must	be	more	precise	blocking	and	launching	back	electrified	saucers,	they're	still	more	than
capable	of	doing	so	with	intangible	or	ranged	attacks.	When	regular	launched	saucers	already	can	put	Shroob	in	precarious	spots	against	adept	enemy	tennis	players,	the	additional	damage	and	stunning	multi-hits	resulting	from	her	electricity	really	can	prove	to	be	a	headache	if	not	properly	managed.	As	high	of	highs	as	players	can	achieve	chasing
down	foes	with	their	saucer	ring	or	platform	buzzing	with	alien	energy,	they're	also	tacitly	accepting	the	lows	that	can	result	from	those	setups	blowing	up	in	Shroob's	large	ruddy	face.	A	curious	reaction	takes	place	when	multiple	N-Air	energy	balls	bump	into	each	other,	either	from	Shroob	shooting	a	second	projectile	at	one	bouncing	among
saucers,	or	a	time	ghost	firing	one	ball	into	another.	When	this	happens,	the	two	balls	segment	in	caterpillar-esque	fashion	and	continue	on	together,	bombarding	foes	they	touch	back	to	back	while	in	hitstun.	When	regular	balls	collide,	they	prioritize	the	movement	trajectory	of	the	larger	projectile,	or	the	initial	ball	if	both	are	identically	sized.
Honing	projectiles	also	always	take	priority	in	a	chain,	regardless	of	ball	size,	and	all	balls	in	a	regular	chain	start	to	hone	upon	bouncing	at	a	foe	from	a	final	saucer.	The	largest	energy	ball	in	a	chain	determines	how	long	static	will	blanket	any	saucers	they	impact.	While	challenging	to	pull	off,	given	individual	energy	balls'	relatively	short	duration,
Shroob	can	have	up	to	three	projectiles	chained	together	at	a	time.	Shroob	most	often	can	take	advantage	of	energy	ball	chains	by	having	a	time	ghost	fire	off	a	projectile	in	the	direction	of	a	ball	she's	already	got	bouncing	off	a	saucer	or	honing	in	on	a	foe.	The	opponent's	newfound	need	to	duck	around	a	lengthier	projectile,	versus	a	simpler	sphere,
can	lead	them	to	move	in	more	dramatic,	and	thus	punishable	fashion.	Worst	case	scenario,	Shroob	can	arrange	for	a	chain	to	move	in	on	a	recovering	target,	such	that	they	can	either	dodge	it	or	her	own	direct	gimp	attempt,	but	not	both.	On	solid	ground,	shielding,	too,	becomes	dicier,	as	opponents	must	sit	through	the	shieldstun	of	each	of	a	ball
chain's	projectiles,	or	else	parry	them	back	to	back.	That's	easier	said	than	done,	given	the	nerves	one	can	face	dealing	with	chains	of	multiple	powered-up	honing	balls	able	to	effortlessly	shatter	shields	of	any	size.	That	is,	of	course,	if	foes	aren't	toting	a	reflector,	in	which	case	they	can	send	that	chain	back	Shroob's	way	for	the	most	humiliating	self-
wrought	destruction	this	side	of	Sephiroth's	Gigaflare.	Mechanically,	as	with	Smashes,	time	ghosts	do	not	undergo	charge	frames	before	firing	off	energy	balls	for	N-Airs	they	have	mirrored.	Simply	put,	this	better	positions	duplicates	to	shoot	off	weaker	projectiles	to	interrupt	enemy	attacks	at	mid-range	—	try	controlling	space	with	Side	Special	now,
Byleth!	—	or	pitch	a	larger	projectile	into	a	ball	chain	Shroob	herself	has	initiated.	It's	theoretically	possible	for	Shroob	to	cobble	together	a	chain	exclusively	from	well-aimed	ghost	N-Air	balls,	a	tactic	she'll	have	no	choice	but	to	telegraph	from	a	Down	Special	logging	standpoint,	but	that	grants	her	more	lead	time	to	punish	her	target.	Comparatively
straightforward	approaches	with	ghosts	can	involve	having	one	fire	an	energy	ball	at	a	saucer	Shroob	herself	is	holding	in	a	Chomp's	teeth	or	impaling	with	her	F-Tilt	sweetspot.	The	former	situation	grants	her	frontal	control	over	the	projectile,	as	she	can	pull	in	the	Chomp	to	influence	the	ball's	bounce	to	her	liking.	The	latter,	meanwhile,	lets	her
imbue	the	about-to-die	saucer	with	electricity	and	switch	up	its	launch	when	she	yanks	out	her	tentacle	a	moment	later.	Instead	of	getting	cast	out	regularly	to	explode,	the	craft	will	first	tailspin	at	her	nearest	foe	with	its	stronger	static,	posing	an	even	greater	threat	to	those	still	daring	to	treat	Shroob	as	some	stock	heavyweight.	Anyone?	Anyone?
Bueller?	FORWARD	AIR	-	SPIKED	PUNCH	Elder	Princess	Shroob	bellows	while	bendily	raising	a	pincered	hand,	lifting	her	crown	from	her	noggin	before	slamming	it	down	powerfully,	albeit	with	an	air	of	laziness	—	get	out	of	her	air	space!	A	delayed	attack	with	19	startup	frames,	Shroob's	swipe	boasts	two	hitboxes,	the	larger	of	which	hits	from	the
front	to	inflict	14%	and	knockback	KOing	at	130%	from	center	stage.	Those	struck	direclty	underneath	her	crown,	on	the	other	hand,	suffer	17%	and	are	spiked	with	great	force,	capable	of	KOing	quite	early	offstage	and	off	the	screentop	around	115%.	Shroob	wraps	her	attack	up	with	29	end	lag	frames	as	she	returns	her	headpiece	to	its	rightful
place,	reduced	to	16	frames	of	landing	lag	if	she	touches	down	early.	Beyond	making	a	mockery	of	Peach's	counterpart	attack,	Shroob	enjoys	taking	this	tried-and-true	aerial	archetype	and	sprinkling	it	in	with	her	saucer-driven	movement	options.	Namely,	she's	able	to	suddenly	disband	a	saucer	platform	to	drop	down	on	a	target	with	the	meaty	blow,
or	floatily	space	her	swipe	while	surrounded	by	a	ring	of	crafts	—	perhaps	launching	one	out	or	down	at	a	mark	as	it	passes	by.	There's	also	some	standalone	combo	applicability,	as	Shroob	can	also	spike	a	foe	skyward	before	immediately	launching	a	nearby	saucer	up	into	them	with	something	like	U-Tilt	before	they	exit	hitstun.	And	if	Shroob	nicks	a
target	with	dash	attack's	weak	hitbox,	a	buffered	F-Air	offers	a	reliable	launching	follow-up.	While	unsafe	on	shield	at	all	but	its	maximum	range,	her	F-Air	is	rather	scary	to	contend	with	near	the	ledge	or	offstage.	There,	Shroob	might	well	find	herself	aiming	to	land	her	regular	hitbox	vs.	her	swipe,	which	in	Bowser-esque	fashion	can	be	a	great
finisher	if	she's	dashed	or	used	a	burst	movement	option	to	hurtle	offstage	without	advance	warning.	Shroob's	time	ghosts	can	get	solid	mileage	logging	and	throwing	out	F-Air,	given	their	invulnerability.	Because	it's	futile	to	try	interrupting	a	duplicate	during	its	swipe's	startup,	foes	caught	at	close	range	are	left	to	block	or	evade	the	coming	hit,
giving	Shroob	more	time	to	respond	in	kind.	Flashier	options	still	become	available	to	Shroob	and	her	ghosts	with	the	player's	mastery	of	turnaround	aerials	in	landing	F-Air's	spike	hitbox.	Want	to	lackadaisically	roll	behind	Shroob?	Too	bad,	if	she	or	a	duplicate	throws	out	one	F-Air	to	the	front	while	the	other	covers	the	opposite	direction	—	or	two
back-to-back	ghost	F-Airs	bide	Shroob	enough	time	to	charge	a	Smash	and	apply	some	real	hurt.	Then,	if	either	she	or	a	duplicate	lands	one	stage-bouncing	spike	at	low-	to	mid-percents,	Shroob	can	dash	around	under	her	victim	as	they	look	to	land.	Change	directions,	and	she	may	obfuscate	whether	she	aims	to	dribble	her	victim	with	another	regular
or	reversed	F-Air,	either	directly	or	with	a	ghost,	or	strike	with	something	else.	Menace	your	target	persuasively	enough,	and	they	might	just	panic	with	an	air	dodge	in	the	opposite	direction	—	and	into	perfect	range	for	a	thrown-out	Chomp	or	F-Tilt	skewer	if	Shroob	herself	hasn't	overcommitted	in	the	process.	BACK	AIR	-	SILENCER	Elder	Princess
Shroob	rears	back	with	a	frightening	glare,	making	as	though	she	intends	to	backhand	her	foe,	which	she	then	does,	transforming	her	arm	into	a	spiked	tentacle	for	added	brutality.	With	its	disjointed	nature	and	one-square	range,	this	ferocious	slash	can	best	be	compared	to	a	heavy	sword	sweep.	With	10	startup	frames,	Shroob's	tentacle	isn't	even
all	that	slow	as	it	rends	the	air,	dealing	7%	and	knockback	KOing	at	145%	at	close	range,	and	a	tipper	sweetspot	that	inflicts	15%	and	KOs	at	110%.	Shroob	then	undergoes	a	sluggish	46	end	lag	frames	unwinding	from	her	slash,	with	a	33-frame	landing	lag,	barring	an	auto-cancel	window	from	frame	35	onward.	B-Air	is	a	curious	case	of	a	move	that,
in	a	vacuum,	should	offer	Shroob	great	protection	from	a	shorthop	in	close	quarters.	And	in	several	cases,	the	aerial	still	does	—	her	tentacle	swipe	is	potent	at	catching	rolling	enemies	offguard	and	polishing	off	stocks	near	the	ledge.	As	with	F-Air,	Shroob	also	benefits	from	the	floaty	protection	of	a	saucer	ring	in	aiming	B-Air,	with	the	option	to	time
her	slash	so	it	snags	a	craft	out	of	formation.	The	issue	here	is,	B-Air	is	the	lone	move	that	will	always	catch	the	closest	saucer	directly	following	behind	Shroob,	whether	or	not	she	was	aiming	for	it.	This	can	be	preempted	to	a	degree	—	perform	a	turnaround	B-Air,	and	Shroob	will	throw	out	her	tentacle's	hitbox	during	the	brief	pause	it	takes	for
tailing	crafts	to	switch	to	her	opposite	side.	Nevertheless,	this	reality	can	result	in	a	degree	of	vulnerability	for	Shroob,	restricting	her	ability	to	use	B-Air	in	cases	where	she	wants	to	preserve	a	following	saucer.	Notice	the	use	of	verbiage	like	"snag"	and	"catch"	with	reference	to	saucers	in	the	paragraph	above?	That's	no	accident	—	Shroob's	B-Air
does	unlock	a	unique	interaction	in	cases	where	she	touches	a	craft	specifically	with	her	aerial's	sweetspot.	Instead	of	slashing	her	underling,	Shroob	will	wrap	her	tentacle	around	it	and	roar	as	she	winds	up	for	a	brief	moment.	After	this	eight-frame	pause,	she'll	hurl	the	saucer	like	a	frisbee,	with	a	moderately	strong	horizontal	launch	that,	as	a
reminder	from	Neutral	Special,	inflicts	three	rapid	3%	hits,	followed	by	a	5%	strong	hit	KOing	around	130%	(on	top	of	any	additional	damage	from	N-Air	electrification).	While	weaker	than	a	regular	B-Air	sweetspot,	crafts	travel	a	good	ways	beyond	Shroob's	regular	reach,	launched	about	as	far	as	the	aerial	would	send	Kirby	at	0%.	Compared	to	her
regular	B-Air	damage,	Shroob's	saucers	take	just	5%	upon	being	thrown,	quite	a	relief	to	them,	I'm	sure.	With	that	in	mind,	Shroob	can	choose	either	to	throw	her	saucer	overtop	a	mushroom	patch	to	rid	it	of	most,	if	not	all	of	this	damage,	or	simply	to	toss	it	while	it's	already	at	death's	doorstop	to	weaponize	its	explosion.	Should	the	player	hold	A
once	Shroob	has	grabbed	a	saucer,	she'll	perform	a	spin	over	52	frames	while	holding	the	craft	out	at	her	slash's	typical	one-square	range,	as	though	she's	performing	a	demented	midair	Mario	B-Throw.	In	doing	so,	Shroob	turns	her	saucer	into	a	bludgeoning	hitbox,	inflicting	10%	and	knockback	KOing	around	140%	as	she	spins	it	first	behind	her,
then	to	her	front	and	finally	back	behind	her	again,	upon	which	she	automatically	tosses	it.	The	player	also	can	release	the	input	at	any	point	during	Shroob's	spin	for	her	to	toss	her	saucer	early,	becoming	able	to	throw	the	craft	forward,	instead	of	backward,	midway	through.	Also	at	this	midpoint,	Shroob	becomes	able	to	angle	her	saucer	diagonally
up	or	down,	and	hurls	it	with	strong	launch	properties	—	four	light	3%	hits	before	a	6%	strong	hit	that	KOing	at	110%.	Shroob's	saucer-snatching	imbues	more	depth	into	an	already	versatile	B-Air.	For	starters,	there's	mix-up	potential	as	to	the	point	at	which	she's	going	to	slash	at	a	nearby	saucer,	either	to	hit	it	regularly	with	B-Air's	sourspot	or	pick
it	up	for	further	use.	With	crafts	following	or	returning	to	Shroob,	foes	must	be	at	least	somewhat	on	guard	in	case	she	decides	to	turn	it	into	a	ready-made	disjointed	pseudo-projectile.	And	once	she's	built	up	a	bit	more	oomph	in	spinning,	Shroob	can	catch	out	rolls	with	a	saucer	throw	in	the	opposite	direction,	or	else	send	a	craft	careening	at	an
angle	designed	to	give	her	foe	a	headache	—	at	a	stage	bounce	or	into	the	air	as	they're	approaching	or	down	offstage	as	they're	recovering	low.	Of	course,	it's	not	just	opponents	Shroob	might	want	to	aim	for	with	a	thrown	saucer.	One	craft	can	be	tossed	into	another	to	launch	it	in	billiards-esque	fashion,	or	an	N-Air	energy	ball	to	power	the	sphere
up,	possibly	start	it	honing	and	electrify	the	saucer	in	one	smooth	gesture.	If	one	saucer	impacts	another	that	was	coated	in	N-Air	static,	it	will	even	take	on	the	same	original	electrification	status,	without	Shroob	having	to	spit	out	additional	energy	balls!	And	though	tough	to	aim,	Shroob	could	show	off	by	grabbing	one	saucer	out	of	a	ring	and
spinning	it	to	bat	the	others	away,	filling	the	skies	with	hitboxes	before	she	adds	one	more	with	her	throw.	Worth	noting,	if	Shroob	has	grabbed	and	started	to	swing	her	closest	following	saucer,	any	others	behind	her	won't	move	closer	in	their	queue	until	she	has	completed	B-Air,	giving	her	space	to	carry	out	the	move	without	further	interruption	to
her	entourage.	With	all	that	said,	Shroob	assumes	a	level	of	risk	in	bringing	a	saucer	directly	into	her	clutches	with	B-Air,	no	matter	how	briefly.	While	she	enjoys	six	super	armor	frames	right	as	she	winds	up	with	a	craft	in	hand,	she	becomes	vulnerable	shortly	thereafter,	especially	if	committed	to	her	longer	spin.	Foes	are	able	to	attack	both	Shroob
and	her	saucer	in	one	fell	swoop	during	this	animation,	potentially	even	detonating	the	craft	on	her	for	a	big	punish.	Shroob	also	undergoes	36	end	lag	frames	after	throwing,	ripe	for	a	counterattack	if	her	opponent	has	blocked,	parried	or	especially	launched	her	saucer	back	at	her.	And	though	Shroob's	descent	slows	briefly	as	she	spins,	she'll	throw
her	saucer	automatically	if	she	lands	early,	losing	the	ability	to	aim	it	on	top	of	momentarily	becoming	a	sitting	duck.	As	with	other	multi-variant	attacks,	Shroob's	time	ghosts	cannot	log	B-Air's	saucer	version,	instead	saving	away	the	regular	aerial	if	their	master	tries.	That's	hardly	a	negative,	though,	given	the	tentacle	slash's	standalone	KO	power
when	spaced	properly.	Even	better	timing	lets	a	ghost	slice	a	victim	outward,	giving	Shroob	cover	to	grab	a	following	saucer	and	spin-throw	it	into	them	while	still	in	hitstun.	Duplicates	also	are	a	boon	when	it	comes	to	interacting	with	Shroob's	own	B-Air.	A	ghost	can	smack	a	saucer	out	of	a	spinning	Shroob's	clutches	offensively,	to	modify	its	launch
angle,	or	defensively,	to	cut	Shroob's	B-Air	short	if	she	has	put	herself	in	peril.	And,	while	Shroob	alone	can't	do	so,	a	ghost	has	no	problem	spitting	an	N-Air	ball	into	a	saucer	she	is	spinning.	Beyond	coating	that	saucer	in	static,	this	rarely	can	create	a	chance	for	Shroob	to	fortify	the	same	N-Air	ball	twice	with	the	same	craft	—	once	while	she's
rotating	it	around	and	then	again	if	she	manages	to	throw	it	into	the	energy	sphere!	UP	AIR	-	TENTACLE	DRILL	With	an	uncharacteristically	nimble	flip,	Elder	Princess	Shroob	turns	upside	down	and	spins,	sprouting	tentacles	from	her	dress'	underside	and	sharpening	them	into	a	drill-like	point.	Her	appendages	stretch	up	one	square	over	10	startup
frames,	burrowing	into	victims	for	five	rapid	multi-hits	over	a	15-frame	active	period.	The	first	four	hits	deal	2%	and	hold	their	target	in	place,	where,	if	they're	centered	beneath	Shroob's	tentacles,	they'll	be	launched	vertically	by	the	stronger	fifth	hit,	with	force	sufficient	to	KO	around	140%.	It's	an	aerial	that	falls	into	a	power	sweetspot	where,	at
lower	damages,	Shroob	can	juggle	a	foe	a	few	times	to	build	damage	or	whittle	away	at	their	shield	from	underneath	a	platform,	without	inhibiting	KOs	later	on	unless	she's	staled	the	move	past	a	certain	point.	Those	caught	on	the	side	of	Shroob's	tentacle	cone,	however,	will	forego	this	finishing	blow	and	exit	her	drill	in	hitstun.	In	doing	so,	foes	will
roughly	follow	Shroob's	aerial	position,	potentially	having	an	opening	to	strike	at	her	as	she's	coming	out	of	her	22	end	lag	frames.	That	said,	should	Shroob	fastfall	with	a	victim	caught	in	her	hitbox's	periphery,	she'll	drag	them	down,	depositing	them	in	prone,	barring	a	fast	tech,	if	she	lands	midway	through.	With	13	landing	lag	frames,	Shroob	can
capitalize	with	a	quick	jab,	D-Tilt	or,	if	the	foe	times	a	standing	getup,	grab.	With	more	setup,	mushroom	patches	are	effective	at	corraling	reactions	from	foes	Shroob	has	dragged	down,	perhaps	enticing	them	into	an	inward	roll	or	getup	attack	she	then	may	punish	with	a	leaping	D-Smash	or	shorthopped	D-Air.	While	not	as	clean	a	vertical	launching
tool	for	saucers,	Shroob's	U-Air	does	grant	her	a	brief	pause	in	knocking	her	craft	upward,	capable	of	catching	out	air	dodges.	There's	also	plenty	of	bait	potential	to	had	for	Shroob	with	aerial	U-Air	movement	as	a	saucer	is	returning,	fading	in	and	out	in	relatively	noncommittal	fashion	to	mislead	foes	as	to	whether	she's	about	to	send	the	craft	their



way,	or	more	situationally,	up	into	an	N-Air	energy	ball.	Time	ghosts,	too,	offer	dangerous	new	possibilities,	so	long	as	Shroob	has	the	discipline	to	log	U-Air	with	the	right	aerial	movement.	Use	a	duplicate's	rising	U-Air	out	of	a	shorthop	and	Shroob	can	threaten	a	surprising	amount	of	air	space	directly	above	her	without	overcommitting	to	the	skies
herself.	It's	a	great	way	to	KO	off	the	screentop,	as	landing	foes	struggle	to	fight	through	the	disjointed	ghost	tentacles,	and	can	waylay	a	victim	in	place	just	long	enough	for	Shroob	to	charge	a	saucer-enhanced	U-Smash,	lifting	a	comet	just	high	enough	above	them	to	splat	down	into	them	right	after	U-Air's	launch.	Master	the	timing	and	spacing	for	a
duplicate's	fastfalled	U-Air,	meanwhile,	and	it	can	all	but	giftwrap	approaching	foes	in	front	of	Shroob.	From	there,	the	tyrannical	toadstool	has	her	pick	of	the	litter	in	terms	of	ways	to	turn	them	into	a	tasty	treat	—	ranging	from	damage	rackers	like	saucer	rings	and	mushroom	patches,	to	a	waiting	Chomp's	jaws	to	pull	them	back	in	for	more,	and	of
course,	a	charged	dash	attack	or	F-Smash	to	bring	an	end	to	their	misery.	DOWN	AIR	-	ALIEN	REFLUX	Elder	Princess	Shroob	rears	up,	appearing	to	hold	her	breath	momentarily,	before	hunching	over	in	exaggerated	fashion	and	belching	a	cloud	of	purple	gas	beneath	her.	This	cloud	appears	in	a	Party	Ball-sized	blast	beneath	Shroob	after	14	startup
frames,	pushing	away	foes	who	nick	its	sides	with	9%	and	knockback	that	won't	KO	until	past	200%.	Those	caught	directly	underneath	Shroob's	malignant	outburst,	however,	take	15%	and	are	spiked	with	force	sufficient	to	KO	off	the	screentop	around	135%.	What's	more,	D-Air's	sweetspot	marks	a	return	of	U-Tilt's	spore	effect,	inflicting	1%	per
second	over	the	next	10	seconds	and	boosting	her	mushroom	patches'	potency	by	1.5x.	D-Air	is	up	there	in	terms	of	high-risk,	high-reward	aerials	for	Shroob,	with	the	risk	manifesting	from	perhaps	her	worst	frame	data	in	this	section.	She	undergoes	a	disappointing	52	end	lag	frames	readjusting	from	her	hunched	animation	and	—	though	she	pauses
briefly	in	midair	upon	her	vomitous	emission	—	fares	even	worse	on	the	ground,	with	55	landing	lag	frames.	With	that	in	mind,	saucer	rings	can	take	off	some	of	the	edge,	as	the	spinning	crafts	defend	Shroob	from	the	sides	as	she	floats	along	and	completes	D-Air	in	midair	instead	of	landing	vulnerably.	With	that	said,	Shroob's	damage	reward	upon
landing	D-Air's	sweetspot	speaks	for	itself.	She'll	all	but	guarantee	herself	a	mushroom	transformation	if	she	spikes	her	foe	down	into	a	patch	from	above,	and	otherwise	enjoys	boosting	the	'shrooms'	threat	level	in	bullying	her	foe	around	the	stage.	Though	she	risks	incurring	landing	lag	in	doing	so,	a	shorthopped	D-Air	can	pop	mid-damage	foes	up
just	enough	to	ensure	they	land	in	a	tech	chase	situation,	potentially	sticking	them	in	a	rock-and-hard-place	context	between	Shroob	and	a	patch.	And	as	one	might	infer	from	her	hitbox,	Shroob's	D-Air	joins	those	of	Ivysaur	and	Sephiroth	in	extending	a	touch	below	the	ledge	to	spike	recovering	foes,	letting	her	turn	timing	for	low-recoveries	into	a
matter	of	life	and	death,	at	the	cost	of	being	a	sitting	duck	for	ledge	attacks	on	whiff.	Shroob's	D-Air	is	perhaps	her	best	bet	for	throwing	off	foes	pursuing	her	while	she's	on	a	saucer	platform.	Shorthop	up	to	cancel	the	formation	and	then	blast	the	crafts	beneath	Shroob	while	they're	pausing	before	returning	to	her,	and	all	of	the	platform's	saucers
will	come	raining	down,	in	a	welcome	contrast	from	D-Smash,	the	charge	of	which	determines	how	many	crafts	are	launched	downward.	What's	more,	as	with	U-Tilt,	saucers	Shroob	has	spat	upon	take	her	D-Air's	initial	damage	and	knockback	before	healing	10%	over	10	seconds,	so	long	as	their	HP	wasn't	fully	depleted.	Blast	crafts	down	to	bounce
off	the	stage	into	a	foe's	face	or	offstage	as	they're	recovering	low,	and	the	underlings	can	refresh	themselves	a	touch	as	they	glide	back	to	Shroob.	Just	be	mindful	of	whether	that	opponent	can	attack	it	back,	perhaps	with	their	recovery's	hitbox,	and	turn	the	disadvantage	around	on	her!	In	a	time	ghost's	hands	—	mouth?	—	D-Air's	sweetspot	requires
some	adjustment	to	effectively	land,	as	the	duplicate	appears	overlapping	with	Shroob	slightly	to	her	front	at	her	current	midair	level.	With	that	said,	exactly	what	mileage	she	can	get	off	ghost	D-Airs	depends	largely	on	enemy	positioning	and	damage.	From	a	shorthop,	a	ghost's	D-Air	can	pop	up	a	low-damage	victim	akin	to	Ganondorf's	stomp,
putting	them	in	an	effective	50/50	situation	for	Shroob	to	pursue	with	the	grounded	follow-up	of	her	choosing,	if	she	reads	their	descent,	jump	or	air	dodge	correctly.	In	midair,	Shroob	can	leap	off	an	Up	Special	mushroom	and	then	have	a	duplicate	D-Air	spike	a	foe	down	into	it.	Not	only	will	the	combined	fungal	damage	lead	to	a	near-instant
transformation	if	that	victim	touches	down	in	a	mushroom	patch,	but	the	falling	mushroom's	weak	hitbox	will	cancel	out	their	downward	momentum,	freeing	Shroob	up	to	fastfall	down	for	continued	pressure.	And,	while	the	tightest	window	yet,	Shroob	can	fastfall	beneath	a	duplicate	she	has	stationed	higher	up.	From	there,	if	it	lands	D-Air	with	just
the	right	spacing,	she's	able	to	perform	her	own	belch	to	double-spike	the	same	victim	for	extra	damage	(albeit	only	refreshing,	not	extending	the	spore	effect),	and	very	possibly	Ultimate's	most	humbling	gimp.	Your	move,	Ganondorf!	GRAB	-	ROYAL	CLUTCHES	Elder	Princess	Shroob	bends	forward,	scrunching	her	face	ominously	as	she	grasps
forward	with	both	clawed	hands.	This	is	your	standard	heavyweight	grab,	coming	out	frame	eight	and	boasting	range	comparable	to	Bowser,	scaling	accordingly	with	her	pivot	and	dash	grabs.	Catch	a	victim,	and	Shroob	will	hold	them	effortlessly	off	the	ground,	regardless	of	height,	barring	niche	cases	like	Shin-Godzilla.	Whiff,	and	she'll	look	up
slightly,	mouth	opening	wider	in	alien	shock	as	she	undergoes	half	a	second	of	end	lag.	While	Shroob	is	holding	a	victim,	her	saucers	won't	alter	their	general	AI,	not	being	your	standard	attacking	minions	to	necessitate	such	a	change.	That	being	said,	Shroob	can	time	a	grab	while	surrounded	by	a	saucer	ring	to	passively	enhance	her	damage	output,
similar	to	Dedede	with	his	Gordos.	Against	a	mediocre	masher,	or	a	sufficiently	damaged	foe,	she	can	let	each	craft	collide	with	her	victim	before	throwing	them	for	as	many	as	three	additional	light	hits.	Though	more	situational,	Shroob	also	can	hold	a	victim	in	the	path	of	a	returning	saucer	coated	in	N-Air	electricity	for	a	similar	effect.	And
independent	of	damage	racking,	Shroob	is	capable	of	grabbing	foes	from	atop	saucer	platforms,	though	once	a	victim	is	in	her	clutches,	the	control	stick	shifts	from	moving	the	platform	to	triggering	her	directional	throws	—	no	casually	gliding	off	the	nearest	blast	zone	for	her.	Shroob	cannot	have	time	ghosts	log	grab,	what	with	it	not	individually
counting	as	an	attack.	Duplicates	can,	however,	perform	pummels	and	throws,	each	as	standalone	logged	moves.	With	inputs	of	grab	plus	B,	the	player	will	have	Shroob's	duplicate	appear,	grab	and	—	if	successful	—	use	a	logged	pummel	on	its	victim.	Grab,	B	and	a	directional	input,	meanwhile,	has	the	ghost	do	the	same	first	two	steps	before
proceeding	into	the	corresponding	logged	throw.	Should	a	duplicate	grab	a	foe	for	a	pummel,	Shroob	can	order	it	to	proceed	right	into	additional	pummels	or	a	throw	if	she	also	has	those	attacks	logged.	Ghosts	will	disappear	automatically,	releasing	their	victim,	if	they	land	a	grab	and	pummel,	but	perform	no	additional	logged	actions	after	half	a
second.	This	keeps	Shroob	from	dragging	out	duplicates'	grab-games,	having	them	just	hold	foes	in	place,	not	that	she'd	be	able	to	capitalize	just	yet	anyway.	In	Ice	Climbers-esque	fashion,	Shroob	pauses	while	a	foe	is	in	a	ghost's	clutches,	hands	on	hips	and	cackling	madly	for	a	spell.	An	inverse	restriction	holds	true,	too:	Shroob	is	not	able	to	call
upon	duplicates	while	holding	a	victim	of	her	own.	These	both	are	necessary	balance	guardrails	to	ensure	Shroob's	matches	don't	revolve	around	landing	a	regular	or	ghostly	grab	and	casually	holding	foes	as	the	other	princess	charges	F-Smash.	That	being	said,	Shroob	retains	no	shortage	of	follow-ups	in	tandem	with	her	duplicates.	She	regains	the
respective	ability	to	call	upon	a	duplicate	or	move	around	and	attack	after	a	foe	has	been	released	from	her	or	her	ghost's	throw	animation.	In	both	cases,	these	abilities	return	while	the	grab	victim	is	in	hitstun,	before	they	regain	mobility,	letting	Shroob	keep	the	pressure	on	to	varying	degrees,	depending	on	the	throw	and	her	current	position.	One
more	balance	note,	Shroob	and	her	ghosts	share	a	regrab	timer,	a	restriction	that	also	carries	over	to	other	attacks	that	put	foes	in	a	grab-like	state,	namely	her	saucers'	forward	command	and	F-Tilt's	sweetspot.	And	victims	may	be	held	within	mushroom	patches	for	extra	poison	damage,	they	will	not	become	shroomified	until	after	this	regrab	timer
has	expired.	PUMMEL	-	CONSTRICT	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	arms	rapidly	transform	into	her	true	form's	spiked	tentacles	as	she	binds	them	tightly	around	her	captive,	inflicting	a	meaty	2.5%	over	21	frames.	That's	more	than	your	standard	heavyweight	fare,	which	caps	out	at	1.6%	over	that	same	window,	and	yet	another	wrinkle	Shroob	must	weigh
alongside	ramifications	where	her	central	Specials	are	concerned.	Shroob's	pummels	are	of	key	importance	to	the	extent	that	she	wants	to	keep	her	time	ghosts	unstaled.	Doing	so	is	valuable	in	preserving	the	duplicates'	KO	power,	given	their	lesser	damage	and	knockback,	plus	the	catch-all	staling	of	all	ghost	moves	across	repeat	Down	Special	uses.
That	said,	because	each	pummel	qualifies	as	an	attack	Shroob	will	log	through	her	time	hole,	she	must	carefully	consider	when	during	a	match	she	unstales	her	ghosts.	Coordinating	pummels	to	push	a	few	Down	Special	uses	out	of	Shroob's	stale	moves	queue	after	she's	already	logged	the	duplicate	attacks	she	wishes	to	optimize	is	perfectly	OK.	But
impatient	play,	where	Shroob	simply	squeezes	her	victim	as	many	times	as	possible	to	try	keeping	ghosts	unstale,	will	backfire,	as	she	logs	multiple	duplicate	pummels	instead	of	more	useful	attacks.	If	a	Shroob	ends	up	logging	a	pummel	without	a	corresponding	throw	for	her	ghost	use,	and	isn't	immediately	able	to	overwrite	it,	she	can	aim	for	her
duplicate	to	snatch	a	victim	near	or	overtop	a	mushroom	patch,	before	moving	them	to	pressure	them	out	of	their	grab-release	state.	FORWARD	THROW	-	TENTACLE	SLINGSHOT	Elder	Princess	Shroob	tucks	her	victim	into	the	crook	of	one	tentacle,	pokes	its	tip	into	the	ground	and	stretches	it	back	one	training	stage	square	before	letting	loose,
sending	the	foe	careening...backwards?	As	with	F-Smash's	comparable	showcase	of	potential-to-kinetic	energy,	Shroob's	F-Throw	and	B-Throw	send	opponents	in	the	opposite	direction,	further	lending	to	her	chaotic	feel	in	players'	hands.	In	any	case,	Shroob's	tentacle	elasticity	inflicts	9%	and	good	horizontal	knockback	KOing	at	the	ledge	around
110%.	While	not	the	best	KO	throw	of	its	kind,	Shroob's	sling	nevertheless	serves	as	an	efficient	stock	ender	should	she	pivot	grab	a	target	getting	up	from	the	ledge	with	an	inward	roll.	Onstage,	Shroob's	F-Throw	can	earn	her	valuable	breathing	room	in	cases	where	she	wants	to	call	out	saucers,	log	time	hole	attacks	or	spawn	mushrooms,	a	boon
when	all	are	varying	degrees	of	committal	during	the	heat	of	battle.	Should	Shroob	find	herself	next	to,	but	not	within,	a	mushroom	patch,	she'll	dip	her	tentacle-cradled	victim	briefly	in	for	a	few	extra	percentage	points	before	they're	released,	though	initiated	within	a	patch,	this	same	animation	will	stretch	the	foe	momentarily	away	from	the	spores.
Otherwise,	F-Throw	is	the	least	handy	among	her	throws	from	a	straight-up	combo	standpoint,	as	foes	past	low	damage	generally	are	flung	too	far	for	Shroob	or	a	ghost	to	successfuly	give	chase	once	they	regain	movement.	An	exception	comes	when	Shroob	rubberbands	her	victim	into	a	saucer's	return	trajectory	—	a	context	she	can	arrange	by
smacking	a	craft	away	low	to	the	ground	before	grabbing	a	foe	to	her	opposite	side.	When	this	occurs,	the	foe	collides	with	the	saucer,	taking	5%	and	a	moment	of	hitstun	while	inflicting	that	same	damage	to	the	alien	obstruction.	In	these	cases,	Shroob	exchanges	F-Throw's	immediate	KO	strength	for	keeping	her	enemy	in	potential	follow-up	range,
at	a	proximity	determined	by	how	close	her	saucer	was	at	the	point	she	started	her	sling.	A	craft	collision	within	roughly	three	squares	is	enough	for	Shroob	to	run	in	and	transition	into	a	faster	standard	like	jab	or	D-Tilt.	One	defensive	benefit	to	Shroob:	Because	her	victim	will	end	up	sandwiched	between	her	and	her	saucer	after	F-Throw,	they're
less	easily	able	to	knock	the	craft	her	way	in	retaliation	unless	they've	got	a	direction-changing	move	like	Pikachu	D-Smash	or	one	of	these	newfangled	"inward	knockback"	attacks	sprouting	up	across	modern	MYM.	And	on	the	offensive	side,	if	Shroob	knocks	away	a	saucer	to	where	it	returns	with	5	HP	or	less,	zipping	a	victim	into	it	with	F-Throw	will
guarantee	they're	caught	in	the	explosion	their	impact	brings	about.	Managing	a	single	craft's	stamina	to	that	degree	is	no	easy	feat,	especially	in	cases	where	Shroob	now	must	-avoid-	launching	it	overtop	any	mushroom	patches,	so	take	a	moment	to	marinate	in	this	KO	setup's	flashiness	if	you	manage	to	pull	it	off!	BACK	THROW	-	SHALLOW	GRAVE
Elder	Princess	Shroob	grips	her	victim	in	one	tentacle	and	drags	them	with	dismissive	haste	across	the	ground,	as	if	to	discard	them	like	garbage	behind	her,	dealing	4%.	However,	in	an	inversion	on	Ultimate's	comparable	villain	throws,	Shroob	hangs	onto	her	opponent	with	a	sneaky	expression	as	her	tentacle	reaches	its	max	distance,	one	square
behind	her,	and	reverses	that	momentum,	grinding	them	forward	again	far	more	viscerally,	with	force	sufficient	to	push	them	into	the	ground!	This	inflicts	an	additional	6%	and	leaves	them	in	a	pitfall	state,	comparable	in	strength	to	K.	Rool's	D-Throw.	Compared	to	your	standard	burying	throws,	Shroob	has	more	immediate	difficulty	capitalizing	on
her	B-Throw.	Up	until	higher	damage	levels,	foes	can	mash	free	in	the	time	it	takes	her	to	close	the	gap	to	where	they're	pitfalled,	unless	she	happens	to	have	cut	that	distance	short	by	throwing	them	close	enough	to	a	ledge.	That	said,	Shroob	enjoys	a	fast	enough	first	actionable	frame	to	where,	with	the	right	time	ghost	logged,	she	can	delegate
walloping	her	target	to	it.	Precisely	what	spacing	she'll	want	to	use	depends	on	the	ghost	in	question	—	F-Tilt	or	D-Tilt	benefit	from	the	right	spacing,	while	F-Smash	and	dash	attack	are	servicable	from	a	little	further	away,	though	more	rewarding	when	skillfully	initiated	close	enough	for	their	strong	hitboxes	to	connect.	Those	interested	in	styling	can
bring	about	knockback	storage	by	landing	weaker	duplicate	attacks,	like	jab	or	sourspot	D-Tilt,	so	Shroob's	victim	exits	their	pitfall	in	punishable	prone,	ripe	for	her	to	keep	eviscerating	or	to	be	pressured	into	a	mushroom	patch.	Speaking	of	which,	while	these	spores	can	poison	pitfalled	targets,	they	won't	mushroomize	characters	until	they've
mashed	out	and	their	regrab	timer	has	expired.	In	inverse	cases,	where	a	ghost	has	B-Throw	stored,	Shroob	will	want	to	position	herself	right	in	front	of	her	duplicate	as	it	lands	grab.	That	way,	she'll	regain	mobility	right	after	her	ghost	pitfalls	its	victim,	in	perfect	range	to	launch	them	herself.	Shroob	isn't	necessarily	out	of	luck	going	for	B-Throw
without	a	duplicate	stored.	She	might	have	trouble	dashing	up	to	her	victim	to	land	a	follow-up	attack,	but	she's	totally	free	to	stand	still	and	smack	a	saucer	their	way!	Depending	on	their	damage	and	her	desired	outcome,	Shroob	could	either	send	a	saucer	directly	at	her	pitfalled	foe	or	predictively	where	she	believes	they'll	be	immediately	upon
mashing	out	—	in	both	cases	helpless	to	send	it	back.	Talk	about	bullying...	Connect	with	a	regular	spinning	craft,	and	the	opponent	will	be	stuck	in	place	just	long	enough	for	Shroob	to	approach	and	combo	into	a	fast	standard.	An	exploding	craft,	meanwhile,	becomes	a	welcome	finisher	within	that	damage	gray	area	around	100%	that,	for	your
standard	D-Throw	pitfall	user,	would	be	KO	percent,	but	is	still	a	bit	too	early	for	Shroob	to	reliably	kill	with	charged	dash	attack	or	F-Smash.	Alternatively,	if	Shroob's	saucers	are	on	sabbatical	a	short	distance	away,	she	may	shoot	an	N-Air	energy	ball	at	or	near	her	victim,	or	at	the	crafts	themselves	to	create	a	more	perilous	environment	for	foes
upon	escaping.	DOWN	THROW	-	ALIEN	SLIME	Elder	Princess	Shroob	slams	her	victim	to	the	ground	with	one	tentacle,	holding	them	in	place	as	she	rears	over	them	and	lets	out	a	terrible	roar.	In	doing	so,	she	actually	vomits	a	misty	purple	stream	of	spores	from	her	D-Air	all	over	the	foe	as	they	protest,	reusing	their	unique	flailing	animation	from
the	Koopa	King's	own	D-Throw.	Opponents	take	a	series	of	rapid	multi-hits	totaling	8%	over	about	half	a	second	in	Shroob's	stream,	which	she	concludes	with	a	final	burst,	sending	them	at	a	low	angle	that	won't	KO	until	insane	percents,	but	will	leave	her	victim	in	a	tech	chase	situation	a	few	squares	in	front	of	her,	progressively	farther	away	as	they
take	damage.	Even	cosmic	horrors	need	their	more	basic	throws	for	initiating	combos!	Most	immediately	comparable	to	Charizard's	D-Throw,	Shroob	rounds	out	her	iteration	with	the	third	in	her	trifecta	of	spore-inflicting	attacks,	joining	sweetspotted	U-Tilt	and	D-Air	in	dealing	1%	per	second	over	10	seconds	while	making	them	1.5x	as	susceptible	to
her	mushroom	patches.	How	Shroob	opts	to	use	D-Throw	tends	to	evolve	over	the	course	of	a	match,	depending	on	her	goals	at	any	given	point.	Her	poison	is	definitely	a	boon	for	building	damage,	especially	if	she	sandwiches	her	foe	up	against	a	mushroom	patch.	Beyond	a	certain	point,	however,	her	damage	over	time	can	hamper	later	uses	of	D-
Throw,	sending	victims	just	far	enough	away	to	where	they	can	get	up	with	a	moment	to	react	after	their	tech	chase.	On	the	whole,	how	far	Shroob	can	take	D-Throw	follow-ups	depends	on	how	well	she	has	conditioned	her	foe	through	tech	chases.	Similar	to	those	picking	themselves	up	from	Ganondorf's	Flame	Choke,	repetition	is	a	recipe	for	an
early	KO.	Roll	predictably	in,	and	Shroob	is	apt	to	land	a	crushing	D-Smash	or	stylish	shorthopped	D-Air.	Keep	standing	still	or	rolling	away,	and	she	may	respectively	line	up	a	dash	attack	or	N-Air	projectile.	This,	naturally,	becomes	easier	when	it's	a	time	ghost	carrying	out	D-Throw,	in	which	case	both	Shroob	and	a	possible	successive	ghost	are
freed	up	to	cover	possible	enemy	reactions.	By	introducing	unpredictability	in	tandem	with	stage	control,	the	elder	princess	really	can	give	foes	a	reason	to	hurl...their	controllers,	that	is.	UP	THROW	-	ARGENTINE	ALIEN	A	faint	green	tractor	beam	appears	around	Elder	Princess	Shroob	or	her	time	ghost	from	the	screentop,	lifting	her	six	training
stage	squares	vertically	over	about	half	a	second	as	she	hoists	her	victim	over	her	shoulders.	You've	played	Smash	with	me	before,	you	might	be	able	to	guess	what's	about	to	happen	to	your	character's	spine	next...	Upon	lifting	Shroob	to	her	apex,	the	beam	vanishes,	dropping	her	down	to	perform	an	Argentine	backbreaker	on	her	captive.	Upon
landing,	she	inflicts	15%	and	vertical	knockback	KOing	around	150%	from	main	stage	levels.	While	a	healthy	choice	for	immediate	damage,	Shroob's	U-Throw	doesn't	offer	all	that	much	more	combo	potential	than	F-Throw	beyond	low	percents,	where	she	can	chase	her	victim	with	U-Air	or	read	a	falling	air	dodge	with	U-Tilt.	It	can,	however,	send	a
victim	high	enough	skyward	to	force	a	landing,	which	Shroob	is	perfectly	content	to	steer	with	grounded	mushroom	patches	and	an	U-Smash	comet	hoisted	up	above	them,	ready	to	drop	at	a	moment's	notice.	As	with	its	Kremling	kounterpart,	U-Throw	also	grants	Shroob	a	means	for	boosting	herself	up	onto	a	high	platform,	should	exiting	grab-game
there	prove	advantageous,	bringing	her	foe's	KO	percent	down	a	non-negligible	amount	as	she	goes.	U-Throw	presents	perhaps	the	best	chance	for	time	ghosts	to	finish	off	victims	while	mirroring	Shroob's	grab-game.	That's	because,	even	though	Shroob	herself	cannot	move	until	her	duplicate	has	thrown	its	foe,	the	player	stays	free	to	direct	around
any	saucer	platform	she	finds	herself	upon	at	the	ghostly	grab's	onset.	With	those	pieces	in	place,	if	Shroob's	duplicate	initiates	a	logged	grab-into-U-Throw	while	its	master	is	standing	on	saucers,	Shroob	can	pilot	the	crafts	higher	into	the	air	vertically.	She'll	then	catch	her	backbreaking	ghost	higher	up	during	its	fall	and	shave	down	its	KO
percentage	even	lower	—	a	welcome	boost,	given	the	dupicates'	lesser	base	power.	Shroob	also	can	ride	saucers	to	scoop	up	a	nearby	ghost	that	has	initiated	U-Throw	from	a	different	level,	though	the	timing	is	tighter.	Even	if	Shroob's	saucer	platform	isn't	fast	enough	to	catch	the	falling	duplicate	itself,	the	crafts'	aerial	momentum	still	may	let	her
swing	over	and	smack	her	opponent	right	as	they're	about	to	exit	hitstun.	Hey,	when	life	gives	you	extraterrestrial	lemons...	FINAL	SMASH	-	ELDER	PRINCESS	ARMADA	Elder	Princess	Shroob	lets	out	an	echoing	bellow	before	zipping	two-thirds	of	Final	Destination	horizontally	in	a	more	exaggerated	version	of	her	shoulder-barging	dash	attack.	Up	to
three	opponents	she	rams	take	10%	and,	in	cutscene	form,	are	knocked	into	the	iconic	stained	glass	window	of	Peach's	Castle,	shattering	it	as	they	land	on	the	red	parapet	outside.	It's	nighttime,	and	the	camera	pans	out	to	overcast	purple	skies,	utterly	lousy	with	Shroob	saucers.	All	train	their	gun	appendages	on	the	castle	and	victims	atop	it,	puny
from	the	distance,	as	one	larger	metallic	platform	rises	up	from	below.	It	carries	the	elder	princess,	fully	transformed	into	her	true	form,	to	a	central	position	among	her	army,	as	she	charges	a	massive	pink	energy	blast	in	her	mouth.	With	a	seemingly	unending	roar,	Shroob	commands	all	the	saucers	to	fire	at	will,	spitting	her	own	blast	while
prompting	each	underling	to	shoot	its	own	individual	laser.	Peach's	Castle	is	demolished	into	rubble	as	the	barrage	makes	contact,	inflicting	45%	and	knockback	KOing	around	50%	as	everyone	is	transported	back	to	the	stage.	Should	Shroob	KO	at	least	one	opponent,	she'll	pause	briefly	to	laugh	sadistically,	hands	on	hips,	before	resuming	the	fight.
UP	TAUNT	-	MUSHROOM	MANTRA	A	pseudo-pixelated	speech	bubble	appears	above	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	head,	featuring	a	mysterious	two-character	phrase,	as	she	turns	to	the	screen,	waving	her	arms	wildly	and	uttering	alien	gibberish.	It's	a	phrase	Shroob	characters	repeat	regularly	throughout	Partners	in	Time,	only	unveiled	in	the	endgame
to	translate	to	"destroy!"	SIDE	TAUNT	-	SEEING	RED	Elder	Princess	Shroob	hunches	over	and	roars	furiously,	puffing	smoke	out	of	her	nose	with	a	hiss	as	she	clenches	her	fists	and	scuffs	one	foot,	then	the	other	against	the	ground.	She	appears	as	though	she's	about	to	bull	charge	her	opponent	—	perfect	for	a	lead-in	to	dash	attack!	DOWN	TAUNT	-
REFRESHMENT	Elder	Princess	Shroob	roars,	prompting	a	glass	of	green	"vim"	to	either	appear	in	her	hand	or	be	carried	over	to	her	by	her	closest	following	saucer,	if	it	exists.	She	then	sips	down	the	beverage	through	a	straw	over	90	frames,	healing	1%	every	45	frames,	before	either	tossing	the	glass	carelessly	into	the	background	or	smacking	her
saucer	instantly	back	into	formation.	Healing	this	way	is	hardly	the	most	efficient	use	of	Shroob's	time,	given	that	mushroom	patches	exist,	but	there	is	potential	hilarity	to	be	had.	When	Shroob	smacks	a	saucer,	she	deals	it	a	measly	1%,	not	inflicting	any	stun	or	knockback,	but	detonating	it	on	the	spot	if	1	HP	was	all	it	had	left.	This	is	more	or	less
Luigi's	D-Taunt	on	roids,	with	the	explosion	catching	Shroob,	too,	given	its	point-blank	nature.	Give	it	a	whirl,	if	your	opponent	is	ahead	in	damage	and	all	else	has	failed!	ENTRANCE	-	COBALT	CRUSH	Partners	in	Time's	Cobalt	Star	is	seen	onstage,	bouncing	erratically	about	for	a	moment	before	Elder	Princess	Shroob	shatters	her	crystalline	prison
through	sheer	brute	strength,	growing	to	her	regular	size	in	a	flash	of	energy	as	she	lands	in	palpable	screen-shaking	fashion.	VICTORY	POSE	#1	-	TENTACLE	TAUNT	Elder	Princess	Shroob	bellows	contentedly,	clasping	both	arms	above	her	head	in	true	tentacle	form	and	waving	them	about	in	triumph	—	a	far	more	menacing	take	on	DK's
comparable	pose.	VICTORY	POSE	#2	-	CHOMP	CHUM	Elder	Princess	Shroob	appears	on	the	victory	screen	next	to	her	Shroob	Chomp,	whose	metal	head	she	strokes	a	few	times	with	an	alien	chuckle.	Lest	one	mistake	this	for	an	adorable	doggo	moment	to	be	shared	in	#off-topic,	observant	players	might	spot	a	scrap	of	clothing	or	personal	effect
from	the	losing	character	wedged	in	the	Chomp's	teeth!	VICTORY	POSE	#3	-	SAUCER	SEAT	The	camera	tracks	Elder	Princess	Shroob	as	she	strafes	around	atop	a	trio	of	saucers,	clustered	in	platform	formation	and	firing	off	a	barrage	of	lasers,	before	eventually	stopping	at	center	stage	for	a	mid-roar	splash	screen.	Afterward,	the	crafts	start	dipping
gradually	in	midair,	eyes	narrowed	in	pain	from	holding	up	their	master's	bulk,	before	hastily	scooting	back	up,	fearing	the	consequences	for	letting	her	down.	VICTORY	THEME	-	SOMBER	SHROOM	Elder	Princess	Shroob's	wins	see	her	serenaded	with	an	orchestrally	remixed	snippet	from	her	melancholy	final	boss	theme.	LOSS	POSE	-	SHROOB
SHOCK	Elder	Princess	Shroob	applauds	slowly,	mouth	agape	and	eyes	narrowed	in	pure	hatred.	LINK	TO	CHANGE	LOG	(last	updated	XX/YY/ZZZZ):	--
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